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AND CONCRETE
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Abstract. Grothendieck Duality—the theory of the twisted inverse
image pseudofunctor (−)! over a suitable category of scheme-maps—
can be developed concretely, with emphasis on explicit constructions,
or, in greater generality, abstractly, with emphasis on category-theoretic
considerations. We aim to connect these approaches, a nontrivial matter
involving some alluring relations, for instance among differential forms,
residues and duality. In particular, it emerges that the culminating Ideal
Theorem in Hartshorne’s “Residues and Duality” holds for arbitrary
essentially-finite-type maps of noetherian schemes and bounded-below
complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology.

What appears here mostly concerns pseudo-coherent finite maps.
The rest is being prepared.
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1. Introduction

1.1. (Notation and terminology.) A ringed space is a topological space X
furnished with a sheaf OX of commutative rings. A map (f, θ) : X → Y of
ringed spaces consists of a continuous map f : X → Y and a homomorphism
of sheaves of rings θ : OY → f∗OX . (The appropriate θ, though understood
to be present, is often left out of the notation.) Such spaces and maps form
a category S: the composition of (g, ψ) : Y → Z with (f, θ) is (g ◦f, g∗θ ◦ψ),
and the identity idX of X is the map for which Y = X and both f and θ
are identity maps. Schemes and their maps constitute a full subcategory.

A diagram depicting S-maps is natural if each unlabeled arrow in it
represents a map whose description, while omitted, is presumed evident.
Arrows decorated with a “˜” or “'” represent isomorphisms.
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2 J. LIPMAN

The abelian category ofOX -modules on a ringed spaceX is denoted A(X);
Aqc(X) ⊂ A(X) is the full subcategory spanned by the quasi-coherent OX -
modules. The derived category of A(X) is denoted D(X); Dqc(X) ⊂ D(X)
is the full subcategory spanned by the OX -complexes with quasi-coherent
cohomology. D+(X) ⊂ D(X) is the full subcategory spanned by the locally
cohomologically bounded-below complexes (those C ∈ D(X) for which there
is an open cover (Xα)α∈A of X and for each α an integer nα such that the re-
striction (H iC)|Xα vanishes for all i < nα); and D+

qc(X) := Dqc(X)∩D+(X).

To reduce clutter, for any monoidal category (C,⊗) and A, B, C ∈ C we
will identify—harmlessly, via the natural isomorphism—(A ⊗ B) ⊗ C with
A⊗ (B ⊗ C), and denote either of these objects as A⊗B ⊗ C.

Assigning to each ringed-space map f : X → Y the derived direct image
Rf∗ : D(X)→ D(Y ) and the derived inverse image Lf∗ : D(Y )→ D(X) leads
to a pair of adjoint monoidal pseudofunctors on S, see [L09, 3.6.7, 3.6.10].

The abbreviation “qcqs” denotes “quasi-compact and quasi-separated.”1

A basic fact of Grothendieck Duality theory is that for any map f : X → Y
of qcqs schemes, the restriction to Dqc(X) of Rf∗ has a right adjoint, i.e.,
there exist a functor f× : D(Y )→ Dqc(X) and a functorial map

τ×f : Rf∗f
×G→ G (G ∈ D(Y ))

such that for any complex F ∈ Dqc(X), the natural composite map

HomD(X)(F, f
×G)→ HomD(Y )(Rf∗F,Rf∗f

×G)
via τ×f−−−−→ HomD(Y )(Rf∗F,G)

is an isomorphism. (See, e.g., [L09, Corollary 4.1.2] and the notes following
its proof.)

1.2. One of our goals, ultimately, is to prove the “Ideal Theorem,” called
in [H66, p. 6] the primum mobile of that book, and which—with restrictions
not needed here (existence of dualizing complexes, coherence of cohomology
of sheaf-complexes)—is one of its main results (ibid., p. 383, Corollary 3.4).

Paraphrased, the Ideal Theorem asserts, first of all, the existence of a
duality pseudofunctor, by which is meant a D+

qc-valued pseudofunctor (−)!

on the category E of finite-type separated maps of noetherian schemes, and
for each proper E-map f a functorial map τf : Rf∗f

! → id, satisfying the

following properties, of which (i), (ii) and (iv) jointly determine these data
up to unique isomorphism:

(i) For any étale E-map f , f ! is the usual restriction functor f∗.

(ii) (Duality). For any proper E-map f , τf makes f ! right-adjoint to Rf∗
(i.e., in §1.1, one can take (f×, τ×f ) := (f !, τf )).

1In the oft to be referred-to exposition [L09], this condition is called “concentrated.”
The frequent subsequent references to [L09] (of which these notes may be viewed as a
continuation) are due much more to its approach and convenience than to any originality.
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(iii) (Flat base change). For any fiber square in E

(1.2.1)

X ′
v−−−−→ X

g

y yf
Z ′

♣

−−−−→
u

Z

with f (hence g) proper and u (hence v) flat, and F ∈ D+
qc(Z), the map

(1.2.2) β♣(F ) : : v∗f !F → g!u∗F

adjoint (via (ii)) to the natural composition

Rg∗v
∗f !F −→∼ u∗Rf∗f

!F −−→
u∗τf

u∗F

is an isomorphism.

(iv) (For gluing (i) and (ii)). In (iii), if u (hence v) is an open immersion,
then β♣(F ) is equal to the natural composite isomorphism (which exists for
any commutative square (1.2.1) with u and v étale)

v∗f !F = v!f !F −→∼ (fv)!F = (ug)!F −→∼ g!u!F = g!u∗F.

This much of the Ideal Theorem is contained in Theorems 4.8.1 and 4.8.3
of the notes [L09], and was extended to essentially-finite-type maps by
Nayak in [Nk09, §5.2]. The methods of proof are largely category-theoretic,
in line with the “abstract” development of Grothendieck Duality initiated
by Verdier and Deligne (see Deligne’s Appendix in [H66], and also [Nm96]).

The pseudofunctor (−)! extends from D+
qc to Dqc if one restricts to proper maps

or to E-maps of finite tor-dimension [AJL11, §§5.7–5.9]—and even without such
restrictions if one relaxes “pseudofunctor” to “oplax functor,” i.e., one allows that

for an E-diagram W
g−→ X

f−→ Z the associated map (fg)! → g!f ! need not be

an isomorphism, see [Nm17]. (For maps of finite tor-dimension the agreement of
the oplax (−)! with the preceding pseudofunctor results from [Nm17, Prop. 13.11].)
In fact, Neeman’s results apply to a broad class of noetherian stacks, including
those of Deligne-Mumford.

Nayak has also established extensions to composites of pseudoproper maps and
étale maps of formal schemes [Nk05, Theorem 7.1.6], and to composites of proper
flat pseudo-coherent maps and étale maps of qcqs schemes [Nk05, Theorem 7.3.2].
In another direction, extensions are emerging in derived algebraic geometry, see,
for example, [Ga13, §3], [LZ17], [Sch17], [Lu18, Chap. 6].

Secondly—and this will be the focus of our attention—the Ideal Theorem
gives concrete realizations of the pseudofunctor (−)! over the subcategories
of E spanned, respectively, by its finite maps and its smooth maps, and con-
crete descriptions of abstractly specified pseudofunctorial maps associated
to some combinations of these two types of map.
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A concrete realization of (−)! is, informally stated, a concretely describable
duality pseudofunctor (−)#, preferably, though not necessarily, canonical.2

A concrete realization of a functorial map built up from concrete elemen-
tary maps involving the identity functor id, the derived tensor product and
derived direct image, by means of categorical operations like adjunction,
composition and successive application of previously defined functors, is a
concrete description of such a map. (This somewhat vague characterization
will be clarified by a number of examples, starting in section 2.6.)

In particular, for proper E-maps f one wants a concrete right adjoint f#

of Rf∗, and a concrete counit map Rf∗f
#→ id, varying pseudofunctorially.

Two such pairs are necessarily canonically isomorphic.

The first part of this exposition explores constructs associated to certain
finite maps f : X → Y , for which, as in [H66, pp. 164–175]—though with
weaker hypotheses, see §2.3—one defines “quasi-concretely” a functor

f [ : D+
qc(Y )→ D+

qc(X)

plus a functorial f∗OX -isomorphism

t̄f : Rf∗f
[ −→∼ RHomY (f∗OX ,−),

such that with tf the natural composite map

Rf∗f
[ −→∼

t̄f
RHomY (f∗OX ,−) −→ RHomY (OY ,−) −→∼ id,

(f [, tf ) is a right adjoint for Rf∗ . Thus (f [, tf ) is a realization of (f !, τf )

(pseudofunctorially, see §2.5). The definition involves RHom(f∗OX ,−) and

the left adjoint f̄
∗

of f̄∗ where f̄ : (X,OX) → (Y, f∗OX) := Y is the natural
ringed-space map (see Example 2.1.1); these functors, being characterized
by universal properties, are well-defined only up to canonical isomorphism,
and thus limit the extent to which (f [, tf ) can be considered to be concrete
or canonical.

Sometimes, simpler realizations exist. For example, restricting to finite
maps f : X → Y that are locally finitely presentable and flat (that is, f∗OX is
locally free of finite rank over OY ), and to quasi-coherent OY -complexes F ,

there is a right adjoint (f [, t̄f ) for the D(Aqc)-valued pseudofunctor (−)∗
with f [F := f̄

∗HomY (f∗OX , F ) ∈ Aqc(X), and t̄f (F ) the isomorphism

f∗f
[F = f∗f̄

∗HomY (f∗OX , F ) −→∼ HomY (f∗OX , F )

arising from f̄
∗
: Aqc(Y )→ Aqc(X) being quasi-inverse to f̄∗. This (f [, t̄f ) is

as concrete or canonical as f̄
∗

is. If Y is separated and quasi-compact, the
natural functor D(Aqc(Y )) → Dqc(Y ) is an equivalence, so every complex
G ∈ Dqc(Y ) is isomorphic (functorially) to a quasi-coherent complex QG;

2Concrete and canonical are somewhat flexible concepts. In what sense, for instance, is
the number 1 canonical? As Humpty Dumpty said, “a word means . . . just what I choose
it to mean.”
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thus, over such schemes one gets a realization of (f !, τf ) that is concrete or

canonical to the extent that the functors f̄∗ and Q are.
Suppose, moreover, f is étale. The usual trace map f∗OX → OY lifts to

an f∗OX -isomorphism f∗OX −→∼ HomY (f∗OX ,OY ), giving, for G ∈ D(Y ),
the first of the functorial f∗OX -isomorphisms (the second being natural)

(1.2.3) f∗OX ⊗Y G −→∼ HomY (f∗OX ,OY )⊗Y G −→∼ HomY (f∗OX , G).

If φ : Y → Y is the ringed-space map corresponding to the natural map
OY → f∗OX (so that f = φf̄ ), then the functor f∗OX⊗Y (−) : D(Y )→ D(Y )

is left-adjoint to φ∗, and so may be identified with φ∗. Then by applying f̄
∗

to (1.2.3), one gets a functorial OX -isomorphism

c[f : f∗G −→∼ f̄
∗HomY (f∗OX , G) = f [G,

whence the concrete realization (f∗, trf ) of (f !, τf ), where for G ∈ D+
qc(Y ),

trf (G) is the natural composite map

Rf∗f
∗G

Rf∗c
[
f−−−→ Rf∗f

[G −→ G,

which can be shown (using e.g., [L09, (3.7.1)] with f := f̄ and g := φ plus
[L09, (3.4.7)(ii)] with A := φ∗G and f := f̄ ) to be the natural composite map

Rf∗f
∗G −→∼ f∗OX ⊗Y G

trace⊗id−−−−−→ OY ⊗Y G −→∼ G.

Again, this realization is canonical insofar as the left adjoint f∗ of f∗ is.
For an extension to “almost étale” f , see Proposition 2.9.13.

When f is a map of affine schemes, this all has a well-known commutative-
algebra translation. Indeed, for any commutative ring R, sheafification and
the derived global-section functor induce inverse equivalences between dual-
ity theory over the derived category ofR-modules and that over Dqc(SpecR),
allowing us to realize functors and functorial maps in the latter through con-
crete commutative-algebra constructions in the former.

For example, when S is a finite R-algebra, with corresponding scheme-
map f : SpecS → SpecR, then one gets a concrete right adjoint for Rf∗ by
sheafifying the fact that the restriction-of-scalars functor from D(S) to D(R)
has as right adjoint the functor RHomR(S,−) together with the natural
functorial D(R)-map

RHomR(S,M)→ RHomR(R,M) = M (M ∈ D(R)).

Another example is the commutative-algebra map corresponding to the
projection map ((iii) in §1.3 below), as described in Lemma 3.3.6.

There is much more along these lines in §3.

As yet another example, a detailed account of duality provides, for a
smooth E-map f : X → Y with fibers of pure dimension d and Ωd

f the sheaf
of relative d-forms, a canonical functorial isomorphism

(1.2.4) f#F := Ωd
f [d]⊗X f∗F −→∼

cf (F )
f !F (F ∈ Dqc(Y ))
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(where “[d]” denotes d-fold translation in D(X)), having pseudofunctorial
variance induced by canonical isomorphisms of the form

Ωe
f [e]⊗X f∗Ωd

g [d] −→∼ Ωd+e
gf [d+ e]

for smooth E-maps g : Y → Z with fibers of pure dimension e; and further,
when f is also proper, an explicit elucidation of the composite map

Trf : Rf∗f
# −→∼

Rf∗cf
Rf∗f

! −→
τf

id

via the theory of residues, as sketched in [V68, pp. 398–400] and developed
in [HS93] or [LS92, Proposition 4.2.2].3

Assuming the first part of the Ideal Theorem, together with a canonical
representation of g! when g is a regular immersion [H66, p. 180, Corollary 7.3]
(reproduced, in essence, in Proposition 2.10.12 below), Verdier constructed
such a cf in [V68, Proof of Theorem 3]. (A much expanded treatment of
this “fundamental class” is given in [LN17].) But proving pseudofunctori-
ality of cf is far from straightforward. That, and much more about cf and

its relation to traces and residues, is addressed in [NkS19b], in the context
of formal schemes.

The finite étale situation is the overlap between the finite one and the
smooth one. The “concrete” proof in [H66] of the Ideal Theorem depends

on pseudofunctorially gluing (−)[ and Ω∗(−)[∗] along that overlap. In con-

trast, the basic idea here will be to show (with weaker hypotheses) that

the above pseudofunctor (−)!, abstractly constructed via gluing of (−)∗ over
étale maps and of a right adjoint of R(−)∗ over proper maps, is isomorphic

over finite (resp. smooth) maps to (−)[ (resp. Ω∗(−)[∗]).

1.3. The foregoing instantiates a more general theme, as follows.
For our relatively unsophisticated purposes, the abstract yoga of duality

takes a dualizing structure on a category C to be an adjoint pair (∗, ∗) of
monoidal pseudofunctors ([L09, §3.6] or [L09a, Lecture 3]), taking values in
closed categories DX (X ∈ C) with product ⊗X and unit OX , plus for each
C-map ψ : X → Y a right adjoint ψ× of the functor ψ∗ : DX → DY , with
specified counit map ψ∗ψ

× → id, plus a class S of oriented commutative
C-squares4

X ′
v−−−−→ X

g

y yf
Z ′

♠
−−−−→

u
Z,

with S closed under vertical and horizontal juxtaposition, such that for all
ψ : X → Y, the following maps are isomorphisms:

3In [H66, p. 383] this is required only for X := Pd(Y ) and f : X → Y the natural map,
in which case Trf can be described explicitly via Čech complexes, see e.g., [HK90, §5].

4An oriented commutative square is a quadruple of maps (u, f, v, g) such that ug = fv,
plus an ordering of the pair (u, f). A diagram such as the following one always represents
a commutative square that is oriented by putting the bottom arrow u ahead of f .
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(i) the map ψ∗OY → OX adjoint to the natural map OY → ψ∗OX ;
(ii) for all F, G ∈ DY , the map ψ∗(F ⊗Y G) → ψ∗F ⊗X ψ∗G adjoint to

the natural composite map

F ⊗Y G→ ψ∗ψ
∗F ⊗Y ψ∗ψ∗G→ ψ∗(ψ

∗F ⊗X ψ∗G);

(iii) for all E ∈ DX and F ∈ DY , the map ψ∗E ⊗Y F → ψ∗(E ⊗X ψ∗F )
(“projection map”) adjoint to the natural composite map

ψ∗(ψ∗E ⊗Y F )→ ψ∗ψ∗E ⊗X ψ∗F → E ⊗X ψ∗F ;

(iv) for each ♠ ∈ S and G ∈ DX , the map u∗f∗G→ g∗v
∗G adjoint to the

natural composite map g∗u∗f∗G −→∼ v∗f∗f∗G −→ v∗G;
(v) for each ♠ ∈ S and F ∈ DZ , the map v∗f×F → g×u∗F, adjoint to the

natural composite map g∗v
∗f×F −→∼ u∗f∗f

×F −→ u∗F.
On these axiomatic foundations, one constructs, using only categorical op-

erations (adjunction, composition, composite functors . . . ), a superstructure
of pseudofunctorial maps, and compatibilities among them expressed by
commutative diagrams. (For more in this vein, see e.g., [L09, §3.5.4] or
[L09a, Lectures 4 and 6]. Even more generally, see [Ho19] or [CD19, Part I].)

This abstract theory is modeled by a variety of specific situations—beyond
those mentioned in §1.2. The first, historically, are topological, wherein a
number of duality theorems, starting with Poincaré duality, coalesced into
Verdier duality, with C the category of continuous maps of locally com-
pact spaces, DX a derived category of (say) abelian sheaves on X, f∗ de-
rived direct image with proper support. . . (See, e.g., [Iv86, Chapter VII].) In
an algebraic context, C could be some category of commutative rings, DX
the category of OX -modules (or its derived category) with the usual closed
structure, and (∗, ∗) the usual (or derived) extension- and restriction-of-
scalars pseudofunctors. (For elaboration, see §3.) Or, C could be some
category of ringed spaces, DX the category of quasi-coherent OX -modules
(or D+

qc(X), see §1.2), and (∗, ∗) the usual (or derived) inverse- and direct-
image pseudofunctors. Or, C could be the category of compactifiable maps
of qcqs schemes, and DX the derived category of torsion sheaves on X with
the étale topology [De73]. Other categories that support duality theories
are those whose objects are certain finite diagrams of noetherian schemes,
with flat arrows [Ha09], or certain finite ringed spaces [SS19], or certain al-
gebraic stacks [Nm17]. With a few extras, one can also consider categories
of topological rings (local duality) or noetherian formal schemes, each DX
being a suitable ordinary or derived category [AJL99]. Many more examples
can be found by searching the internet for “Grothendieck six operations” or
“six functors.” Undoubtedly, others will emerge in the future.

In such situations, to enliven things and enhance applicability one needs
to have concrete interpretations of the functors and maps in the preceding
conditions (i)–(v), as well as of useful pseudofunctorial maps that can be
categorically derived.
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For instance, in the context of §1.2, concrete interpretations of f× were
indicated for smooth or finite E-maps. As for noteworthy derived maps, in
that situation there are concrete descriptions, at least via flat or injective
resolutions, in various places in [H66]. However, the question of whether the
maps so described are the same as the corresponding categorically-defined
ones is not often addressed. (See the footnote in the proof of 2.1.9 below.)
So one cannot say without further ado that, for example, the multitudinous
diagrams in [L09] that are abstractly shown to commute remain commuta-
tive when their maps are interpreted as in [H66].

The overall goal here is to embed the concrete duality theory in [H66]
(amended in [Co00]) into the abstract one in [L09], by showing how impor-
tant maps in [H66] can be described in category-theoretic terms.5

Section 2 below is devoted to doing this for certain finite maps, section 3
to translation into commutative-algebra terms. Beyond (i)–(v), there being
an endless number of maps that can be categorically deduced, only a few
salient examples will be examined closely, such as the maps

Lf∗E ⊗L
X f×F −→ f×(E ⊗L

Y F ) (E, F ∈ Dqc(Y )),

RHomX(Lf∗E, f×F ) −→ f×RHomY (E,F ) (E, F ∈ Dqc(Y )),

associated with a finite map f : X → Y . (See 2.7.7 and 2.8.2.)
It is intended that smooth E-maps will be treated in a subsequent part of

this exposition. For such maps, basic results—even in the context of formal
schemes—can be found in [NkS19a] and [NkS19b].

2. Pseudo-coherent finite maps

Recall that a scheme-map f : X → Y is affine (resp. finite) if for each
affine open subscheme U ⊂ Y—or equivalently, for every member of some
affine open cover of Y—the scheme f−1U is affine (resp. affine and such
that the natural map makes Γ(f−1U,OX) into a finite Γ(U,OY )-module),
see [GrD61a, 1.3.2, 6.1.4]. Any affine f is separated, and when for each U
the Γ(U,OY )-module Γ(f−1U,OX) is locally finitely presentable, proper.

This section 2 is concerned with a concrete D+
qc-valued pseudofunctor (−)[

together with functorial maps R(−)∗(−)[ → id, over the category Φ of finite
maps f : X → Y that are pseudo-coherent, meaning f∗OX is locally resolv-
able by a complex of finite-rank locally free OY -modules (see 2.3.7). (For
example, finite maps of locally noetherian schemes, finite locally free maps,
and regular immersions all are pseudo-coherent.) These data constitute a
pseudofunctorial right adjoint for R(−)∗ . Restricting to qcqs schemes in Φ,
one has then a concrete realization of the pseudofunctorial pair ((−)×, τ×− ).

5For orientation, consider the analogous theme in the elementary duality theory of
ordinary restriction- and extension-of-scalars pseudofunctors between modules over com-
mutative rings.
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The locally noetherian case is treated in [H66, pp. 164–175], where it is
indicated that the “usual reductions” cut things down to the elementary
context of modules over commutative rings. (Cf. section 3 below.) The
present approach is more general and technical, and also more explicit, than
that classical one, but basically similar, as follows.

Fix a scheme Y . The direct-image functor gives an equivalence between
(i): a category whose objects are pairs (X,F ) with X a scheme affine over Y
and F a quasi-coherent OX -module and, (ii): the opposite of a category
whose objects are pairs (L,F) with L a quasi-coherent OY -algebra and F a
quasi-coherent L-module, see [GrD71, §9.2]. In greater generality, with F
and F replaced by objects in Dqc(X) and Dqc(L) respectively, the derived
direct-image functor induces an equivalence, see Proposition 2.1.6. There
is an explicit Dqc(−)-valued duality pseudofunctor over quasi-coherent OY -
algebras, globalizing the well-known pseudofunctor over commutative rings.
(For the latter, see 3.1.18–3.1.23). To transfer this pseudofunctor over to
Y -schemes, via the equivalence, one needs to remain in a quasi-coherent
context. This can be done, for instance, using right adjoints RQL for the
inclusions Dqc(L) ↪→ D(L); but discussion along these lines appears only

briefly, in §2.11, because RQ is awkward to explicate for non-affine schemes,
and it doesn’t commute with open immersions.

Rather, we’ll just restrict to Φ, where RQ is not needed because Φ-maps
f : X → Y have the following key property (Lemma 2.3.8):

RHomY (f∗OX ,D+
qc(Y )) ⊂ D+

qc(Y ).

Consequently, the equivalence Rf∗ : Dqc(X) ≈−→ Dqc(f∗OX) in 2.1.6 reduces

finding a concrete right adjoint (f [, tf ) for Rf∗ : D+
qc(X)→ D+

qc(Y ) to finding

one for the restriction-of-scalars functor φ∗ : Dqc(f∗OX) → Dqc(Y ). But
derived adjoint associativity, as enhanced in Proposition 2.2.1, implies that
the functor φ∗ : D(f∗OX)→ D(Y ) has the right adjoint

φ[(−) := RHomY (f∗OX ,−),

with counit the natural D(Y )-map (“evaluation at 1”)

φ∗φ
[G = RHomY (f∗OX , G) −→ RHomY (OY , G) = G (G ∈ D(Y )),

giving the desired construction (see Proposition 2.3.5).
In fact Theorem 2.3.9 says more: for any Φ-map f : X → Y , F ∈ Dqc(X)

and G ∈ D+
qc(Y ), there is a sheafified duality isomorphism

Rf∗RHomX(F, f [G) −→∼ RHomY (Rf∗F,G),

which turns out to be a concrete realization of the standard abstract one,
namely the natural composite

Rf∗RHomX(F, f !G)→ RHomY (Rf∗F,Rf∗f
!G)→ RHomY (Rf∗F,G),

see Proposition 2.4.5.
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Arguing as one does for (−)×, one gets, for pseudo-coherent finite maps,

basic properties of (−)[ such as pseudofunctoriality (Proposition 2.5.2) and
tor-independent base change (Theorem 2.6.4).

In further illustration of §1.3, concrete interpretations are given, for suit-
able f : X → Y and F,G ∈ Dqc(Y ), of some basic abstractly defined
maps: the pseudofunctoriality isomorphism (Proposition 3.1.23), and the

base-change map of (1.2.2)—with f [ in place of f ! (Proposition 2.6.14);
and the maps

f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G→ f [(F ⊗L

Y G),

RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G)→ f [RHomY (F,G),

(2.7.7 and 2.8.2, respectively).

Section 2.9 deals with the role played in concrete duality for a perfect
affine map f : X → Y by the functorial trace map

trf (G) : Rf∗Lf
∗G −→ G (G ∈ Dqc(Y ))

from [Il71, p. 154, 8.1], and by its dual, the fundamental class map

Cf (G) : Lf∗G −→ f [G (G ∈ Dqc(Y )),

which is an isomorphism whenever f is étale.
Section 2.10 discusses duality for Koszul-regular immersions—a class of

perfect closed immersions of schemes which includes all regular immersions.
On this class, there is a well-known concrete realization of (−)[, involving
normal bundles (see Proposition 2.10.12). The surprisingly difficult task of
showing that this realization is pseudofunctorial (see Theorem 2.10.22) gets
reduced to the case of affine schemes, which is translated into commutative-
algebra terms in section 3, and then disposed of at the end of that section,
along the lines of the proof in [NkS19a, Appendix C.6]. ([Co00, §§2.5–2.6]
contains the only other proof I know of.)

2.1. Associate to an affine scheme-map f : X → Y the map of ringed spaces

(X,OX)
f̄ :=(f, id)−−−−−−→ (Y, f∗OX) =: Y .

This f̄ is flat, i.e., for all x ∈ X, the stalk OX,x is flat over OY,f̄(x): to check

this one can assume that X = SpecS, Y = SpecR, with f corresponding to
a commutative-ring homomorphism ϕ : R→ S, then note that if p is a prime
S-ideal, the stalk Sp of OX at p is a localization of—thus flat over—the stalk

S ⊗R Rϕ−1p of f∗OX at f(p). So the functor f̄
∗
: A(Y )→ A(X) is exact.

The restriction of f̄∗ to Aqc(X) is an equivalence (necessarily exact) from

Aqc(X) to Aqc(Y ) [GrD71, p. 361, (9.2.1)]6. The left adjoint f̄
∗

of f̄∗ takes

Aqc(Y ) to Aqc(X) [GrD71, p. 108, (5.1.4)], and so provides a quasi-inverse
equivalence.

6whose proof states incorrectly, if harmlessly, that Y is a locally ringed space. This proof
has other features that make it harder to read than the original [GrD61a, (1.4.1), (1.4.3)].
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These quasi-inverse equivalences, being exact, extend to quasi-inverse
equivalences of derived categories

D
(
Aqc(X)

)
� D

(
Aqc(Y )

)
.

Example 2.1.1. (Cf. [GrD71, top of p. 362]) When f = Spec(ϕ) with
ϕ : R→ S as above, here is what’s happening, in concrete terms.

Denote by ϕ∗ the functor “restriction-of-scalars via ϕ” from S-modules

to R-modules. Let M be an S-module, and let M̃S (resp. M̃R := (ϕ∗M)R̃)
be the corresponding quasi-coherent OX -(resp. f∗OX -)module. Any quasi-

coherent f∗OX -module M is naturally isomorphic to such an M̃R : take

M := Γ(Y,M) [GrD71, p. 207, (1.4.5)]; and [GrD71, p. 214, (1.7.7(ii))] gives

a natural f∗OX -isomorphism M̃R
∼= f̄∗M̃S . Hence, since f̄

∗
is quasi-inverse

to f̄∗, there is a natural isomorphism f̄
∗
M̃R
∼= M̃S .

2.1.2. If F1 → F2 → F → F3 → F4 is an exact sequence of f∗OX -modules
with F1, F2, F3 and F4 quasi-coherent, then F is quasi-coherent (as fol-
lows via [GrD71, p. 218, (2.2.4)] from the similar property of OY -modules
[GrD71, p. 217, (2.2.2)(iii)]). Hence Dqc(Y ) ⊂ D(Y ) is a triangulated sub-
category (identifiable with the derived category of the category of f∗OX -
complexes with quasi-coherent homology, see [L09, (1.9.1)]).

Since f̄
∗

is exact and, as above, preserves quasi-coherence, therefore

(2.1.3) f̄
∗
Dqc(Y ) ⊂ Dqc(X) and f̄

∗
D+

qc(Y ) ⊂ D+
qc(X).

Also,

(2.1.4) Rf̄∗(Dqc(X)) ⊂ Dqc(Y ) and Rf̄∗(D
+
qc(X)) ⊂ D+

qc(Y ).

For, with ψ = ψf : OY → f∗OX the homomorphism associated to f and

(2.1.5) φ = φf := (id, ψ) : Y → Y

the resulting ringed-space map (so that f = φf̄ ), there are, for all i ∈ Z
and E ∈ Dqc(X), natural isomorphisms

φ∗H
iRf̄∗E −→∼ H iφ∗Rf̄∗E −→∼ H iR(φf̄ )∗E = H iRf∗E ;

hence—since an f∗OX -module G is quasi-coherent if φ∗G is [GrD71, p. 218,
(2.2.4)], and, clearly, vanishes if φ∗G does—it’s enough to prove (2.1.4) with

f̄ : X → Y replaced by f : X → Y , which is done in [L09, 3.9.2]. (Or, reduce
to where Y and X are affine, say X = SpecR, and apply [BN93, p. 225, 5.1].)

Proposition 2.1.6. The functor f̄
∗
: D(Y ) → D(X) induces an equiva-

lence from Dqc(Y ) to Dqc(X) (resp. D+
qc(Y ) to D+

qc(X)), with quasi-inverse

induced by Rf̄∗ : D(X)→ D(Y ).

Proof. The functor Rf̄∗ is right adjoint to f̄
∗
: D(Y )→ D(X) [L09, (3.2.1)];

so in view of (2.1.3) and (2.1.4), it suffices that the counit and unit maps

εE : f̄
∗
Rf̄∗E → E (E ∈ Dqc(X)) and ηF : F → Rf̄∗ f̄

∗
F (F ∈ Dqc(Y ))

both be isomorphisms (see [M98, p. 93, Theorem 1]).
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To show that εE is an isomorphism one can assume that E is K-injective

( := q-injective [L09, §2.3]), so that Rf̄∗E
∼= f̄∗E and εE can be identified

with the counit map associated to the adjunction between f̄
∗

and f̄∗ (see
[L09, (3.2.1.3)]), an isomorphism because these functors are, as above, quasi-
inverse equivalences.
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As for ηF , since εf̄∗F is an isomorphism and the composite map

f̄
∗
F

f̄
∗
ηF−−−→ f̄

∗
Rf̄∗ f̄

∗
F

εf̄∗F−−→ f̄
∗
F

is the identity map, therefore f̄
∗
ηF is an isomorphism. Since f̄ is flat one has,

denoting cohomology functors by Hn, that for all n ∈ Z, f̄
∗
HnηF is isomor-

phic to Hnf̄
∗
ηF and so is an isomorphism. Since f̄

∗|Aqc(Y ) is an equivalence,

therefore every HnηF is an isomorphism, so ηF is an isomorphism. �

For any ringed-space map h : V → W and E, E′ ∈ D(V ), one has the
natural bifunctorial composite

(2.1.7)
ν(E,E′) : Rh∗RHomV (E, E′) −→ Rh∗RHomV (Lh∗Rh∗E, E

′)

−→∼ RHomW (Rh∗E, Rh∗E
′)

with the isomorphism as in [L09, 3.2.3(ii)]. Using [L09, 3.2.5(f)] and the last
assertion in [L09, 3.2.3(i)], or otherwise, one verifies that application of the
functor H0RΓ(W,−) to this composite map produces the obvious map

HomD(V )(E,E
′) −→ HomD(W )(Rh∗E,Rh∗E

′).

If the natural map Lh∗Rh∗E → E is an isomorphism—for example if
h : V → W is f̄ : X → Y (as above) and E ∈ Dqc(X)—then so is the com-
posite map (2.1.7). Hence:

Corollary 2.1.8 (Sheafified duality for f̄ ). For E ∈ Dqc(X), F ∈ Dqc(Y ),
one has the composite bifunctorial isomorphism

Rf̄∗RHomX(E, f̄
∗
F ) −→∼

(2.1.7)
RHomY (Rf̄∗E,Rf̄∗f̄

∗
F ) −→∼

2.1.6
RHomY (Rf̄∗E, F ),

to which application of H0RΓ(Y,−) gives the adjunction isomorphism

HomDqc(X)(E, f̄
∗
F ) −→∼ HomDqc(Y )(Rf̄∗E,F ). �

The equivalence 2.1.6 between Dqc(Y ) and Dqc(X) is compatible with
standard additional structures. For example, it respects the derived tensor
product and sheafified hom functors, in the following sense:

Corollary 2.1.9. For E,F ∈ Dqc(X), the natural maps are isomorphisms

κ : Rf̄∗E ⊗L
Y
Rf̄∗F −→∼ Rf̄∗(E ⊗L

X F ),

ν : Rf̄∗RHomX(E,F ) −→∼
2.1.7

RHomY (Rf̄∗E,Rf̄∗F );

and if RHomX(E,F ) ∈ Dqc(X), then the natural composite

f̄
∗
RHomY (Rf̄∗E,Rf̄∗F ) −−→

ρ
RHomX(f̄

∗
Rf̄∗E, f̄

∗
Rf̄∗F ) −→∼

2.1.6
RHomX(E,F )

is an isomorphism too.
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Proof. By definition ([L09, 3.2.4(ii)]), κ is the unique map such that the
following diagram, with ε as in the proof of 2.1.6, and the isomorphism on
the left as in [L09, 3.2.4(i)], commutes:

f̄
∗
(Rf̄∗E ⊗L

Y
Rf̄∗F ) f̄

∗
Rf̄∗(E ⊗L

X F )

f̄
∗
Rf̄∗E ⊗L

Y
f̄
∗
Rf̄∗F E ⊗L

X F

f̄
∗
κ

εE ⊗L
X εF

' εE⊗L
XF

By 2.1.6, the counit maps εE , εF and εE⊗L
XF

are isomorphisms, and therefore
so is f̄

∗
κ, whence, by 2.1.6 again, so is κ.

That ν is an isomorphism was noted above (just before 2.1.8).

As for the last assertion, it holds by assumption that

RHomY (Rf̄∗E,Rf̄∗F ) ∼=
ν
f̄∗RHomX(E,F ) ∈ Dqc(Y )

and
RHomX(f̄

∗
Rf̄∗E, f̄

∗
Rf̄∗F ) ∼=

2.1.6
RHomX(E,F ) ∈ Dqc(X).

But it follows easily from 2.1.6 that for A ∈ Dqc(Y ) and B ∈ Dqc(X),

a D(X)-map f̄∗A → B is an isomorphism ⇔ so is its adjoint A → f̄∗B. So
the map ρ is an isomorphism, since by its definition [L09, (3.5.4.5)]7 it is
adjoint to the natural composite D(Y )-isomorphism

RHomY (Rf̄∗E,Rf̄∗F ) −→∼ RHomY (Rf̄∗E,Rf̄∗f̄
∗
(Rf̄∗F ))

−→∼ Rf̄∗RHomX(f̄
∗
Rf̄∗E, f̄

∗
Rf̄∗F ).

�

Corollary 2.1.10. For E ∈ Dqc(X) and F ∈ Dqc(Y ), the projection maps

p1,f̄ : Rf̄∗E ⊗L
Y
F −→ Rf̄∗(E ⊗L

X f̄
∗
F )

p2,f̄ : F ⊗L
Y
Rf̄∗E −→ Rf̄∗(f̄

∗
F ⊗L

X E)

are isomorphisms.

Proof. As in [L09, 3.4.6.2], p
1,f̄

is the natural composite isomorphism

Rf̄∗E ⊗L
Y
F −→∼

2.1.6
Rf̄∗f̄

∗
(Rf̄∗E ⊗L

Y
F )

−→∼ Rf̄∗(f̄
∗
Rf̄∗E ⊗L

X f̄
∗
F ) −→∼

2.1.6
Rf̄∗(E ⊗L

X f̄
∗
F );

and similarly for p
2,f̄

. �

7Apropos of §1.3, it is left to the interested reader to show that for ringed spaces
this ρ is the same as the explicit map in [H66, p. 109, 5.8]. For this, [L09, 3.5.6(g)], with
α : [D,E]⊗D → E the natural map, might be useful.
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2.2. Let Y be a ringed space, and ψ : OY → S an OY -algebra. Let Y be
the ringed space (Y, S), and φ : Y → Y the ringed-space map (idY , ψ).

(This subsection is independent of the preceding one. Subsequently, only the
case where ψ : OY → S := f∗OX is as before—just after (2.1.4)—will be needed.)

Note: OY = S, A(Y ) is the category of S-modules, φ∗ : A(Y )→ A(Y ) is
just restriction of scalars, ⊗Y = ⊗S and HomY = HomS .

The functor
Homψ : A(Y )op ×A(Y )→ A(Y )

(where “ op ” denotes “opposite category”) is given by

Homψ(F,G) := HomY (φ∗F, G) ∈ A(Y )
(
F ∈ A(Y ), G ∈ A(Y )

)
,

with scalar multiplication given by the following natural composite map,
where mφ∗F : S ⊗Y φ∗F → φ∗F is scalar multiplication,

S ⊗Y HomY (φ∗F, G) = HomY (φ∗F, G)⊗Y S
viamφ∗F−−−−−→ HomY (S ⊗Y φ∗F, G)⊗Y S

−→∼ HomY (S,HomY (φ∗F, G))⊗Y S −→ HomY (φ∗F, G),

and with the the obvious action on maps in A(Y )op ×A(Y ).

This scalar multiplication is adjoint to the natural composite

HomY (φ∗F, G)⊗Y S ⊗Y φ∗F
viamφ∗F−−−−−→ HomY (φ∗F, G)⊗Y φ∗F −→ G,

that is, the border of the following natural diagram with [−,−] := HomY (−,−),
⊗ := ⊗Y and m := mφ∗F , is commutative.

[φ∗F,G]⊗
(
S ⊗φ∗F

)
[φ∗F,G]⊗φ∗F G

[S ⊗φ∗F,G]⊗
(
S ⊗φ∗F

) (
[S, [φ∗F,G]]⊗S

)
⊗φ∗F [φ∗F,G]⊗φ∗F

viam

˜
viam 1○

2○

Indeed, subdiagram 1○ commutes by [L09, 3.5.3(h)] (with B = S ⊗ φ∗F, A = φ∗F
and C = G), and 2○ by, e.g., the Kelly-Mac Lane coherence theorem [KM71, p. 107,
Thm. 2.4] applied to 2○ after replacement of S and φ∗F , respectively, by arbitrary
objects D and E in A(Y ).

It follows that scalar multiplication factors naturally as

[φ∗F,G]⊗ S −→ [φ∗F,G]⊗ [φ∗F, φ∗F ] −→ [φ∗F,G]

where the second map is “internal composition” [L09, 3.5.3(h)], that is, the map
adjoint to the natural composite

[φ∗F,G]⊗ ([φ∗F, φ∗F ]⊗ φ∗F ) −→ [φ∗F,G]⊗ φ∗F −→ G.

Let RHomψ : D(Y )op × D(Y ) → D(Y ) be a right-derived functor of
Homψ , specified on objects by choosing for eachOY -complex G a K-injective
resolution G→ IG and then setting, for any S-complex F,

RHomψ(F,G) := Homψ(F, IG),

and specified on maps in the standard way.
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The next proposition is a slightly upgraded version of derived adjoint
associativity—which it becomes when ψ is an isomorphism. (This termin-
ology is clarified in Remark 2.2.7.)

Proposition 2.2.1. There is a unique trifunctorial D(Y )-isomorphism

α(E,F,G) : RHomψ(E ⊗L
Y
F, G) −→∼ RHomY (E,RHomψ(F,G))(

E,F ∈ D(Y ), G ∈ D(Y )
)

such that the following natural diagram, with H := Hom and α0(E,F,G)
the standard isomorphism of OY -complexes, commutes.

Hψ(E ⊗Y F, G) RHψ(E ⊗Y F, G) RHψ(E ⊗L
Y
F, G)

HY

(
E,Hψ(F,G)

)
RHY

(
E,Hψ(F,G)

)
RHY

(
E,RHψ(F,G)

)'α0(E,F,G) ' α(E,F,G)

In fact, α(E,F,G) = α0(PE , F, IG) where PE → E (resp. G → IG) is
a quasi-isomorphism with PE a K-flat OY -complex (resp. IG a K-injective
OY -complex). The proof is the same as that of [L09, Proposition (2.6.1)∗],
except that in the remarks preceding loc. cit. one sets

L′1 := K(Y ) (the homotopy category of OY -complexes),

L′2 := full subcategory of K(Y ) spanned by all K-flat OY -complexes,

L′3 := full subcategory of K(Y ) spanned by all K-injective OY -complexes,

adjusts L′′i and D′′i accordingly (i = 1, 2, 3), and then observes that for

(F,G) ∈ L′2 × L′3, if the OY -complex E is exact then so is

HY

(
E,Hψ(F,G)) ∼= Hψ(E ⊗L

Y
F, G),

that is, Hψ(F,G) is K-injective. �

Upon replacing S by OY in the above definition of scalar multiplication
for Homψ(F,G), one checks the equality of OY -complexes

(2.2.2) φ∗Homψ(F,G) = HomY (φ∗F,G);

replacing G by IG gives the natural isomorphism (in D(Y ))

(2.2.3) φ∗RHomψ(F,G) ∼= RHomY (φ∗F,G).

As is readily verified, the isomorphism (2.2.3) is naturally identifiable with
the inverse of the isomorphism αφ(OY , F,G) given by the next Corollary.

Corollary 2.2.4. There is a unique trifunctorial D(Y )-isomorphism

αφ(E,F,G) : RHomY

(
φ∗(E⊗L

Y
F ), G

)
−→∼ φ∗RHomY (E,RHomψ(F,G)

)(
E,F ∈ D(Y ), G ∈ D(Y )

)
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such that the following natural D(Y )-diagram, with H := Hom, commutes.

HY
(
φ∗(E ⊗Y F ), G

)
RHY

(
φ∗(E ⊗Y F ), G

)
RHY

(
φ∗(E ⊗L

Y
F ), G

)

φ∗HY

(
E,Hψ(F,G)

)
φ∗RHY

(
E,Hψ(F,G)

)
φ∗RHY

(
E,RHψ(F,G)

)' ' αφ(E,F,G)

Proof. Applying φ∗ to the diagram in 2.2.1, one sees that the diagram in
2.2.4 commutes when αφ(E,F,G) is the isomorphism φ∗α(E,F,G).

Uniqueness need only be checked when E is K-flat and G is K-injective,
in which case it holds because the maps in the top row of the latter diagram
are isomorphisms. �

Corollary 2.2.5 (Sheafified duality for φ). Setting

φ[(−) := RHomψ(OY ,−) : D(Y )→ D(Y ),

one has, for E ∈ D(Y ) and G ∈ D(Y ), the bifunctorial isomorphism

αφ(E,OY , G) : RHomY (φ∗E, G) −→∼ φ∗RHomY (E, φ[G).

Remark. The inverse of αφ(E,OY , G) is described in Proposition 2.4.4.

Corollary 2.2.6 (Global duality for φ). For E,F ∈ D(Y ) and G ∈ D(Y )
one has, with αφ := αφ(E,F,G), the functorial isomorphism

H0RΓ
(
Y, αφ

)
: HomD(Y )

(
φ∗(E ⊗L

Y
F ), G

)
−→∼ HomD(Y )

(
E,RHomψ(F,G)

)
.

In particular, one has the adjunction φ∗ a φ[ given by the functorial
isomorphism, with α′φ := αφ(E,OY , G),

H0RΓ
(
Y, α′φ

)
: HomD(Y )

(
φ∗E, G

)
−→∼ HomD(Y )(E, φ

[G
)
.

Remark 2.2.7. For fixed E and F in D(Y ), the functorial isomorphism
α(E,F,G) in 2.2.1 is right-conjugate (see for instance [L09, 3.3.5, 3.3.7]),
via natural adjunctions, to the standard associativity isomorphism

φ∗
(
D ⊗L

Y
(E ⊗L

Y
F )
)
←−∼ φ∗

(
(D ⊗L

Y
E)⊗L

Y
F
)

(D ∈ D(Y )).

2.2.8. As always, one can explicate an adjunction through the associated
counit and unit maps. One does so for φ∗ a φ[ by means of the well-
known counit and unit maps for the standard adjunction φ∗a Homψ(OY ,−)

(of functors between A(Y ) and A(Y )), obtaining that the corresponding
counit map at G ∈ D(Y ) is the natural composite

(2.2.8.1)

φ∗φ
[G = φ∗RHomψ(OY , G) −→∼

(2.2.3)
RHomY (φ∗OY , G)

−→
viaψ

RHomY (OY , G) −→∼ G;
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and the corresponding unit map at E ∈ D(Y ) is the natural composite

(2.2.8.2)

E −→∼ HomY (OY , E)
j
↪→ Homψ(OY , φ∗E)→ RHomψ(OY , φ∗E) = φ[φ∗E.

(The inclusion map j is easily seen to be OY -linear.)

2.2.9. The functor ⊗ψ : A(Y )×A(Y )→ A(Y ) is given by

F ⊗ψ G := φ∗F ⊗Y G ∈ A(Y )
(
F ∈ A(Y ), G ∈ A(Y )

)
,

where the scalar multiplication map is the natural composite

OY ⊗Y (φ∗F ⊗Y G) −→∼ (OY ⊗Y φ∗F )⊗Y G −→ φ∗F ⊗Y G,

and the action of ⊗ψ on maps in A(Y )×A(Y ) is the obvious one.

One has for E ∈ A(Y ), G ∈ A(Y ), the natural isomorphism

HomY (OY ⊗ψ G, E) −→∼ HomY (G,φ∗E).

Thus the functor OY ⊗ψ − is left-adjoint to φ∗, and so can be identified

with φ∗, after which the counit A(Y )-map φ∗φ∗ → id becomes the scalar
multiplication

OY ⊗ψ φ∗F −→ F (F ∈ A(Y )),

and the unit map id→ φ∗φ
∗ becomes the natural D(Y )-map

G −→∼ OY ⊗Y G −→ φ∗OY ⊗Y G = φ∗(OY ⊗ψ G) (G ∈ A(Y )),

There is an obvious functorial isomorphism

(2.2.9.1) F ⊗ψ G −→∼ F ⊗Y (OY ⊗ψ G) = F ⊗Y φ
∗G.

One has then the natural isomorphism

(2.2.9.2) φ∗(F⊗Y φ
∗G) = φ∗(F⊗Y (OY ⊗ψG)) ∼= φ∗(F⊗ψG) = φ∗F⊗Y G,

whose inverse is easily seen to be the projection map

p′1,φ : φ∗F ⊗Y G −→ φ∗(F ⊗Y φ
∗G),

cf. [L09, 3.4.6], so that p′1,φ is an isomorphism.
Similarly, one has the isomorphism

p′2,φ : G⊗Y φ∗F −→∼ φ∗(φ
∗G⊗Y F );

and, as in [L09, 3.4.6.1], the following natural diagram commutes:

φ∗F ⊗Y G φ∗(F ⊗Y φ∗G)

G⊗Y φ∗F φ∗(φ
∗G⊗Y F )

' '
p′1,φ̃

p′2,φ̃
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This all applies more generally, mutatis mutandis, to OY -complexes F
and OY -complexes G. In that case, upon replacing G by a quasi-isomorphic
K-flat complex one sees that the derived projection map is an isomorphism

(2.2.9.3) p1,φ : φ∗F ⊗L
Y G −→∼ φ∗(F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) (F ∈ D(Y ), G ∈ D(Y )).

Similarly (and by [L09, 3.4.6.1], equivalently), one has the isomorphism

(2.2.9.4) p2,φ : G⊗L
Y φ∗F −→∼ φ∗(Lφ

∗G⊗L
Y
F ) (F ∈ D(Y ), G ∈ D(Y )).

One checks that (2.2.9.4) is left-conjugate to the inverse of the duality isomorphism
RHomY (φ∗F, E) −→∼ φ∗RHomY (F, φ[E) given by Corollary 2.2.5.

2.3. Let f : X → Y be an affine scheme-map, f̄ as in §2.1, and φ and ψ as
in the lines following (2.1.4). So f = φf̄ ; and one gets properties of f by
combining the corresponding ones of f̄ and φ.

For example, from (2.2.9.3), (2.2.9.4) and 2.1.10 one gets, using transitiv-
ity of projection maps [L09, 3.7.1], a simple proof of the well-known fact that
for all E ∈ Dqc(X) and G ∈ Dqc(Y ) the projection maps are isomorphisms

(2.3.1) Rf∗E⊗L
Y G −→∼ Rf∗(E⊗L

XLf∗G), G⊗L
Y Rf∗E −→∼ Rf∗(Lf

∗G⊗L
XE).

(For the general case of arbitrary qcqs maps, see e.g., [L09, 3.9.4].)
Here we will emphasize duality results, a basic one being Theorem 2.3.4

(sheafified affine duality).

First, with φ[ := RHomψ(f∗OX ,−) as in (2.2.5), set

(2.3.2) f [ := f̄
∗
φ[.

Lemma 2.3.3. If G ∈ D(Y ) is such that RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y )

then φ[G ∈ Dqc(Y ) (whence f [G ∈ Dqc(X)), and so one has the composite
isomorphism

t̄G : Rf∗f
[G = φ∗Rf̄∗f̄

∗
φ[G −→∼

2.1.6
φ∗φ

[G −→∼
(2.2.3)

RHomY (f∗OX , G).

Proof. The functor φ∗ is exact, and φ∗φ
[G ∼= RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ),

so by [GrD71, p. 218, (2.2.4)], φ[G ∈ Dqc(Y ). �

Consequently:

Theorem 2.3.4 (Sheafified affine duality). Let G ∈ D(Y ) be such that
RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ). For all F ∈ Dqc(X) one has the natural com-
posite bifunctorial duality isomorphism

Rf∗RHomX(F, f [G) −→∼ φ∗Rf̄∗RHomX(F, f̄
∗
φ[G)

−→∼
2.1.8

φ∗RHomY (Rf̄∗F, φ
[G)

−→∼
2.2.5

RHomY (φ∗Rf̄∗F,G) −→∼ RHomY (Rf∗F,G). �

Proposition 2.4.5 below gives another factorization of the duality isomor-
phism in 2.3.4. The next Proposition, in essence, globalizes that.
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Proposition 2.3.5. Let G ∈ D(Y ) satisfy RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ),
and let tG be the composite map

Rf∗f
[G = φ∗Rf̄∗f̄

∗
φ[G −→∼

2.1.6
φ∗φ

[G −→
(2.2.8.1)

G

given by the counit maps associated to the adjunctions f̄
∗a Rf∗ and φ∗a φ[

in 2.1.6 and 2.2.6 respectively. Then:

(i)
(
f [G, tG

)
represents the contravariant functor HomD(Y )(Rf∗−, G)

from Dqc(X) to the category of Γ(Y,OY )-modules.

(ii) tG is the natural composite map

Rf∗f
[G −→∼

2.3.3
RHomY (f∗OX , G) −→ RHomY (OY , G) −→∼ G.

Proof. (i) The assertion is that for all F ∈ Dqc(X), the map gotten by going
clockwise around the following natural diagram from top left to bottom left
is an isomorphism—which holds because, clearly, the diagram commutes.

HomD(X)(F, f̄
∗
φ[G) HomD(Y )(Rf∗F,Rf∗f̄

∗
φ[G)

HomD(Y )(Rf̄∗F,Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G) HomD(Y )(φ∗Rf̄∗F, φ∗Rf̄∗f̄

∗
φ[G)

HomD(Y )(Rf̄∗F, φ
[G) HomD(Y )(φ∗Rf̄∗F, φ∗φ

[G)

HomD(Y )(φ∗Rf̄∗F,G)HomD(Y )(Rf∗F,G)

'2.1.6

'2.1.6

'2.2.6

' 2.1.6

(2.2.8.1)

(ii) Left to the reader. �

Corollary 2.3.6. If Y is qcqs, then for G, tG as in Proposition 2.3.5 and
τG := τf (G) : Rf∗f

×G→ G the canonical map, there is a unique D(X)-map

ξf : f [G→ f×G

such that tG = τG ◦Rf∗ξf ; and this ξf is an isomorphism.

Proof. Both (f [G, tG
)

and (f×G, τG) represent HomD(Y )(Rf∗−, G). �

2.3.7. We review some conditions under which RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y )
for all G ∈ D+

qc(Y ) (resp. Dqc(Y ))—see Lemma 2.3.8 below.

For this we need the notion of pseudo-coherence, discussed in detail in the
primary source [Il71], or, more accessibly, in [TT90, pp. 283ff, §2], or in
[St22, tag 08E4]. (A brief summary appears in [L09, §4.3].) The simplest
characterization is that an OY -complex E is pseudo-coherent if over each
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affine open U ⊂ Y , the restriction E|U is D(U)-isomorphic to a bounded-
above complex F of finite-rank locally free OX -modules. (When E is an
OY -module, this means that E|U is resolvable by such an F .) It suffices
for pseudo-coherence of E that this condition hold over each member of a
covering of Y by affine open subschemes.

Such an F being K-flat, it holds for any scheme-map h : Z → Y that,
with hU : h−1U → U the induced map, the natural map is an isomorphism
Lh∗UF −→∼ h∗UF , and hence that if E is pseudo-coherent then so is Lh∗E.

A finite scheme-map f : X → Y is pseudo-coherent if for any pseudo-
coherent OX -complex E, Rf∗E is a pseudo-coherent OY -complex (see [L09,
remark just before 4.7.3.4]). For this condition to hold, it suffices that f∗OX
be pseudo-coherent. (This assertion, being local, need only be shown when
X and Y are affine, for which case see [LN07, 4.3.2, (i)⇔(iii)].) If Y is
locally noetherian, then every finite f is pseudo-coherent.

If, in addition, f∗OX has finite tor-dimension locally (and hence globally
if Y is quasi-compact), i.e., f∗OX is a perfect complex [Il71, p. 135, 5.8.1],
then f is quasi-perfect, i.e., for any perfect OX -complex E, Rf∗E is a perfect
OY -complex. (Use [LN07, Proposition 2.1] locally on Y .) It is equivalent
that f be perfect, as defined in [Il71, p. 250, Définition 4.1]—see, for instance,
[L09, Example 4.7.3(d)].

For example, perfection holds for any affine map f that is flat and locally
finitely presentable, so that f∗OX is a flat and locally finitely presentable—
i.e., locally free of finite rank—OY -module, see [GrD71, p. 357, (9.1.15)(i)].

Perfection also holds whenever f is a regular immersion, so that f∗OX is
locally quasi-isomorphic to a Koszul complex.

Clearly, a composition of two pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect) finite maps
is again pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect).

Lemma 2.3.8. If F ∈ D(Y ) is pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect) then for
all G ∈ D+

qc(Y ) (resp. Dqc(Y )), RHomY (F, G) ∈ D+
qc(Y ) (resp. Dqc(Y )).

Proof. The assertion is essentially local, so one can assume Y affine and
then proceed as in the proof of [L09, Lemma 4.3.5]. Alternatively, use [H66,
p. 73–74, Proposition 7.3 (ii) and (iii)], or see [St22, tag 0A6H]. �

Corollary 2.3.9 (Sheafified finite duality). Let f : X → Y be a pseudo-
coherent (resp. perfect) finite scheme-map, and G ∈ D+

qc(Y ) (resp. Dqc(Y )).
For all F ∈ Dqc(X) one has the composite bifunctorial duality isomorphism

Rf∗RHomX(F, f [G) == φ∗Rf̄∗RHomX(F, f̄
∗
φ[G)

−→∼
(2.1.8)

φ∗RHomY (Rf̄∗F, φ
[G)

−→∼
(2.2.5)

RHomY (φ∗Rf̄∗F,G) == RHomY (Rf∗F,G)

Proof. This follows immediately from 2.3.4 and 2.3.8. �
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Application of the functor H0RΓ(Y,−) yields an adjunction Rf∗a f [ com-
posed of those given by 2.1.6 and 2.2.6:

Corollary 2.3.10. For any f as in 2.3.9 the functor f [ : D+
qc(Y )→ D+

qc(X)
is right-adjoint to Rf∗ : D+

qc(X)→ D+
qc(Y ), with unit map the natural func-

torial composite map

uF : F −→∼
2.1.6

f̄
∗
Rf̄∗F −→

(2.2.8.2)
f̄
∗
φ[φ∗Rf̄∗F == f [Rf∗F ,

and counit the functorial map tG (see 2.3.5), which identifies naturally with
the canonical map (“evaluation at 1”)

RHomY (f∗OX , G) −→ RHomY (OY , G) = G.

When f is perfect, the superscript “ +” can be omitted. �

2.3.11. (Cf. [H66, p.172, 6.8].) Similarly, if f is any closed immersion then

f [ is right-adjoint to f∗ = Rf∗ : D(X) → D(Y ). That’s because for such f,
Lemma 2.1.6 and hence Proposition 2.3.4 hold for all G ∈ D(Y ).

Example 2.3.12. Let G ∈ D(Y ) be such that RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ),
u the unit map in 2.3.10, and µ the natural composite

f∗OX ⊗L
Y f∗OX −→ f∗OX ⊗Y f∗OX −→ f∗OX .

The following natural diagram commutes.

Rf∗f
[G Rf∗f

[Rf∗f
[G

RHomY (f∗OX ,RHomY (f∗OX , G))

RHomY (f∗OX , G) RHomY (f∗OX ⊗L
Y f∗OX , G)

Rf∗uf[G

viaµ

'2.3.3

' 2.3.3

'

This assertion will not be used, so the (not entirely trivial) proof is omitted.

2.4. The following Proposition 2.4.4 (resp. 2.4.5) shows that the duality
isomorphism in Corollary 2.2.5 (resp. Theorem 2.3.4) is concordant with the
abstract duality map given by [L09, 4.2.1]. Proposition 2.4.6 characterizes

the isomorphism ξf : f [G −→∼ f×G in 2.3.6 by means of that abstract map.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let h : V → W be a ringed-space map, and let E, F be
OV -complexes. With ν0 = ν0(E,F ) the natural map (cf. [L09, (3.1.4)]),
ν = ν(E,F ) as in (2.1.7), and H := Hom, the following natural diagram
commutes.
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h∗HV (E, F ) Rh∗HV (E, F ) Rh∗RHV (E, F )

RHW (Rh∗E,Rh∗F )

HW (h∗E, h∗F ) RHW (h∗E, h∗F ) RHW (h∗E,Rh∗F )

ν0

ν

Proof. The diagram expands naturally as follows, with maps labeled ε or ε′

(respectively η) induced by the counit map h∗h∗E → E (respectively the
unit map E → h∗h

∗E):

h∗HV (E, F ) Rh∗HV (E, F ) Rh∗RHV (E, F )

h∗HV (h∗h∗E, F ) Rh∗RHV (h∗h∗E, F ))

HW (h∗h
∗h∗E, h∗F )

Rh∗RHV (Lh∗Rh∗E,F )Rh∗RHV (Lh∗h∗E,F ))

RHW (Rh∗E,Rh∗F )

HW (h∗E, h∗F ) RHW (h∗E, h∗F ) RHW (h∗E,Rh∗F )

ν0(F, F ′) ν0(h∗h∗F, F
′)

'

ε

ε′
η

ε

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of subdiagram 1○ results from the obvious equalities

ν0(E,F ) = ηε′ν0(E,F ) = ην0(h∗h∗E,F )ε.

Commutativity of 2○ results from [L09, 3.2.3(ii)] (modulo replacement in
[L09, 3.1.5, 3.1.6] of (f,A,B) by (h, h∗E,F ) . . . )

Commutativity of 3○ results from that of [L09, 3.2.1.2].
Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear. �

Lemma 2.4.2. Let h : V → W be a ringed-space map, and let E, F be
OV -complexes. The following natural diagram commutes.

Rh∗E ⊗L
W Rh∗F Rh∗(E ⊗L

V F )

h∗E ⊗L
W h∗F Rh∗(E ⊗V F )

h∗E ⊗W h∗F h∗(E ⊗V F )

γ

[L09, 3.2.4(ii))]

γ0
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Proof. By definition, (or, if a definition other than that in [L09, 3.2.4] is
preferred, one shows that) γ is adjoint to the natural composite map

Lh∗(Rh∗E ⊗L
W Rh∗F ) −→ Lh∗Rh∗E ⊗L

V Lh∗Rh∗F −→ E ⊗L
V F.

By [L09, 3.1.9], and application of the “duality principle” of [L09, §3.4.5]
to the argument at the beginning of that subsection8 (or otherwise), γ0 is
adjoint to the natural composite map

h∗(h∗E ⊗W h∗F ) −→ h∗h∗E ⊗V h∗h∗F −→ E ⊗V F.
It suffices therefore to show commutativity of the natural diagram

Rh∗E ⊗L
W Rh∗F

Rh∗Lh
∗(Rh∗E ⊗L

W Rh∗F )

Rh∗(Lh
∗Rh∗E ⊗L

V Lh∗Rh∗F ) Rh∗(E ⊗L
V F )

h∗E ⊗L
W h∗F Rh∗Lh

∗(h∗E ⊗L
W h∗F )

Rh∗(Lh
∗h∗E ⊗L

V Lh∗h∗F )

Rh∗(h
∗h∗E ⊗L

V h
∗h∗F )

Rh∗(h
∗h∗E ⊗V h∗h∗F )

Rh∗(E ⊗V F )Rh∗Lh
∗(h∗E ⊗W h∗F ) Rh∗h

∗(h∗E ⊗W h∗F )

h∗E ⊗W h∗F h∗h
∗(h∗E ⊗W h∗F ) h∗(h

∗h∗E ⊗V h∗h∗F ) h∗(E ⊗V F )

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is easily checked.
Commutativity of 1○ (respectively 3○) is given by that of [L09, (3.2.1.2)],

(respectively [L09, (3.2.1.3)]).
Commutativity of 2○ is given by [L09, (3.2.4(i)]. �

As in §2.2, let Y be any ringed space, ψ : OY → S an OY -algebra, Y the
ringed space (Y, S), and φ : Y → Y the ringed-space map (idY , ψ). Then
OY = S, A(Y ) is the category of S-modules, φ∗ : A(Y )→ A(Y ) is restriction
of scalars, ⊗Y = ⊗S and HomY = HomS .

Lemma 2.4.3. For E,F ∈ D(Y ), G ∈ D(Y ), the following natural dia-
gram, with H := Hom and with γ : φ∗E⊗L

Y φ∗F → φ∗(E ⊗L
Y
F ) as in [L09,

3.2.4(ii))], commutes.

8 In connection with [L09, §3.4.5], in the proof of [L09, 3.2.4(ii)], the erroneous phrase
“the adjoint (3.5.4.1) of (3.4.2.1)” should be replaced by “(3.4.5.1)”.
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φ∗RHY (E,RHψ(F,G))

RHY (φ∗E, φ∗RHψ(F,G))

RHY (φ∗(E ⊗L
Y
F ), G)

RHY (φ∗E⊗L
Y φ∗F, G)

RHY (φ∗E,RHY (φ∗F,G))

˜
2.2.4

˜
(2.2.3)

(2.1.7)

'

via γ

Proof. It may be assumed that F is a K-flat S-complex and that G is a
K-injective OY -complex; and then (as in the proof of 2.2.1) Hψ(S, G) is a
K-injective S-complex. The diagram in question expands naturally as

RHY (φ∗(E ⊗L
Y
F ), G) φ∗RHY

(
E,RHψ(F,G)

)

HY (φ∗(E ⊗Y F ), G)

HY (φ∗E ⊗Y φ∗F,G)

φ∗HY
(
E,Hψ(F,G)

)

φ∗RHY
(
E,Hψ(F,G)

)

HY
(
φ∗E, φ∗Hψ(F,G)

)
HY
(
φ∗E,HY (φ∗F,G)

)
RHY

(
φ∗E, φ∗Hψ(F,G)

)

RHY
(
φ∗E,HY (φ∗F,G)

)

RHY (φ∗E⊗L
Y φ∗F, G)

RHY
(
φ∗E,RHY (φ∗F,G)

)
RHY

(
φ∗E, φ∗RHψ(F,G)

)

2.2.4
˜

˜ ˜

˜
(2.2.3)

˜

'

via γ

(2.1.7)(2.1.7)

'

˜ 1○

2○ 3○

4○

5○

It suffices therefore to show commutativity of all the subdiagrams.

Checking commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is straightforward.

Commutativity of subdiagram 1○ is given by that of the diagram in 2.2.4.

Commutativity of 2○ follows from Lemma 2.4.2; of 4○ from Lemma 2.4.1;
and of 5○ from Corollary 2.2.4 (with S = OY and ψ = id).

Commutativity of 3○ is easily verified: just do so after applying global
sections over an arbitrary open U ⊂ Y . �
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Proposition 2.4.4. The isomorphism αφ(E,OY , G)−1 in 2.2.5 factors as

φ∗RHomY (E, φ[G) −−−−→
(2.1.7)

RHomY (φ∗E, φ∗φ
[G)

via−−−−−→
(2.2.8.1)

RHomY (φ∗E, G).

Proof. In Lemma 2.4.3, set F := OY to get that the border of the following
natural diagram commutes:

φ∗RHY (E, φ[G)RHY (φ∗E,G)RHY (φ∗(E ⊗L
Y
OY ), G)

RHY (φ∗E⊗L
Y φ∗OY , G)

RHY (φ∗E⊗L
Y OY , G)

RHY (φ∗E,RHY (OY , G))

RHY (φ∗E, φ∗φ
[G))

RHY (φ∗E, φ∗φ
[G))RHY (φ∗E,RHY (φ∗OY , G))

˜
2.2.5

˜

˜
(2.2.3)

(2.1.7)

'

via γ γ̄
via(2.2.8.1)

1○

2○

3○ 4○

Here, the map γ̄ is the left inverse of “via γ” induced by the right inverse
of γ that is given by the natural commutative diagram

φ∗E ⊗L
Y φ∗OY

φ∗(E ⊗L
Y
OY )

φ∗E ⊗L
Y OY

φ∗E

γ '

˜

(cf. subdiagram 2○ in the proof of [L09, 3.4.7(iii)]). Thus subdiagram 1○
commutes; and careful diagram-chasing shows it enough to prove that sub-
diagrams 2○, 3○ and 4○ commute.

Commutativity of 2○ and of 4○ is obvious.
Finally, one finds, using the definition of the maps involved (see [L09,

3.5.3(e), 3.5.6(e)]), that the left-conjugate of 3○ is the natural diagram

F ⊗L
Y φ∗E

F ⊗L
Y (φ∗E ⊗L

Y OY )

(F ⊗L
Y φ∗E)⊗L

Y OY ,

'

whose commutativity is easily shown when F is K-flat, so that it holds for
all F ∈ D(Y ), whence commutativity holds for 3○. �

Now specialize to where Y is a scheme and, with f : X → Y an affine
scheme-map, ψ : OY → S := f∗OX is the associated map.
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Proposition 2.4.5. The duality isomorphism in Theorem 2.3.4 factors as

Rf∗RHomX(F,f [G)
(2.1.7)−−−−→ RHomY (Rf∗F,Rf∗f

[G)
via tG−−−→
2.3.5

RHomY (Rf∗F,G).

Proof. As in Lemma 2.3.3, φ[G ∈ Dqc(Y ). The Proposition amounts to
commutativity of the border of the diagram

Rf∗RHomX(F, f̄
∗
φ[G) RHomY (Rf∗F,Rf∗f̄

∗
φ[G)

φ∗RHomY (Rf̄∗F,Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G) RHomY (φ∗Rf̄∗F, φ∗Rf̄∗f̄

∗
φ[G)

φ∗RHomY (Rf̄∗F, φ
[G) RHomY (φ∗Rf̄∗F, φ∗φ

[G)

RHomY (φ∗Rf̄∗F,G)RHomY (Rf∗F,G)

(2.1.7)

(2.1.7)

(2.1.7)

'2.1.9

'2.1.6

'2.2.5

' 2.1.6

(2.2.8.1)

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of 1○ results from that of the second diagram in [L09,

3.7.1.1]—where “(gf)” should be “(fg)”—with (f, g, F ′) := (φ, f̄ , f [G); that
of 2○ is clear; and that of 3○ is given by 2.4.4 with E := Rf̄∗F . �

For a map f : X → Y of qcqs schemes, and G ∈ D(Y ), the abstract duality
map δ = δ(f,G) is the natural composite (with τG := τf (G))

Rf∗f
×G = Rf∗RHomX(OX , f×G)

(2.1.7)−−−−→ RHomY (Rf∗OX ,Rf∗f×G)
via τG−−−→ RHomY (Rf∗OX , G).

If RHomY (Rf∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ) then δ is an isomorphism. To see this via
Yoneda’s Lemma, one checks (cf. [V68, p. 404]) that for E ∈ Dqc(Y ), the map

HomD(Y )(E,Rf∗f
×G)→ HomD(Y )(E,RHomY (Rf∗OX , G))

induced by δ is naturally isomorphic to the map

HomD(Y )(Rf∗Lf
∗E,G)→ HomD(Y )(E ⊗L

Y Rf∗OX , G)

induced by the projection isomorphism

E ⊗L
Y Rf∗OX −→∼ Rf∗(Lf

∗E ⊗L
X OX) = Rf∗Lf

∗E.

Proposition 2.4.6. Let f : X → Y be an affine map of qcqs schemes, let
G ∈ D(Y ) be such that RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ), and let δ = δ(f,G) be
the above duality isomorphism. The isomorphism ξf of Corollary 2.3.6 is
the unique D(X)-map ξ : f [G→ f×G such that the composite isomorphism

t̄G : Rf∗f
[G = φ∗Rf̄∗f̄

∗
φ[G −→∼

2.1.6
φ∗φ

[G −→∼
(2.2.3)

RHomY (f∗OX , G).

in 2.3.3 factors as

Rf∗f
[G

Rf∗ξ−−→ Rf∗f
×G

δ−−→ RHomY (f∗OX , G).
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Proof. If t̄G = δ ◦Rf∗ξ then the following natural diagram commutes, i.e.,
τG ◦Rf∗ξ is the map tG in 2.3.5, and so by 2.3.6, ξ is the isomorphism ξf .

Rf∗f
[G Rf∗f

×G

Rf∗HomX(OX , f×G)

RHomY (OY ,Rf∗f×G)

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G RHomY (f∗OX ,Rf∗f×G)

φ∗φ
[G RHomY (f∗OX , G) RHomY (OY , G) = G

Rf∗ξ

˜
(2.2.3)

' 2.1.6

(2.1.7)

via τG

via τG

commutes, by
[L09, 3.5.6(e)]

t̄G = δ ◦Rf∗ξ

It remains to be shown that t̄G = δ ◦Rf∗ξf , that is, the outer border of
the following natural diagram commutes.

Rf∗f
[G Rf∗f

×G

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G Rf∗RHomX(OX , f [G) Rf∗RHomX(OX , f×G)

φ∗RHomY (f̄∗OX ,Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G)

RHomY (f∗OX ,Rf∗f [G) RHomY (f∗OX ,Rf∗f×G)

φ∗RHomY (f̄∗OX , φ[G)

φ∗φ
[G RHomY (f∗OX , G)

Rf∗ξf

via ξf

via ξf

˜
(2.2.3)

' 2.1.6 '2.1.6

(2.1.7) (2.1.7)

via τG

(2.1.7)

via tG

2.2.5

1○

2○

3○

4○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is obvious. Commutativity
of 1○ is a simple consequence of that of the first diagram in [L09, 3.5.6(e)].
That of 2○ is what is asserted immediately after (2.2.3), with F := f̄∗OX .
That of 3○ is given by Proposition 2.4.5, and of 4○ by Corollary 2.3.6. �

2.5. (Pseudofunctoriality) One verifies formally that over the category F
of pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect) finite scheme-maps there is a unique

D+
qc(resp. Dqc)-valued contravariant pseudofunctor (−)[ such that for any

map f ∈ F, Theorem 2.3.10 holds, and for any W
g−→ X

f−→ Y in F, the

associated isomorphism g[f [ −→∼ (fg)[ is the natural composite (see §2.2.8)

(2.5.1)

g[f [ → (fg)[R(fg)∗g
[f [ −→∼ (fg)[Rf∗Rg∗g

[f [ → (fg)[Rf∗f
[ → (fg)[,
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i.e., it is right-conjugate to the natural isomorphism Rf∗Rg∗ ←−∼ R(fg)∗,

see [L09, 3.3.5] with (f∗, g∗, f
∗, g∗) replaced by (g[f [, (fg)[,Rf∗Rg∗,R(fg)∗),

and cf. [L09, 3.6.8.1].
Restricting to qcqs schemes, one has the same statement with (−)× in

place of (−)[. Consequently:

Proposition 2.5.2. Over the category of pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect)

finite maps of qcqs schemes, the map ξf in 2.3.6 is the f -component of an

isomorphism of pseudofunctors (−)[ −→∼ (−)×. �

Remark 2.5.3. The F-maps f , g and fg entail maps of sheaves of rings
ψ : OY → f∗OX , ξ : OX → g∗OW and ζ := (f∗ξ)◦ψ, and ringed-space maps
f̄ : X → (Y, f∗OX), ḡ : W → (X, g∗OW ), fg : W → (Y, f∗g∗OW ) (see §2.1);
and (2.5.1) is a functorial isomorphism

ḡ∗RHomξ(g∗OW , f̄
∗
RHomψ(f∗OX ,−)) −→∼ fg

∗
RHomζ(f∗g∗OW ,−).

The description of such an isomorphism in [H66, p. 167] needs noetherian
hypotheses not assumed here. In any case, locally, where one deals, in
essence, with a composition R → S → T of ring homomorphisms, one
realizes (2.5.1) as the sheafification of the natural D(T )-isomorphism

RHomS(T,RHomR(S,G)) −→∼ RHomR(T,G) (G ∈ D(R)),

see the paragraph preceding Proposition 3.1.23.

The duality isomorphism in Corollary 2.3.9 has the following transitivity
property, making it compatible with (2.5.1).

Proposition 2.5.4. Let W
g−→ X

f−→ Y in F be as above. For F ∈ D(W )
and G ∈ D(Y ), the following natural diagram commutes.

R(fg)∗RHomW (F, g[f [G) R(fg)∗RHomW (F, (fg)[G)

Rf∗Rg∗RHomW (F, g[f [G) RHomY (R(fg)∗F,G)

Rf∗RHomX(Rg∗F, f
[G) RHomY (Rf∗Rg∗F,G)

(2.5.1)

2.3.9

'

2.3.9 '

2.3.9

Proof. Using Proposition 2.4.5, and with H := Hom, expand the diagram
naturally as follows:
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R(fg)∗RHW (F, g[f [G) R(fg)∗RHW (F, (fg)[G)

Rf∗Rg∗RHW (F, g[f [G)

RHY (R(fg)∗F, R(fg)∗g
[f [G)

RHY (R(fg)∗F, R(fg)∗(fg)[G)

Rf∗RHX(Rg∗F, Rg∗g
[f [G)

RHY (Rf∗Rg∗F, Rf∗Rg∗g
[f [G)

RHY (R(fg)∗F, G)

Rf∗RHX(Rg∗F, f
[G)

RHY (Rf∗Rg∗F, Rf∗f
[G)

RHY (Rf∗Rg∗F, G)

(2.5.1)

'

(2.1.7)

(2.1.7)

'

(2.1.7)

(2.5.1)

(2.1.7)

(2.1.7)

1○

2○

Commutativity of 1○ is given by the second diagram in [L09, 3.7.1.1].
That of 2○ follows from (2.5.1) being (as stated above) right-conjugate to

the natural isomorphism Rf∗Rg∗ −→∼ R(fg)∗, see e.g., the second diagram in

[L09, 3.3.7(a)], with (f∗, g∗, f
∗, g∗) replaced by (g[f [, (fg)[, Rf∗Rg∗,R(fg)∗).

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is obvious. �

2.6. Given Corollary 2.3.9, one can translate many standard results about
the pseudofunctor (−)× (see e.g., [L09, §4.7]) into corresponding results

about the pseudofunctor (−)[ of 2.5, and ask for concrete interpretations.
In this section, an elaboration of [H66, p. 167, 6.3], tor-independent base

change for (−)[ is treated, both abstractly (Theorem 2.6.4) and concretely
(Proposition 2.6.14). In the following two sections, which elaborate [H66,
p. 174, 6.9], further illustration is provided by an explication of the interac-

tion of (−)[ with derived tensor (Proposition 2.7.7) and with derived hom
(Proposition 2.8.2). Later, section 3 deals with the case of affine schemes,
where the foregoing examples can be described in equivalent commutative-
algebra terms.

Note, in perusing such examples with regard to a pseudo-coherent finite
map f = φf̄ : X → Y , that concretely representing a Dqc(X)-map ξ : F → G
is more or less the same (via 2.1.6) as concretely representing the Dqc(f∗OX)-
map Rf̄∗ξ , and that the latter involves more than doing the same for the
Dqc(Y )-map Rf∗ξ—because the natural map

HomDqc(f∗OX)(Rf∗F,Rf∗G)→ HomDqc(Y )(Rf∗F,Rf∗G)

isn’t always injective.9

9Let k be a field and R a finite-dimensional local k-algebra with maximal ideal m 6= 0
such that the natural map k → R/m is an isomorphism. The natural composite

0 6= Homk(m/m2, k) −→∼ HomR(m, k) −→ Ext1
R(k, k)

is an isomorphism, so that the natural map Ext1
R(k, k)→ Ext1

k(k, k) = 0 is not injective,
i.e., the natural map HomD(R)(k, k[1])→ HomD(k)(k, k[1]) is not injective.
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2.6.1. To any oriented commutative square of scheme-maps

(2.6.2)

X ′ X

Y ′ Y

v

u

g fσ

one associates the map

(2.6.3) θσ(E) : Lu∗Rf∗E → Rg∗Lv
∗E (E ∈ Dqc(X))

adjoint to the natural composite map

Rf∗E → Rf∗Rv∗Lv
∗E −→∼ Ru∗Rg∗Lv

∗E.

For a concrete local description of θσ, see the end of §3.2 below.
As in [L09, §3.10], the square σ is called independent if for all E ∈ Dqc(X),

θσ(E) is an isomorphism.
If σ is independent, f and g finite and f pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect),

then g∗OX′ ∼= g∗Lv
∗OX ∼= Lu∗f∗OX is pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect), i.e.,

g is pseudo-coherent (resp. perfect).
If σ is a fiber square (i.e., the associated map X ′ → X ×Y Y ′ is an

isomorphism), then independence of σ is equivalent to tor-independence,
i.e., for all y′ ∈ Y ′ and x ∈ X such that y := u(y′) = f(x),

Tor
OY,y
i (OY ′,y′ ,OX,x) = 0 for all i > 0.

For the proof, one reduces as in [L09, 3.10.3.2 and 3.10.3.3] to where Y , X,
Y ′ and X ′ are all affine, in which case [L09, 3.10.3.1] applies.10

Hence, if σ is a fiber square then its being independent does not depend
on its orientation; and such a σ is independent if either f or u is flat.

The following Theorem 2.6.4 is essentially contained in [L09, 4.4.1], in
whose proof the assumption (at the beginning of Section 4.4) that all schemes
are qcqs is needed only to ensure that Rf∗ has a right adjoint—which in the
present circumstances is known to be so (Corollary 2.3.9) without the said
assumption. The proof here, though related to that of loc. cit., is more direct.

In Theorem 2.6.4 and Remark 2.6.5(a), these abbreviations are used:

(−)∗ := R(−)∗, (−)∗ := L(−)∗, Hom := RHom.

Theorem 2.6.4 (Tor-independent base change). Let σ be, as above, an
independent fiber square, in which f—hence g—is finite and pseudo-coherent
(resp. perfect) and u has finite tor-dimension (resp. u is arbitrary), and let

G ∈ D+
qc(Y ) (resp. Dqc(Y )). With (−)[ and tG as in Prop. 2.3.5, the adjoint

of the composite map g∗v
∗f [G −−→

θ−1
σ

u∗f∗f
[G −−−→

u∗tG
u∗G is an isomorphism

βσ(G) : v∗f [G −→∼ g[u∗G.

10Misprint: references to (3.10) in loc. cit. should be to (3.10.2.3).
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Proof. Since g is affine, [L09, 3.10.2.2] makes it enough to show that g∗βσ(G)
is an isomorphism—i.e., that the top row of the following natural diagram,
with H := Hom, composes to an isomorphism.

g∗v
∗f [G g∗g

[g∗v
∗f [G g∗g

[u∗f∗f
[G g∗g

[u∗G

g∗HX′(OX′ , v∗f [G)

HY ′(g∗OX′ , g∗v∗f [G)

u∗f∗f
[G

HY ′(g∗OX′ , u∗f∗f [G)

HY ′(g∗OX′ , u∗G)

u∗HY (f∗OX , G) HY ′(u∗f∗OX , u∗G)

via θ−1
σ

ρ(G)

' θ−1
σ

'

'
'

'via θ−1
σ

'

via θ−1
σ

1○

2○

3○ 4○

The natural map ρ(G) is an isomorphism: this assertion, being local,
results, e.g., from [L09, 4.6.7] (in whose proof the untreated case where E
is strictly perfect—i.e., a bounded complex of finite-rank locally free OY -
modules—and H arbitrary is easily disposed of by induction on the number
of n such that En 6= 0.) Thus it suffices to show that the diagram commutes.

Using Proposition 2.4.6 and the second diagram in [L09, 3.5.6(e)], one
verifies—with a bit of patience—that commutativity of subdiagram 1○ is

given by [L09, Lemma 4.6.4] with F := OX and f ! replaced by f [.
Commutativity of 2○ results from that of the natural functorial diagram

g∗ g∗g
[g∗

HY ′(OY ′ , g∗)

g∗HX′(OX′ , id) HY ′(g∗OX′ , g∗)

'

2○1

2○2

Here, by the description in 2.3.10 of the counit map t, commutativity of 2○1

means just that the natural composite g∗ → g∗g
[g∗

u∗t−−→ g∗ is the identity;

and that of 2○2 is given by that of the first diagram in [L09, 3.5.6(e)].

Finally, commutativity of 3○ and 4○ is clear. �

Remarks 2.6.5. (a) If the schemes in Theorem 2.6.4 are qcqs, the following
diagram, with ξ as in 2.3.6 and β×σ (G) as in [L09, 4.4.3], commutes:

v∗f [G g[u∗G

v∗f×G g×u∗G

βσ(G)

β×σ (G)

v∗ξf ' ξg'

Indeed, β×σ (G), resp. βσ(G), is by definition adjoint to

g∗v
∗f×G −−→

θ−1
σ

u∗f∗f
×G −−−→

u∗τG
u∗G, resp. g∗v

∗f [G −−→
θ−1
σ

u∗f∗f
[G −−−→

u∗tG
u∗G,

from which definitions one readily derives the assertion via 2.3.6.
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(b) The special case of Theorem 2.6.4 where the map u is an open im-
mersion is equivalent to the composite map in Proposition 2.4.5 being an
isomorphism, cf. [L09, 4.3.6].

(c) A noteworthy result of Neeman [Nm17, Lemma 5.19] (using ibid.,
Convention 5.5) implies that when u is flat and g is perfect, then βσ(G) is
an isomorphism for all G ∈ Dqc(X).

The rest of this section is devoted to realizing the map βσ—or equivalently,
the map ḡ∗βσ—concretely. (As indicated before, this is rather more difficult
than doing the same for g∗βσ, which was shown in the proof of Theorem 2.6.4
to be naturally isomorphic to the map ρ, whose explicit description was
indicated in the footnote in the proof of 2.1.9.) Locally, a more explicit such
realization, in commutative-algebra terms, is given in Proposition 3.2.13.

Until further notice, the symbols (−)∗, (−)∗, ⊗ and Hom will have their
ordinary (non-derived) meaning.

2.6.6. Let Y be a ringed space, ψ : OY → S anOY -algebra, and Y the ringed
space (Y,S). The category A(Y ) of S-modules is naturally isomorphic to the
category having as objects the pairs (N ,mN ) with N an OY -module and
mN : S ⊗Y N → N an OY -homomorphism satisfying the usual conditions
for scalar multiplication, and having the obvious morphisms.

For example, when F is an S-module and G an OY -module, the S-module
Homψ(F,G) is specified as such a pair in §2.2.

Let u : Y ′ → Y be a map of ringed spaces. Let ψ′ : OY ′ → S ′ be the
OY ′-algebra u∗ψ, S → u∗u

∗S = u∗S ′ the natural map, and

ū : Y ′ := (Y ′,S ′) −→ (Y ,S) =: Y

the corresponding map of ringed spaces. By definition, essentially, the direct
image ū∗(M,mM) of an S ′-module is the S-module (u∗M,mu∗M) where
mu∗M is the natural composite

S ⊗Y u∗M−→ u∗(u
∗S ⊗Y ′M)

u∗mM−−−−→ u∗M.

The direct image of a map of S ′-modules is, in these terms, specified in the
obvious way.

One checks that the functor ū∗ has the left adjoint ū∗ given objectwise
by ū∗(N ,mN ) = (u∗N ,mu∗N ) where mu∗N is the natural composite

(2.6.7) u∗S ⊗Y ′ u∗N −→∼ u∗(S ⊗Y N )
u∗mN−−−−→ u∗N ,

and mapwise in the natural way.

Let φ : Y = (Y ,S) → (Y,OY ) be the ringed-space map (idY , ψ), and let
φ′ : Y ′ = (Y ′,S ′) → (Y ′,OY ′) be (idY ′ , ψ

′). With the preceding ū∗ it holds
that u∗φ∗ = φ′∗ū

∗.
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Lemma 2.6.8. For any complexes F ∈ A(Y ) and G ∈ A(Y ) there is a
unique S ′-map

ρ̄0 = ρ̄0(F,G) : ū∗Homψ(F,G)→ Homψ′(ū
∗F, u∗G)

such that φ′∗ρ̄0 is the natural map

u∗φ∗Homψ(F,G) = u∗HomY (φ∗F,G)
ρ0−−→ HomY ′(u

∗φ∗F, u
∗G).

Proof. This follows easily from the standard explicit realization of ρ0 and of
the scalar multiplication map in §2.2.

More formally, the uniqueness of ρ̄0 is obvious, and its existence is given
by commutativity of the border of the following natural diagram, in which
H := Hom and E := φ∗F, whose left (resp. right) column composes to scalar
multiplication by u∗S = S ′ :

u∗HY (E,G)⊗Y ′ u∗S HY ′(u∗E, u∗G)⊗Y ′ u∗S

u∗(HY (E, G)⊗Y S) u∗HY (S ⊗Y E,G)⊗Y ′ u∗S

u∗(HY (S ⊗Y E, G)⊗Y S) HY ′(u∗S ⊗Y ′ u∗E, u∗G)⊗Y ′ u∗S

u∗(HY (S,HY (E,G))⊗Y S)

u∗HY (S,HY (E,G))⊗Y ′ u∗S

HY ′(u∗S,HY ′(u∗E, u∗G))⊗Y ′ u∗S

u∗HY (E,G)

HY ′(u∗S, u∗HY (E,G))⊗Y ′ u∗S

HY ′(u∗E, u∗G)

ρ0 ⊗ id

ρ0

'

viamE

viamu∗E

viamE

via ρ0

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear.
That subdiagram 1○ commutes follows easily from the definition of mu∗E

(see (2.6.7), with N = E).
Commutativity of 3○ results from [L09, 3.5.6(a)] with

(
f,A,B

)
replaced

by
(
u,S,HY (E,G)

)
.

It suffices now to show commutativity of the following natural diagram,
with [−,−] := HY (−,−) and [−,−]′ := HY ′(−,−), whose border is adjoint
to 2○ without “⊗Y ′ u∗S.” (Note that u∗[A,B]→ [u∗A, u∗B]′ is adjoint to the
natural composite map [A,B ] −→ [A, u∗u

∗B ] −→∼ u∗[u
∗A, u∗B ]′, see [L09,

(3.5.4.5) ff ].)
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[S ⊗Y E,G] [S ⊗Y E, u∗u∗G] u∗[u
∗(S ⊗Y E), u∗G]′

[S, [E, u∗u
∗G]] u∗[u

∗S ⊗Y ′ u∗E, u∗G]′

[S, u∗[u
∗E, u∗G]′ ] u∗[u

∗S, [u∗E, u∗G]′ ]′

[S, [E,G]] [S, u∗u
∗[E,G]] u∗[u

∗S, u∗[E,G]]′

4○ 5○

6○ 7○

Commutativity of subdiagrams 4○ and 7○ is clear. Commutativity of 6○
results from the fact, noted above, that u∗[E,G]→ [u∗E, u∗G]′ is adjoint to
[E,G] −→ [E, u∗u

∗G] −→∼ u∗[u
∗E, u∗G]′. Commutativity of 5○ is given by

[L09, Exercise 3.5.6(c)], with (f,E, F,G) := (u, S,E, u∗G). �

2.6.9. Let there be given an independent square of scheme-maps

X ′ X

Y ′ Y

v

u

g fσ

in which the maps f and g are affine. This σ decomposes as the border of
the commutative diagram of ringed-space maps

X ′ X

Y ′ := (Y ′, g∗OX′) Y := (Y , f∗OX)

Y ′ Y

v

ū := (u, ψ̄)

u

ḡ := (g, id)

φ′ := (id, ψ′) φ := (id, ψ)

f̄ := (f, id)

where ψ : OY → f∗OX and ψ′ : OY ′ → g∗OX′ are the maps associated with
f and g respectively, and ψ̄ is the natural composite map

f∗OX −→ f∗v∗OX′ −→∼ u∗g∗OX′ .
The ringed-space maps f̄ and ḡ are flat (see §2.1), so that the functors f̄∗

and ḡ∗ are exact, as are the functors φ∗ and φ′∗.
There results, for any E ∈ Dqc(X) a natural commutative diagram (see

[L09, 3.7.2(ii)]):
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(2.6.10)

Lu∗R(φf̄ )∗E R(φ′ḡ)∗Lv
∗E

Lu∗φ∗Rf̄∗E φ′∗Lū
∗Rf̄∗E φ′∗Rḡ∗Lv

∗E

θσ(E)
˜

θ1(Rf̄∗E) φ′∗θ2(E)

' '

The definition [L09, 3.7.2(i)(c)] of θ2 implies that the following natural
diagram commutes:

ḡ∗Lū∗Rf̄∗E ḡ∗Rḡ∗Lv
∗E

Lv∗f̄
∗
Rf̄∗E Lv∗E

ḡ∗θ2(E)

˜
2.1.6

' ' 2.1.6

So ḡ∗θ2(E)—whence, by 2.1.6, θ2(E)—is an isomorphism, whence so is
θ1(Rf̄∗E) (see (2.6.10)), i.e., by 2.1.6, so is θ1(H ) for any H ∈ Dqc(Y ).

For a ringed-space map u : Y ′ → Y , an OY -complex E is called u∗-acyclic
if the canonical map is an isomorphism Lu∗E −→∼ u∗E. For example, any
K-flat E is u∗-acyclic.

For a scheme Y , a strictly perfect OY -complex is a bounded complex
of finite-rank locally free OY -modules. Note that an OY -complex is per-
fect if locally—even globally when Y is affine—it is the target of a quasi-
isomorphism with source a strictly perfect one [Il71, p. 122, 4.8, p. 175,
2.2.10, p. 163, 2.0, and p. 96, 2.2].

Lemma 2.6.11. In 2.6.9, let F ∈ D(Y ), and assume either that φ∗F is
pseudo-coherent, G ∈ D+

qc(Y ) and u has finite tor-dimension or that φ∗F is
perfect and G ∈ Dqc(Y ).

(i) There is a unique bifunctorial D(Y ′)-map

ρ̄ = ρ̄(F,G) : Lū∗RHomψ(F,G)→ RHomψ′(Lū
∗F, Lu∗G)

such that if G is u∗-acyclic, the following natural diagram commutes:

Lū∗Homψ(F,G) ū∗Homψ(F,G)Lū∗RHomψ(F,G)

Homψ′(ū
∗F, u∗G)

RHomψ′(ū
∗F, u∗G)

RHomψ′(Lū
∗F, Lu∗G) RHomψ′(Lū

∗F, u∗G);

˜̄
b

˜̄
e

˜̄
a

ρ̄(F,G)

2.6.8 ρ̄0(F,G)

' c̄

d̄

and this ρ̄(F,G) is an isomorphism.
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(ii) The following diagram commutes.

φ′∗Lū
∗RHomψ(F,G) φ′∗RHomψ′(Lū

∗F, Lu∗G)

Lu∗φ∗RHomψ(F,G) RHomY ′(φ
′
∗Lū
∗F, Lu∗G)

Lu∗RHomY (φ∗F,G) RHomY ′(Lu
∗φ∗F, Lu

∗G)

φ′∗ ρ̄

ρ

' θ−1
1

' (2.2.3)

'(2.2.3)

'via θ1

Proof. (i) First, the canonical map Homψ(F,G) → RHomψ(F,G) is an
isomorphism (whence so is ā)—whether or not G is u∗-acyclic. For proving
this, application of the functor φ∗ justifies replacing “ψ” by “Y ” and “F ”
by “φ∗F ” (see (2.2.2) and (2.2.3)). Moreover, the question being local, one
can assume φ∗F to be a complex of locally free OY -modules. Then one
can proceed as in the second- and third-last paragraphs of [L09, §4.6], with
(E,H) := (φ∗F,G). (In line 3 of the third-last paragraph, “isomorphism”
should be “quasi-isomorphism.” Also, when φ∗F is strictly perfect and G is
arbitrary, induct on the number of degrees in which F doesn’t vanish.)

Likewise, c̄ is an isomorphism.
Now every OY -complex G is D(Y )-isomorphic to a u∗-acyclic one, which

can be assumed bounded-below if u has finite tor-dimension and G ∈ D+(Y )
[L09, 2.7.5,(vi) and (a)]. Thus to prove (i) one may assume that G is u∗-
acyclic, so that ē is an isomorphism, whence, via [L09, 2.6.5], the existence
and uniqueness of a map ρ̄ making the diagram commute.

A similar inductive argument shows that if G is u∗-acyclic, then for each
integer n, the canonical map is an isomorphism

HnLu∗HomY (φ∗F,G) −→∼ Hnu∗HomY (φ∗F,G),

i.e., HomY (φ∗F,G) = φ∗Homψ(F,G) is u∗-acyclic. Also,

H := Homψ(F,G) ∼= RHomψ(F,G) ∈ Dqc(Y ),

as follows via [GrD71, p. 218, (2.2.4)] from the exactness of φ∗ and the fact
that, by (2.2.3) and 2.3.8, φ∗RHomψ(F,G) ∼= RHomY (φ∗F,G) ∈ Dqc(Y ).
So as in the remarks right after (2.6.10), θ1(H) is an isomorphism; and,
as noted right after (2.6.7), u∗φ∗ = φ′∗ū

∗. Thus, from the natural diagram

Lū∗φ∗H φ′∗Lū
∗H

ū∗φ∗H φ′∗ū
∗H,

˜
θ1(H)

' φ′∗b̄

which commutes (see [L09, Lemma 3.10.1.1]), one gets that φ′∗b̄, and hence
b̄ itself, is an isomorphism.
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Finally, another similar induction shows that φ′∗ρ̄0(F,G) = ρ0(F,G) is
an isomorphism, whence so is ρ̄0(F,G). Therefore, if G is u∗-acyclic then
ρ̄(F,G) ∼= ρ̄0(F,G) is an isomorphism, whence so is ρ̄(F,G) even if G is not
u∗-acyclic.

(ii) This says that in the following natural diagram, where H := Hom,
subdiagram 4○ commutes. (The maps labeled θ−1

1 exist by the remarks after
(2.6.10) because the isomorphic complexes Homψ(F,G) and RHomψ(F,G)

are in Dqc(Y ), as follows via [GrD71, p. 218, (2.2.4)] from the exactness of φ∗
and the fact that, by 2.3.8, φ∗RHomψ(F,G) ∼= RHomY (φ∗F,G) ∈ Dqc(Y ).)

φ′∗Lū
∗Hψ(F,G) φ′∗ū

∗Hψ(F,G)

Lu∗φ∗Hψ(F,G) u∗φ∗Hψ(F,G)

Lu∗HY (φ∗F,G) u∗HY (φ∗F,G)

φ′∗Lū
∗RHψ(F,G) φ′∗Hψ′(ū∗F, u∗G)

Lu∗φ∗RHψ(F,G) HY ′(φ′∗ū∗F, u∗G)

Lu∗RHY (φ∗F,G) HY ′(u∗φ∗F, u∗G)

φ′∗RHψ′(ū∗F, u∗G)

RHY ′(φ′∗ū∗F, u∗G)

RHY ′(u∗φ∗F, u∗G)

RHY ′(Lu∗φ∗F, Lu∗G)

RHY ′(Lu∗φ∗F, u∗G)

RHY ′(φ′∗Lū∗F, Lu∗G) RHY ′(φ′∗Lū∗F, u∗G)

φ′∗RHψ′(Lū∗F, Lu∗G) φ′∗RHψ′(Lū∗F, u∗G)

φ′∗b̄

b

e

φ′∗ē

φ′∗ā

φ′∗ρ̄

a

ρ

ρ0

c

d

φ′∗ρ̄0

φ′∗c̄

φ′∗d̄

'
θ−1

1

'
θ−1

1

'
(2.2.3)

(2
.2.

3)'

'
(2.2.3)

' via θ1

'
(2.2.3)

'
via θ1

1○

2○

3○

4○

As before, one may assume that G is u∗-acyclic, so that the maps e and ē
are isomorphisms.

Commutativity of subdiagram 1○ is given by [L09, Lemma 3.10.1.1] (with
(f, g, u, v) := (φ, φ′, u, ū))—which holds over the category of arbitrary ringed
spaces; and of 2○ by Lemma 2.6.8. Subdiagram 3○ is just diagram (4.6.7.1)
toward the end of [L09, §4.6], shown there to commute. By (i), the outer
border commutes. Diagram-chasing shows then that 4○ commutes. �
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Let ρ̄ = ρ̄(f∗OX , G) be as in 2.6.11, and θ2 : Lū∗Rf∗OX −→∼ Rḡ∗Lv
∗OX

as in (2.6.10) (an isomorphism by the remarks following (2.6.10)). With
notation as in (2.6.10), Proposition 2.6.14 below shows that applying ḡ∗ to
the composite map

(2.6.12)

β̄σ(G) : Lū∗φ[G = Lū∗RHomψ(f̄∗OX , G)

−→̄
ρ

RHomψ′(Lū
∗f̄∗OX, Lu∗G)

−→∼
via θ2

RHomψ′(ḡ∗OX′ , Lu∗G) = φ′[Lu∗G

gives a realization of the base-change map βσ(G) of 2.6.4, a realization that
is concrete, modulo taking resolutions, as far as indicated by 2.6.11(i) and
the explicit local description of θ in [L09, Lemma 3.10.1.2].

A more explicit local realization of βσ(G), in commutative-algebra terms,
results from Proposition 3.2.13 below.
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Lemma 2.6.13. In the situation of Theorem 2.6.4, βσ(G) is the unique

D(X ′)-map β(G) : v∗f [G→ g[u∗G making the following diagram commute.

Rḡ∗Lv
∗f [G

Rḡ∗g
[Lu∗G

Lū∗Rf̄∗f
[G Lū∗φ[G

φ′[Lu∗G

Rḡ∗β(G) β̄σ(G)(2.6.12)

˜
θ2(f [G)

˜
2.1.6

˜
2.1.6

Proof. Uniqueness results from Proposition 2.1.6.
Applying H0RΓ(W,−) to the composite isomorphism in Corollary 2.4.4,

and using the sentence right after (2.1.7), one gets that for F ∈ D(Y ′) the
natural map

HomD(Y ′)(E, φ
′[F ) −→ HomD(Y ′)(φ

′
∗E, φ

′
∗φ
′[F )

has a left inverse, and so is injective. Hence, for Lemma 2.6.13 to hold it
suffices that the border of the following diagram, in which H := RHom,
ρ̄ := ρ̄(f∗OX , G), (−)∗ := R(−)∗ and (−)∗ := L(−)∗, commute:

φ′∗ḡ∗v
∗f [G φ′∗ū

∗Hψ(f̄∗OX , G)φ′∗ū
∗f̄∗f

[G φ′∗ū
∗φ[G

φ′∗ḡ∗g
[u∗G φ′∗Hψ′(ū∗f̄∗OX,u∗G)φ′∗Hψ′(ḡ∗OX′, u∗G)

g∗v
∗f [G

g∗g
[u∗G HY ′(φ′∗ū∗f̄∗OX , u∗G)

u∗f∗f
[G

HY ′(g∗OX′ , u∗G)

HY ′(u∗φ∗f̄∗OX , u∗G)

u∗φ∗φ
[Gu∗HY (f∗OX , G)

HY ′(u∗f∗OX , u∗G)

φ′∗ḡ∗βσ

via θ2

g∗βσ

2.3.3

(2.2.3)

ρ

θ−1
1

θ−1
1

θ−1
σ

φ′∗ρ̄

(2.2.3)

via θ2

via θ1

φ′∗θ
−1
2 2.1.6

2.1.6
˜

(2.2.3)

2.1.6
2.3.3

via θσ

3○

1○

4○

2○

The unlabeled subdiagrams are easily seen to commute. Commutativity
of subdiagrams 1○ and 4○ is given by that of the diagram (2.6.10), with

E := f [G or OX ; commutativity of 2○ was shown in the proof of 2.6.4; and
commutativity of subdiagram 3○ is 2.6.11(ii). The conclusion follows. �
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Proposition 2.6.14. The following natural diagram commutes.

Lv∗f [G

g[Lu∗G

Lv∗f̄∗φ[G ḡ∗Lū∗φ[G

ḡ∗φ′[Lu∗G

βσ(G) ḡ∗β̄σ(2.6.12)

˜

Proof. The diagram, without “G,” expands naturally to the following one,
where (−)∗ := L(−)∗ and (−)∗ := R(−)∗ :

v∗f̄∗φ[ ḡ∗ū∗φ[

v∗f̄∗f̄∗f̄
∗φ[

ḡ∗ū∗f̄∗f̄
∗φ[

ḡ∗ḡ∗v
∗f̄∗φ[

ḡ∗φ′[u∗ ḡ∗ḡ∗ḡ
∗φ′[u∗ ḡ∗φ′[u∗

˜

˜ ˜

βσ

ḡ∗ḡ∗βσ

ḡ∗β̄σḡ∗θ2

1○

2○

Commutativity of subdiagram 1○ results from 2.1.6 and adjointness of θ2 to
the natural composite ḡ∗ū∗f̄∗ −→∼ v∗f̄∗f̄∗ → v∗ (see [L09, 3.7.2(i)]); and that
of 2○ from Lemma 2.6.13. That of the other two subdiagrams is clear. �

2.7. For a pseudo-coherent finite map f : X → Y , and F,G ∈ D+
qc(Y ),

with G perfect (so that f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G ∈ D+

qc(X) and F ⊗L
Y G ∈ D+

qc(Y )),
Proposition 2.7.7 provides a concrete representation of the map

χ = χ(f, F,G) : f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G −→ f [(F ⊗L

Y G)

that is defined abstractly to be adjoint under 2.3.10 to the natural composite

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

Y
Lf∗G) −→∼

p
Rf∗f

[F ⊗L
Y G −→ F ⊗L

Y G,

where p is the first (projection) isomorphism in (2.3.1) with E := f [F .
The pseudofunctoriality of χ is explicated in Proposition 2.7.8.

Let (Y,OY ) be a ringed space, and

(2.7.1) γ0(E,F,G) : HomY (E,F )⊗Y G −→ HomY (E,F ⊗Y G)

the natural map of OY -complexes. The next result is, mutatis mutandis, an
instance of [L09, Corollary 2.6.5].
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Lemma 2.7.2. There exists a unique trifunctorial map

γ(E,F,G) : RHomY (E,F )⊗L
Y G→ RHomY (E,F⊗L

Y G) (E, F, G ∈ D(Y ))

such that if F is K-injective and G is K-flat then the following natural
diagram commutes.

HomY (E,F )⊗Y G HomY (E,F )⊗L
Y G RHomY (E,F )⊗L

Y G

HomY (E,F ⊗Y G) RHomY (E,F ⊗Y G) RHomY (E,F ⊗L
Y G)

˜ ˜

˜
γ0 γ

Corollary 2.7.3. The map γ(OY , F, G) factors naturally as

RHomY (OY , F )⊗L
Y G −→∼ F ⊗L

Y G −→∼ RHomY (OY , F ⊗L
Y G).

Proof. Replace F (respectively G) by a quasi-isomorphic K-injective (re-
spectively K-flat) complex, and then use the commutative diagram in 2.7.2
to reduce to the corresponding easily-verified statement for γ0. �

Remark 2.7.4. As a relatively easy example of “concrete vs. abstract,” it is
readily shown that γ0 is adjoint to the natural composite

(HomY (E,F )⊗Y G)⊗Y E −→∼ (HomY (E,F )⊗Y E)⊗Y G −→ F ⊗Y G,
and hence that γ is adjoint to the natural composite

(RHomY (E,F )⊗L
Y G)⊗L

Y E −→∼ (RHomY (E,F )⊗L
Y E)⊗L

Y G −→ F ⊗L
Y G.

Now let ψ : OY → S, φ : (Y ,OY ) = (Y,S) → (Y,OY ) be as in §2.2, and

φ[(−) := RHomψ(OY ,−) as in 2.2.5.

Define the map of OY -modules

(2.7.5) γ̄0(F, G) : Homψ(OY , F )⊗Y φ
∗G −→ Homψ(OY , F ⊗Y G)

to be the natural composite OY -linear map

φ∗(Homψ(OY , F )⊗Y φ
∗G) −→∼

2.2.9.2
φ∗Homψ(OY , F )⊗Y G

== HomY (φ∗OY , F )⊗Y G
−−→
γ0
HomY (φ∗OY , F ⊗Y G)

== φ∗Homψ(OY , F ⊗Y G).

Lemma 2.7.6. In the situation of §2.2:
(i) The map adjoint under 2.2.6 to the composite map

φ∗(φ
[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) −→∼

(2.2.9.3)
φ∗φ

[F ⊗L
Y G −→

(2.2.8.1)
F ⊗L

Y G (F, G ∈ D(Y ))

is the unique D(Y )-map

χ̄ : φ[F ⊗L
Y
Lφ∗G −→ φ[(F ⊗L

Y G)

such that the following diagram commutes.
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φ∗(φ
[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) φ∗φ

[(F ⊗L
Y G)

φ∗φ
[F ⊗L

Y G

RHomY (f∗OX , F )⊗L
Y G RHomY (f∗OX , F ⊗L

Y G)

φ∗χ̄

2.7.2

γ

'(2.2.9.3)

(2.2.3) '

(2.2.3)'1○

(ii) (Explicit χ̄) For K-injective F and K-flat G, χ̄ factors naturally as

φ[F ⊗L
Y
Lφ∗G = RHomψ(OY , F )⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G

−→∼ Homψ(OY , F )⊗Y φ
∗G

γ̄0−−−→
(2.7.5)

Homψ(OY , F ⊗Y G) −→ RHomψ(OY , F ⊗Y G) = φ[(F ⊗L
Y G).

Proof. First, the uniqueness in (i). If 1○ commutes then, as made clear
by 2.7.3, so does the following diagram, where going clockwise from upper
right to lower left gives the counit map from (2.2.8.1).

φ∗(φ
[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) φ∗φ

[(F ⊗L
Y G)

φ∗φ
[F ⊗L

Y G RHomY (φ∗OY , F )⊗L
Y G RHomY (φ∗OY , F ⊗L

Y G)

F ⊗L
Y G RHomY (OY , F )⊗L

Y G RHomY (OY , F ⊗L
Y G)

φ∗χ̄

˜
(2.2.3) γ

˜
natural γ̃−1

'(2.2.9.3)

(2.2.8.1) viaψ

(2.2.3)'

viaψ

1○

Thus any D(Y )-map χ̄ such that 1○ commutes must be the one adjoint
under 2.2.6 to the natural composite

φ∗(φ
[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) −→∼

(2.2.9.3)
φ∗φ

[F ⊗L
Y G −→

(2.2.8.1)
F ⊗L

Y G.

This being so, (i) and (ii) can be proved by showing, after replacing F
(resp. G) by a quasi-isomorphic K-injective (resp. K-flat) OY -complex, that
for χ̄ as in (ii), 1○ commutes; and for this just note that each subdiagram of
the following natural diagram, where H := Hom, commutes—more or less
by definition of the functorial maps involved, whence so does the border.
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φ∗(φ
[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) φ∗(RHψ(OY , F )⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) φ∗(Hψ(OY , F )⊗Y φ∗G)

φ∗φ
[F ⊗L

Y G

φ∗Hψ(OY , F ⊗Y G)

φ∗φ
[(F ⊗L

Y G)

φ∗Hψ(OY , F )⊗Y G

HY (φ∗OY , F )⊗Y GRHY (φ∗OY , F )⊗L
Y G

HY (φ∗OY , F ⊗Y G)

φ∗RHψ(OY , F ⊗Y G)

RHY (φ∗OY , F ⊗L
Y G)

˜

˜

˜

'(2.2.9.3)

(2.2.3) '

γ

φ∗γ̄0

˜
(2.2.3)

γ0

'
(2.2.9.2)

(2.2.3) '

(see 2.7.2)

�

The following proposition addresses, both concretely and abstractly, the
relation between (−)[ and ⊗L.

Proposition 2.7.7. Let f : X → Y be a pseudo-coherent finite scheme-
map, and ψ : OY → f∗OX the associated homomorphism, so that f factors as

X := (X,OX)
f̄ :=(f, id)−−−−−→ Y := (Y, f∗OX)

φ:=(id,ψ)−−−−−→ (Y,OY ) =: Y

(see §2.3). For F,G ∈ D(Y ) let χ = χ(f, F,G) be the natural composite map

f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G −→∼ f̄

∗
(φ[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G)

f̄
∗
χ̄−−−→

2.7.6
f̄
∗
φ[(F ⊗L

Y G) = f [(F ⊗L
Y G).

(i) If F ∈ D+
qc(Y ) and G ∈ Dqc(Y ) are such that F ⊗L

Y G ∈ D+
qc(Y ), then

χ(f, F,G) is the unique D(X)-map χ′ : f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G → f [(F ⊗L

Y G) such

that the following diagram commutes:

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) Rf∗f
[(F ⊗L

Y G)

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G

RHomY (f∗OX , F )⊗L
Y G RHomY (f∗OX , F ⊗L

Y G);

Rf∗χ
′

' 2.3.3

γ

(2.3.1)p

2.3.3 '1○

and χ corresponds under 2.3.5 to the composite map

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) −→∼
p

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G −−−−→
tF⊗L

Y id
F ⊗L

Y G.

(ii) If f is perfect then (i) holds for all F,G ∈ Dqc(Y ), and both χ̄ and χ
are isomorphisms.
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Proof. For diagram 1○ to commute when χ′ = χ, it clearly suffices that the
following natural diagram commute.

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) Rf∗f
[(F ⊗L

Y G)

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
(φ[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) φ∗Rf̄∗f̄

∗
φ[(F ⊗L

Y G)

φ∗Rf̄∗(f̄
∗
φ[F ⊗L

X f̄
∗
Lφ∗G)

φ∗(φ
[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G) φ∗φ

[(F ⊗L
Y G)

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[F ⊗L

Y G

φ∗(Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[F ⊗L

Y
Lφ∗G)

φ∗φ
[F ⊗L

Y G

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G RHomY (f∗OX , F )⊗L
Y G RHomY (f∗OX , F ⊗L

Y G)

Rf∗χ

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
χ̄

˜
2.1.6 φ∗χ̄

˜
2.1.6

˜
2.3.3 γ

' 2.1.10

' (2.2.9.3)

'

' 2.1.6

' (2.2.9.3)

(2.2.3)'

2.1.6 '

(2.2.3) '

˜
˜

3○

2○

But subdiagram 2○ commutes, by [L09, 3.4.7(i)], subdiagram 3○ commutes,
by 2.7.6, and all the unlabeled subdiagrams obviously commute as well.

As for the rest of (i), unwinding the definitions of the maps involved, one
verifies that the unlabeled subdiagrams of the next diagram commute; and
via 2.3.5(ii) and 2.7.3, that going around clockwise from upper right to lower
left gives the map t

F⊗L
Y G

.

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) Rf∗f
[(F ⊗L

Y G)

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G RHomY (f∗OX , F )⊗L
Y G RHomY (f∗OX , F ⊗L

Y G)

F ⊗L
Y G RHomY (OY , F )⊗L

Y G RHomY (OY , F ⊗L
Y G)

Rf∗χ
′

˜
2.3.3 γ

˜
natural γ̃−1

'p

tF ⊗L
Y id viaψ

2.3.3 '

viaψ

1○

Thus, and in view of 2.3.8 with F := f∗OX , any χ′ such that 1○ commutes
must correspond under 2.3.5 to the composite map

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) −→∼
p

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G −−−−→
tF⊗L

Y id
F ⊗L

Y G.

(ii) If f is perfect, the proof of (i) is valid for all F and G in Dqc(Y ).

For χ and χ̄ to be isomorphisms, it suffices that Rf∗χ be an isomorphism:
for if Rf∗χ = φ∗Rf̄∗χ induces homology isomorphisms, then so does Rf̄∗χ,

i.e., Rf̄∗χ
∼= Rf̄∗f̄

∗
χ̄ is an isomorphism, whence by Proposition 2.1.6, so are

χ and χ̄.
Since 2○ commutes when χ′ = χ, therefore Rf∗χ is an isomorphism if

γ is an isomorphism—which γ is when f is perfect. (This is well-known:
the question being local, one can replace f∗OX by an isomorphic bounded
complex E of finite-rank free OY -modules, then by induction on the number
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of nonvanishing components of E, using the triangle [H66, p. 70, (1)], reduce
to the trivial case where E itself is a finite-rank free OY -module.) �

The following variant of [L09, 4.7.3.4, (a) and (d)] contains the pseudo-
functoriality of χ (cf. the part of §5.7 in [AJL11] that follows (5.7.3)).

The proof of 2.7.8 that appears here is abstract; a concrete treatment,
via 2.7.6(ii), is left to the curious reader.

Proposition 2.7.8 (Transitivity of χ). Let f, F, G and χ be as in 2.7.7.
Let g : W → X be a pseudo-coherent finite scheme-map, assumed perfect
if f is perfect. The following natural diagram, with χ′ := χ(g,OX , f [F ) and

E := f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G, commutes.

(g[OX⊗L
W Lg∗f [F )⊗L

W Lg∗Lf∗G g[f [F ⊗L
W Lg∗Lf∗G (fg)[F ⊗L

W Lg∗Lf∗G

g[OX⊗L
W Lg∗(f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) (fg)[F ⊗L
W L(fg)∗Gg[(f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G)

g[f [(F ⊗L
Y G) (fg)[(F ⊗L

Y G)

viaχ′

g[χ(f, F,G)

χ(g, f [F, Lf∗G)

χ(g,OX,E)

χ(fg, F,G)

1○

2○

Remark. It should be noted that under the assumptions of 2.7.7(i), one

has E ∼= f [(F ⊗L
Y G) ∈ D+

qc(X); so in any case, χ(g,OX , E) is well-defined.

Proof. The commutativity of subdiagram 2○ is equivalent to that of its
adjoint, which, in view of 2.7.7, is the border of the natural diagram

R(fg)∗
(
g[f [F ⊗L

W Lg∗Lf∗G
)

R(fg)∗
(
(fg)[F ⊗L

W Lg∗Lf∗G
)

Rf∗Rg∗
(
g[f [F ⊗L

W Lg∗Lf∗G
)

R(fg)∗
(
(fg)[F ⊗L

W L(fg)∗G
)

Rf∗(Rg∗g
[f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G)

Rf∗Rg∗g
[f [F ⊗L

Y G

R(fg)∗(fg)[F ⊗L
Y G

R(fg)∗
(
g[(f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G)
)

Rf∗Rg∗g
[(f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G)

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G)

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G

R(fg)∗g
[f [(F ⊗L

Y G)

Rf∗Rg∗g
[f [(F ⊗L

Y G)

Rf∗f
[(F ⊗L

Y G) F ⊗L
Y G

3○

4○

5○

6○
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In that diagram, the commutativity of 4○ and 6○ is given by 2.7.7, that
of 3○ follows from [L09, Proposition 3.7.1], and, with notation as in the
first paragraph of §2.5, 5○ is the second (commutative) diagram in [L09,
3.3.7(a)]. Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is easily checked.

Similarly, the commutativity of 1○ results from that of all the subdiagrams
of the following natural diagram.

Rg∗
(
(g[OX⊗L

W Lg∗f [F )⊗L
W Lg∗Lf∗G

)
Rg∗
(
g[f [F ⊗L

W Lg∗Lf∗G
)

Rg∗(g
[OX⊗L

W Lg∗f [F )⊗L
X Lf∗G Rg∗g

[f [F ⊗L
W Lf∗G

Rg∗
(
g[OX⊗L

W Lg∗(f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G)

)
Rg∗g

[OX⊗L
X f

[F ⊗L
X Lf∗G OX⊗L

X f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G

f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G

viaχ′

viaχ′

7○

8○

9○

The commutativity of subdiagram 7○ is given, mutatis mutandis, by [L09,

3.4.7(iv)] (with f replaced by g, A := Lf∗G, B := f [F and C := g[OX).
The commutativity of 8○ is clear, and that of 9○ results from 2.7.7. So the
border, and hence 1○, commutes. �

2.8. Let f : X → Y be a pseudo-coherent finite scheme-map (see §2.3.7),

let F ∈ D(Y ) be pseudo-coherent, and let G ∈ D+
qc(Y ). Let f = φf̄ be as

in §2.1, φ[ as in 2.2.5, and f [ := f̄
∗
φ[ as in (2.3.2).

By 2.3.8, RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ D+
qc(Y ), so φ[G ∈ D+

qc(Y ). (See the proof
of 2.3.3). Similarly, (2.2.9.4) gives

φ∗Lφ
∗F ∼= F ⊗L

Y φ∗OY = F ⊗L
Y f∗OX ∈ Dqc(Y ),

so Lφ∗F ∈ Dqc(Y ).
Hence, by 2.1.6, there are natural isomorphisms

Lφ∗F ∼= Rf̄∗f̄
∗
Lφ∗F ∼= Rf̄∗Lf

∗F, φ[G ∼= Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G = Rf̄∗f

[G.

Moreover, Lf∗F ∈ Dqc(X) is pseudo-coherent and f [G ∈ D+
qc(X), so 2.3.8

gives RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) ∈ D+
qc(X), and 2.1.9 gives an isomorphism

(2.8.1) f̄
∗
RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) −→∼ RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G).

Proposition 2.8.2. Under the preceding conditions:

(i) The map adjoint under 2.2.6 to the natural composite

φ∗RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) −→∼ RHomY (F, φ∗φ
[G) −−−−→

(2.2.8.1)
RHomY (F,G)

is the unique D(Y )-map

ζ̄ : RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G)→ φ[RHomY (F,G)
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making the next, natural, diagram commute—whence ζ̄ is an isomorphism:

φ∗RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) φ∗φ
[RHomY (F,G)

RHomY (F, φ∗φ
[G)

RHomY (F,RHomY (f∗OX, G))

RHomY (F ⊗L
Y f∗OX, G)

RHomY (f∗OX ,RHomY (F,G))

φ∗ζ̄

'

' (2.2.3)

(2.2.3) '

˜ ˜

1○

(ii) (Explicit ζ̄ ) Suppose that G (hence Homψ(f∗OX , G)) is K-injective

and that F is K-flat. Then ζ̄ is the natural composite map

RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) −→∼ HomY (φ∗F,Homψ(f∗OX , G))

−→∼
ζ̄0
Homψ(f∗OX,HomY (F,G)) −→∼ φ[RHomY (F,G),

with ζ̄0 the natural composite map—f∗OX-linear via the multiplication action
of f∗OX on itself,

φ∗HomY (φ∗F,Homψ(f∗OX , G)) −→∼ HomY (F, φ∗Homψ(f∗OX , G))

== HomY (F,HomY (f∗OX , G))

−→∼ HomY (F ⊗Y f∗OX , G)

−→∼ HomY (f∗OX ,HomY (F,G))

== φ∗Homψ(f∗OX ,HomY (F,G)).

(iii) The composite isomorphism

RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) −→∼
(2.8.1)

f̄
∗
RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G)

−→∼
f̄
∗
ζ̄
f̄
∗
φ[RHomY (F,G) = f [RHomY (F,G)

is the unique D(X)-map ζ making the following natural diagram commute:

Rf∗f
[RHomY (F,G)Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G)

RHomY (F,Rf∗f
[G)

RHomY (F,RHomY (f∗OX , G)) RHomY (f∗OX ,RHomY (F,G));

RHomY (F ⊗L
Y f∗OX , G)

Rf∗ζ

'

' 2.3.3

2.3.3 '

˜ ˜

2○
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and this ζ corresponds under 2.3.5 to the natural composite map

Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) −→∼ RHomY (F,Rf∗f
[G) −→ RHomY (F,G).

Proof. First, uniqueness in (iii) and (i). Consider the natural diagram

Rf∗f
[RHomY (F,G)Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G)

RHomY (F,Rf∗f
[G)

RHomY (F,RHomY (f∗OX , G)) RHomY (f∗OX ,RHomY (F,G))

RHomY (F ⊗L
Y f∗OX , G)

RHomY (F,RHomY (OY , G)) RHomY (OY ,RHomY (F,G))

RHomY (F ⊗L
Y OY , G)

RHomY (F,G)

Rf∗ζ

'

' 2.3.3

2.3.3 '

˜ ˜

˜
˜
˜

˜

2○

3○ 4○

After replacing G by a quasi-isomorphic K-injective complex, one can drop
all the Rs in 3○ and 4○ and check that the resulting subdiagrams—hence
the original ones—are commutative.

More generally, in any closed category, using the definitions of the maps involved
(see [L09, 3.5.6(e) and 3.5.3(e)]) one checks that subdiagrams 3○ and 4○ are right-
conjugate to the (clearly) commutative natural diagrams

(D ⊗L
Y F )⊗L

Y OY (D ⊗L
Y OY )⊗L

Y F

D ⊗L
Y (F ⊗L

Y OY )

D ⊗L
Y F

˜
˜

˜
˜

3○′ 4○′

It follows, in view of the definition of the counit t for the adjunction
Rf∗a f [ in 2.3.10, and of 2.3.8, that any D(X)-map ζ such that 2○ commutes
must be the one corresponding under 2.3.5 to the natural composite

Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) −→∼ RHomY (F,Rf∗f
[G) −→ RHomY (F,G),

whence the uniqueness in (iii).11

11In fact, ζ is right-conjugate to the projection isomorphism

Rf∗E ⊗L
X F −→∼ Rf∗(E ⊗L

X Lf∗F ),

cf. [L09, Exercise 4.2.3(f)]. Moreover, ζ−1 is adjoint to the natural composite map

f [RHomY (F,G)⊗L
X Lf∗F

χ−−−→
2.7.7
(iii)

f [(RHomY (F,G)⊗L
Y F ) −→ f [G,

cf. [L09, Exercise 4.9.3(b)] (in whose third last line “f̄
!
” should be “f !”).
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Similarly, using (2.2.8.1) one shows that any ζ̄ making 1○ commute is
adjoint under 2.2.6 to the natural composite

φ∗RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) −→∼ RHomY (F, φ∗φ
[G) −→ RHomY (F,G),

whence the uniqueness in (i).

This being so, (i) and (ii) can be proved thus: assuming (as one may) that
G (resp. F ) is a K-injective (resp. K-flat) OY -complex, show that with χ̄ as
in (ii), diagram 1○ commutes; and for this, note that each subdiagram of
the following natural diagram, where H := Hom, commutes (more or less
by definition of the functorial maps involved), whence so does the border.

φ∗RHY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) φ∗HY (φ∗F,Hψ(f∗OX , G))

RHY (F, φ∗φ
[G) RHY (F, φ∗RHψ(f∗OX , G)) HY (F, φ∗Hψ(f∗OX , G))

RHY (F,RHY (f∗OX , G)) HY (F,HY (f∗OX , G))

RHY (F ⊗L
Y f∗OX , G) HY (F ⊗Y f∗OX , G)

φ∗φ
[RHY (F,G) φ∗Hψ(f∗OX ,HY (F,G))

RHY (f∗OX ,RHY (F,G)) HY (f∗OX ,HY (F,G))

˜
'

' (2.2.3)

'

'

'

'

'

' (2.2.3)

'
(2.2.3)

[L09, 3.2.3(ii)]

[L09, 2.6.1∗]

[L09, 2.6.1∗]

As for (iii), to see that the following natural diagram expands 2○, apply
the first diagram in [L09, 3.7.1.1] to the leftmost column. Since by (i),
subdiagram 1○ commutes, therefore for (iii) to hold—i.e., for the border to
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commute—it suffices that all the other subdiagrams commute.

Rf∗RHX(Lf∗F, f [G) Rf∗f̄
∗
RHY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) Rf∗f

[RHY (F,G)

φ∗Rf̄∗RHX(Lf∗F, f [G)

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
RHY (Lφ∗F, φ[G)

φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[RHY (F,G)

φ∗RHY (Lφ∗F,Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G) φ∗RHY (Lφ∗F, φ[G) φ∗φ

[RHY (F,G)

RHY (F, φ∗Rf̄∗f̄
∗
φ[G) RHY (F, φ∗φ

[G)

RHY (F,Rf∗f
[G) RHY (F,RHY (f∗OX , G))

RHY (F ⊗L
Y f∗OX , G)

RHY (f∗OX ,RHY (F,G))

˜
(2.8.1)

˜
Rf∗f̄

∗
ζ̄

2.1.6
˜ φ∗ζ̄

2.1.6
˜

˜
(2.3.3)

'

' '

2.1.6 '
2.1.6 '

'(2.2.3)

'(2.2.3)

(̃2.8.1)
˜

via ζ̄

˜ ˜

1○

5○

Commutativity of 5○ results, in view of [L09, Example 3.5.2(d)], from the
definition of the map ρ given in the proof of Corollary 2.1.9.

Commutativity of the remaining subdiagrams is obvious. �

Proposition 2.8.3 (Transitivity of ζ). Let ζ = ζ(f, F,G) be as in 2.8.2(iii).
Let g : W → X be a pseudo-coherent finite scheme-map. Then, modulo
natural isomorphisms,

ζ(gf, F,G) = g[ζ(f, F,G)◦ ζ(g, Lf∗F, f [G).

Proof. Left to the reader. �

2.9. This section deals with the role played in concrete duality for a perfect
affine map f : X → Y by the functorial trace map

trf (G) : Rf∗Lf
∗G→ G (G ∈ Dqc(Y ))

from [Il71, p. 154, 8.1]. Dual to this map is the fundamental class map

Cf (G) : Lf∗G −→ f [G (G ∈ Dqc(Y )),

an isomorphism if f is étale.
The trace map is “transitive” with respect to a composition of perfect

affine maps, and so the map Cf is pseudofunctorial, see Proposition 2.9.7.
For “almost étale” f : X → Y , there results a canonical pair involving a

“complementary sheaf ” and a trace map, which pair represents the functor
HomY (f∗−, G) from Aqc(X) to abelian groups, or, if f∗OX is locally free,
the functor HomD(Y )(Rf∗−, G) from Dqc(X) to abelian groups, see Propo-
sition 2.9.13.

2.9.1. Let f : X → Y , f̄ : X → Y , ψ : OY → f∗OX , φ : Y → Y and
f [ : D(Y )→ D(X) be as in §2.3. Let F be a quasi-coherent OX -module and
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G an OY -module such that the OY -module HomY (f∗OX , G)—equivalently,
the OY -module Homψ(f∗OX , G)—is quasi-coherent.

One has the isomorphism, affine duality for quasi-coherent sheaves,

f∗HomOX (F, f̄
∗Homψ(f∗OX , G)) −→∼ φ∗Homf∗OX(f̄∗F,Homψ(f∗OX , G))

−→∼ HomOY (f∗F,G).

that over open U ⊂ Y is the standard isomorphism, with SU := Γ(f−1U,OX),
FU := Γ(f−1U,F ), RU := Γ(U,OY ) and GU := Γ(U,G),

HomSU(FU ,HomRU(SU , GU )) −→∼ HomRU(FU , GU ).

If RHomY (f∗OX , G) ∈ Dqc(Y ), then this duality isomorphism arises from
application of H0 to the isomorphism in Theorem 2.3.4.

It follows that the pair consisting of f̄
∗Homψ(f∗OX , G) (= H0f [G) and

the natural composite

t′G : f∗f̄
∗Homψ(f∗OX , G) −→∼ φ∗Homψ(f∗OX , G)

== HomY (f∗OX , G) −→ HomY (OY , G) = G

represents the functor HomY (f∗−, G) from Aqc(X) to abelian groups.

If f is flat and locally finitely presentable, that is, the OY -module f∗OX
is locally free of finite rank, then the natural map is an isomorphism

f̄
∗Homψ(f∗OX , G) = H0f [G −→∼ f [G,

and Proposition 2.3.5 implies that the pair above also represents the functor
HomD(Y )(Rf∗−, G) from Dqc(X) to abelian groups.

In this case, moreover, the natural map is an f∗OX -isomorphism

Homψ(f∗OX ,OY )⊗Y φ
∗G −→∼ Homψ(f∗OX , G),

whence the representing pair is naturally isomorphic to the pair

(H 0f [OY ⊗X f∗G, t′OY ⊗Y idG).

If f is finite and étale, so that the OY -module Homψ(f∗OX ,OY ) is free
of rank one, generated by the usual trace map trf : f∗OX → OY , then

H 0f [OY ⊗X f∗G ∼= f̄
∗OY ⊗X f

∗G ∼= OX ⊗X f∗G ∼= f∗G,

and the representing pair is naturally isomorphic to the pair consisting of
f∗G and the natural composite map

Rf∗f
∗G −→∼ f∗OX ⊗Y G

trf⊗idG−−−−−→ OY ⊗Y G −→∼ G.

2.9.2. For dealing with more general f , recall from 2.7.4 the trifunctorial
map, over any ringed space (Y,OY ),

γY : RHomY (L,M)⊗L
Y N → RHomY (L,M ⊗L

Y N) (L,M,N ∈ D(Y )),

that is adjoint to the natural composition

RHomY (L,M)⊗L
Y N ⊗L

Y L −→∼ RHomY (L,M)⊗L
Y L⊗L

Y N −→M ⊗L
Y N.
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Elaborating 2.7.2, one finds that γ can be obtained from a K-injective
resolution M →M and a K-flat resolution N → N as the sheafification

HomY (L,M )⊗Y N → HomY (L,M ⊗Y N )

of the map of presheaves of complexes that sends, for each open U ⊂ Y , any

(α : Li|U →M
j |U )⊗OU (µk ∈ N

k
(U)) (i, j, k ∈ Z)

to the map taking λi ∈ Li(U) to (−1)ikα(λi)⊗OU µk.

Lemma 2.9.3. (i) For any ringed-space map g : Y ′ → Y , the following
natural diagram commutes.

Lg∗(RHomY (L,M)⊗L
Y N) Lg∗RHomY (L,M ⊗L

Y N)

Lg∗RHomY (L,M)⊗L
Y ′ Lg

∗N RHomY ′(Lg
∗L, Lg∗(M ⊗L

Y N))

RHomY ′(Lg
∗L, Lg∗M)⊗L

Y ′ Lg
∗N RHomY ′(Lg

∗L, Lg∗M ⊗L
Y ′ Lg

∗N)

Lg∗γY

γY ′

'

'

(ii) If the complex L is perfect, then all the maps in this diagram are
isomorphisms.

Proof. (i) It suffices to show the commutativity of the adjoint diagram, i.e.,
of the border of the following natural diagram, in which g∗ stands for Lg∗,
H for RHom, ⊗ for ⊗L

Y and ⊗′ for ⊗L
Y ′ , and α is adjoint to the identity map
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of H(L,M ⊗N):

g∗(HY (L,M)⊗N)⊗′ g∗L g∗HY (L,M ⊗N)⊗′ g∗L

g∗(HY (L,M ⊗N)⊗L) HY ′(g∗L, g∗(M ⊗N))⊗′ g∗L

g∗(HY (L,M)⊗N ⊗ L)

g∗(HY (L,M)⊗ L⊗N) g∗(M ⊗N)

g∗HY (L,M)⊗′ g∗L⊗′ g∗N

g∗HY (L,M)⊗′ g∗N ⊗′ g∗L

g∗(HY (L,M)⊗L)⊗′ g∗N

HY ′(g∗L, g∗M)⊗′g∗N ⊗′g∗L HY ′(g∗L, g∗M)⊗′g∗L⊗′g∗N

g∗M ⊗′ g∗N

via γY

via γY

via γY ′

g∗α

1○

2○

3○

Here, the commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is easily verified.
The commutativity of 1○ results from that of the diagram that is dual

(see [L09, 3.4.5]) to the second one following [L09, (3.4.2.1)].
That of 2○ results from [L09, 3.5.6(g)], with C := HY (L,M⊗N), D := L,

and E := M ⊗N (details left to the reader).
That of 3○ is given by [L09, 3.5.6(a)].
Thus (i) is proven.
(ii) A strictly perfect OY -complex is a bounded complex of direct sum-

mands of finite-rank free OY -modules. An OY -complex is perfect if locally
it is the target of a quasi-isomorphism with source a strictly perfect one
[Il71, p. 122, 4.8, p. 163, 2.0, and p. 96, 2.2]. So to prove (ii), one can reduce,
by localizing, to where L is strictly perfect, and then by a simple induction
on the number n of degrees in which L doesn’t vanish, to where n = 1,
in which case the assertion is readily verified. �

2.9.4. Let (Y,OY ) be a ringed space and L a perfect OY -complex, so that,
as in 2.9.3(ii), the map γ = γY is an isomorphism.

The trace map trL = trL/OY is defined to be the natural D(Y )-composite

RHomY (L,L) −→∼
γ−1

RHomY (L,OY )⊗L
Y L −→ OY ,
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see [Il71, p. 154, 8.1].12 There results, for any perfect OY -algebra A, the
natural composite D(Y )-map

tralg
A : A −→∼ RHomA(A,A)

µA−−→ RHomY (A,A)
trA−−→ OY .

From 2.9.3(ii) and commutativity of subdiagram 2○ (with N := OY ) in
the proof of 2.9.3(i), one gets a natural identification g∗trL/OY

∼= trg∗L/OY ′
.

Together with the natural identification g∗µA ∼= µg∗A, this gives a natural

identification g∗tralg
A
∼= tralg

g∗A .

Recall that for any OY -complex G, the natural D(Y )-map is an isomor-
phism Hom(L,G) −→∼ RHom(L,G). (Proof: localizing on Y and induction
on the number of degrees in which L doesn’t vanish reduces the assertion
to the trivial case L = OY .) Consequently, and by the last part of §2.9.2,
trL can be identified naturally with (the D(Y )-image of) the natural com-
posite A(Y )-map

HomY (L,L) −→∼ HomY (L,OY )⊗Y L −→ OY .
In particular, if L is a finite-rank locally free OY -module then trL can

be identified naturally with (the D(Y )-image of) the the usual trace map
trL : Hom(L,L)→ OY . Moreover, it follows from the explicit description of
the map γY in 2.9.2 that there is a natural identification

trL[j] = (−1)jtrL (j ∈ Z).

More generally, if L is strictly perfect, so that the degree-i component Li is
a finite-rank locally free OY -module for all i, and vanishes for all but finitely
many i, then there is a natural identification

(2.9.4.1) trL =
∑
i

(−1)itrLi ,

as is easily shown by induction on the number of i such that Li 6= 0.

2.9.5. If f : X → Y is a perfect affine scheme-map, so that Rf∗OX is a

perfectOY -complex , then one has the D(Y )-map trf := tralg
f∗OX

: f∗OX → OY ,
whence for any G ∈ Dqc(Y ), the natural functorial composite

trf (G) : Rf∗Lf
∗G −→∼

(2.3.1)
f∗OX ⊗L

Y G −−−−−→
trf⊗L id

OY ⊗L
Y G −→∼ G,

whence, by Corollary 2.3.10, a natural functorial Dqc(X)-map

(2.9.6) Cf (G) : Lf∗G −→ f [G.

For example, if f is flat and finitely presentable, so that f∗OX is locally
free, then trf (OY ) : f∗OX → OY identifies naturally with the usual trace

map; and if, also, Y is noetherian, then Cf (OY ) : OX → f [OY becomes the
(naive) fundamental class ([AJL14, (0.2.3) with n = 0, plus Example 2.6]).

12A similar definition holds in any closed monoidal category for an object L such that,
with [−,−] :=internal hom, the natural map is an isomorphism [L,1]⊗L −→∼ [L,L]. For
even greater generality, see e.g., [PS14].
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For finite étale f, Cf is the isomorphism at the end of §2.9.1.

The map Cf : Lf∗ → f [ is pseudofunctorial, in the following sense.

Proposition 2.9.7. Let W
g−→ X

f−→ Y (hence fg) be perfect affine maps.
The following diagram of functors from Dqc(Y ) to Dqc(W ) commutes.

Lg∗Lf∗ L(fg)∗

g[f [ (fg)[

˜
natural

˜
(2.5.1)

via Cg and Cf Cfg

Proof. It suffices to prove commutativity of the dual diagram, which is the
unlabeled subdiagram in the following natural diagram.

R(fg)∗Lg
∗Lf∗ R(fg)∗L(fg)∗Rf∗Rg∗Lg

∗Lf∗

R(fg)∗g
[f [

R(fg)∗(fg)[Rf∗Rg∗g
[Lf∗ Rf∗Rg∗g

[f [

Rf∗f
[

Rf∗Lf
∗ id

˜ ˜

˜via (2.5.1)

via Cf

trf

via Cg and Cf

Rf∗trg trfg

via Cg

via Cf

1○

3○
2○4○

5○

The commutativity of subdiagrams 1○ and 3○ is clear, subdiagrams 4○ and
5○ commute by definition, and the commutativity of 2○ holds because the

map (2.5.1) is, by definition, dual to the composite map

R(fg)∗(fg)[ → Rf∗Rg∗g
[f [ → Rf∗f

[ → id .

Hence diagram chasing shows it sufficient that the border commute (i.e.,
that transitivity of the trace map hold).

The border in question, applied to an arbitrary G ∈ Dqc(Y ), expands to
the border of the following natural diagram.
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R(fg)∗Lg
∗Lf∗GRf∗Rg∗Lg

∗Lf∗G R(fg)∗L(fg)∗G

Rf∗(g∗OW ⊗L
X Lf∗G) f∗g∗OW ⊗L

Y G (fg)∗OW ⊗L
Y G

Rf∗(OX ⊗L
X Lf∗G) f∗OX ⊗L

Y G OY ⊗L
Y G

Rf∗Lf
∗G G

˜ ˜

˜
(2.3.1)

˜
(2.3.1) via trf

trf (G)

'

via trg

'

via trg

'

via trfg

'˜

7○

8○

Here, commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear, and that of 7○
results readily from [L09, 3.7.1] with F := OX . So to prove the commu-
tativity of the border, it suffices to prove that of 8○ with all occurrences
of “⊗L

Y G” ignored (i.e., to prove transitivity of the trace when G = OY ),
which one can do by taking A := g∗OW in the next lemma, where, for an
OX - or OY -algebra S, [−,−]S := RHomS(−,−) and ⊗S := ⊗L

S .

Lemma 2.9.8. If A is a perfect OX-complex then f∗A is perfect over both
f∗OX and OY , and the following natural diagram commutes.

f∗A f∗A [f∗A, f∗A]OY

f∗[A,A]OX

f∗[A,OX ]OX⊗f∗OX f∗A

[f∗A, f∗A]f∗OX

[f∗A,OY ]OY ⊗OY f∗A

f∗([A,OX ]OX⊗OXA) [f∗A, f∗OX ]f∗OX⊗f∗OX f∗A

f∗OX [f∗OX , f∗OX ]OY [f∗OX ,OY ]OY ⊗OY f∗OX OY˜

' '

'

'
2.1.9

1○

2○

3○

4○
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Proof. To see that f∗A is perfect over f∗OX and over OY , one can localize
on Y , and so can assume that X and Y are affine schemes, in which case
the assertions have a standard translation into the analogous, and simple,
ones in commutative algebra.

As for the diagram, we first show subdiagrams 1○, 2○ and 3○ commute,
so that “trace is preserved under the equivalence in 2.1.6.”

It is left to the reader to verify that the natural map

α : f∗RHomX(A,B)→ RHomY (f∗A, f∗B) (A,B ∈ D(X))

associated to an arbitrary ringed-space map f : (X,OX)→ (Y,OY ) via, e.g.,
[L09, (3.1.4) and 2.6.5], is characterized abstractly (cf. [L09, (3.5.4.1)] as
being adjoint to the natural composite map

f∗RHomX(A,B)⊗L
Y f∗A→ f∗(RHomY (A,B)⊗L

X A)→ f∗B.

The commutativity of 3○ is the special case where B := OX and OY := f∗OX .
(Likewise, when other abstract properties of functorial maps, as in [L09],

are used in the rest of this proof, it should be checked that the natural
concrete interpretations of those maps do have those properties—so that
the concrete result is an instance of an abstract one.)

The commutativity of 1○ is that of the second diagram in [L09, 3.7.1.1]
(where f∗ and g∗ should be switched), derived from the natural composite
map denoted here by (X,A)→ (X,OX)→ (Y, f∗OX), with F = F ′ := A.

The commutativity of 2○ is essentially the case B := OX , C := A of the
next lemma, applied to the functor Rf̄∗ : D(OX) → D(f∗OX) associated to
the natural ringed-space map f̄ : (X,OX)→ (Y, f∗OX).

Lemma 2.9.9. Let f∗ : X → Y be a symmetric monoidal functor between
monoidal closed categories. With notation as in [L09, §3.5], for any A, B
and C in X, the following natural diagram commutes.

f∗
(
[A,B]⊗ C

)
f∗[A,B]⊗ f∗C [f∗A, f∗B]⊗ f∗C

f∗[A,B ⊗ C] [f∗A, f∗(B ⊗ C)] [f∗A, f∗B ⊗ f∗C]
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Proof. 13 Expand the diagram, naturally, as follows:

f∗
(
[A,B]⊗C

)
f∗[A,B]⊗f∗C [f∗A, f∗B]⊗f∗C

f∗[A, [A,B]⊗C⊗A] [f∗A, f∗[A,B]⊗f∗C⊗f∗A]

[f∗A, f∗([A,B]⊗C⊗A)] [f∗A, [f∗A, f∗B]⊗f∗C⊗f∗A]

[f∗A, f∗([A,B]⊗A⊗C)]

[f∗A, f∗[A,B]⊗f∗A⊗f∗C]

[f∗A, [f∗A, f∗B]⊗f∗A⊗f∗C]

f∗[A, [A,B]⊗A⊗C]

[f∗A, f∗([A,B]⊗A)⊗f∗C]

f∗[A,B⊗C] [f∗A, f∗(B⊗C)] [f∗A, f∗B⊗f∗C)]

viaα

viaα

5○

6○

7○

8○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is simple to verify. That of 6○
and 7○ follows at once from the definition of symmetric monoidal functor,
see e.g., [L09, 3.4.2]. That of 8○ results from the above description of α.
That of 5○ is equivalent to that of the adjoint diagram, that is, the border
of the following natural diagram, where D := [A,B]; and this border does
commute, since all the subdiagrams clearly do.

f∗(D⊗C)⊗f∗A f∗D⊗f∗C⊗f∗A

f∗(D⊗C⊗A)

f∗[A,D⊗C⊗A]⊗f∗A f∗([A,D⊗C⊗A]⊗A]) f∗(D⊗C⊗A)

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.9.9. �

To complete the proof of Lemma 2.9.8, whence of Proposition 2.9.7,
one needs subdiagram 4○ to commute—which it does, by the next Lemma
(with S := f∗OX and T := f∗A).

Lemma 2.9.10. Let (Y,OY ) be a ringed space, let S be a perfect OY -
algebra, and let E be a perfect S-module. Then E is a perfect OY -module,
and trE/OY factors naturally as

(2.9.10.1) HomOY (E,E) −→ HomS(E,E)
tr
E/S−−−→ S

tralg
S/OY−−−−→ OY .

In particular, if T is a perfect OY -algebra, then

tralg
T /OY = tralg

S/OY
◦ tralg
T /S : T → OY .

13Conceivably, the assertion is contained in [Lw72, Theorem 4.18].
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Proof. That E is perfect over OY can be shown as in the beginning of the
proof of 2.9.8.

As for (2.9.10.1), compatibility of tr with base change (see section 2.9.4)
allows one to assume that E is D(S)-isomorphic to a bounded complex
of direct summands of finite-rank free S-modules (see proof of 2.9.3(ii)).
It suffices then, in view of (2.9.4.1), to show that for any direct summand F
of a finite-rank free S-module, the following natural diagram commutes,
where by previous considerations, the maps involved can be identified with
their nonderived precursors:

(2.9.10.2)

[F, F ]S [F, F ]OY

[F,OY ]OY ⊗OY F[F,S ]S ⊗S F

S [S,S ]OY [S,OY ]OY ⊗OY S OY˜

' '

If F = F1 ⊕S F2 , then (one verifies) this diagram is the direct sum of the
four natural diagrams obtained by substituting Fi for the first occurrence
of F at each node and Fj for the second occurrence, with (i, j) = (1, 1)
or (1, 2) or (2, 1) or (2, 2), the resulting arrow

[Fi, T ]T ⊗T Fj −→ T (T := S or OY )

representing the natural composite map

[Fi, T ]T ⊗T Fj −→ [F, T ]T ⊗T Fj −→ [Fj , T ]T ⊗T Fj −→ T ,
which vanishes when i 6= j. Hence, (2.9.10.2) commutes for F if and only if
it commutes for both F1 and F2.

It follows that the question of commutativity of (2.9.10.2) reduces to the
trivial case where F = S. � � �

Our underlying theme, concrete realizations of abstract constructions,
spurs continuing on with interpretations, via traces for perfect affine maps,
of maps involving (−)[ via maps involving (−)∗. Proposition 2.9.7 is just a
first example. But this could be an endless process.

Let some further examples, provided by the following assertions, suffice.
As before, justification of these assertions requires deploying the formalism
of adjoint functors between closed categories (see e.g., [L09, §§3.5.5–3.5.6]),
and/or its scheme-theoretic realization (see [L09, §3.6.10]).
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Exercise 2.9.11. Let f : X → Y be a perfect affine map, F,G ∈ Dqc(Y ), and
Cf as in (2.9.6) (an isomorphism if f is étale).

(i) Let σ and βσ be as in Theorem 2.6.4. Then the affine map g is perfect,
and the following natural diagram commutes.

Lv∗f [G g[Lu∗G

Lv∗Lf∗G Lg∗Lu∗G

β̃σ

˜
Lv∗Cf Cg

(ii) Let χ : f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G → f [(F ⊗L

Y G) be the isomorphism in 2.7.7(ii).
The following natural diagram commutes.

f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G f [(F ⊗L

Y G)

Lf∗F ⊗L
X Lf∗G Lf∗(F ⊗L

Y G)

χ̃

˜
via Cf Cf

(iii) Assume RHomY (F,G) ∈ Dqc(Y ) and RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) ∈ Dqc(Y )
(for example, F perfect, or F pseudo-coherent and G ∈ D+

qc(Y )).

Let ζ : RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G)→ f [RHomY (F,G) correspond via 2.3.5(i) to
the natural composite map

Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) −→∼ RHomY (F,Rf∗f
[G)

tG−→ RHomY (F,G).

The following natural diagram commutes.

RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) f [RHomY (F,G)

RHomX(Lf∗F, Lf∗G) Lf∗RHomY (F,G)

ζ

via Cf Cf

2.9.12. For additional illustration, generalizing the last paragraph in §2.9.1,
Proposition 2.9.13 below gives, for any “almost étale” f : X → Y , a concrete
representation of the representing pair (H0f [OY , t′OY ) in §2.9.1.

Consider a fiber square of scheme-maps, with qcqs f :

(2.9.12.1)

V = U×Y X X

U Y

v

u

g f

Assume that u is flat, or that f is affine. Then the natural map of functors
from Aqc(X) to Aqc(U) is an isomorphism u∗f∗ −→∼ g∗v

∗ [GrD71, 9.3.3], and
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one has the natural composite map

%0 = %0(f, u) : HomY (f∗OX ,OY ) −→ HomU (u∗f∗OX , u∗OY )

−→∼ HomU (g∗OV ,OU ),

which sends t : f∗OX → OY to the natural composite

g∗OV −→∼ u∗f∗OX
u∗t−−→ u∗OY −→∼ OU .

That s = %0t is equivalent to the commutativity of the natural diagram

u∗f∗OX g∗OV

u∗OY OU

˜

˜
u∗t s

or of its adjoint

f∗OX u∗u
∗f∗OX u∗g∗OV

OY u∗u
∗OY u∗OU

˜

˜
t u∗s

Suppose in addition that

(i) u is schematically surjective and qcqs, in other words, the natural
map OY → u∗OU is injective—whence the map %0 is injective and v∗OV is
quasi-coherent; and that

(ii) g is finite and étale—so that there is a unique g∗OV -isomorphism

cg : g∗OV −→∼ HomU (g∗OV ,OU )

that sends 1 ∈ Γ(U, g∗OV ) to the usual trace map trg : g∗OV → OU .
Denote base change to any open subscheme W ⊂ Y by “subscript W.”

With %̃0 the sheafification of the map of presheaves associating to any W
the map %0(fW , uW ), one has then the natural composite injective map

%′ : HomY (f∗OX ,OY ) ↪→̃
%0

u∗HomU (g∗OV ,OU ) −→∼
c−1
g

u∗g∗OV = f∗v∗OV .

This map is in a natural way f∗OX -linear, so can also be represented, with
notation as in §2.9.1, as

%′ : Homψ(f∗OX ,OY ) ↪→ f̄∗v∗OV .
Setting

Cφ,u := %′Homψ(f∗OX ,OY ),

one gets a natural OX -isomorphism

H 0f [OY = f̄∗Homψ(f∗OX ,OY ) −→∼ f̄
∗
Cφ,u =: Cf,u ⊂ v∗OV .
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For an explicit description of the OX -module Cf,u, note that by the above
description of the image of %0 , Cφ,u is the sheafification of the presheaf C0

φ,u

for which, with “subscript W” as above, C0
φ,u(W ) is the set of r ∈ Γ(VW ,OV )

such that the natural composite

fW∗OXW −→ uW∗u
∗
W fW∗OXW −→

∼ uW∗gW∗OVW
uW∗

(
r·trg

W

)
−−−−−−−−→ uW∗OUW

factors (necessarily uniquely) as fW∗OXW → OW ↪→ uW∗OUW .

The next proposition results.

Proposition 2.9.13. Let f : X → Y be an affine scheme-map such that
the OY -module HomY (f∗OX ,OY ) is quasi-coherent, and let (2.9.12.1) be
a fiber square in which u is schematically surjective (i.e., the associated
map OY → u∗OU is injective) and qcqs, and the map g is finite and étale.

The representing pair (H 0f [OY , t′OY ) in §2.9.1 is naturally isomorphic to

the pair whose components are the “complementary sheaf” Cf,u ⊂ v∗OV (see
above) and the restriction of u∗trg to f∗Cf,u ⊂ f∗v∗OV = u∗g∗OV .

Examples 2.9.14. (a) In 2.9.13, if u is the identity map then Cφ,u = f∗OX ,
giving the last paragraph in section 2.9.1.

(b) Let R be an integral domain with fraction field K, and R→ S a ring-
homomorphism with S finitely presentable as an R-module and L := S⊗RK
a separable K-algebra, with trace map trL/K : L→ K. Let (2.9.12.1) be the

scheme-diagram corresponding to the natural diagram

L S

K R

j

i

Then the complementary sheaf Cf,u is the sheafification of the S-module
{x ∈ L | trL/K(x(jS)) ⊂ R}.

2.10. This section treats duality for a class of perfect closed immersions
of schemes, including all regular immersions. Described, on this class, is
a concrete realization of the pseudofunctor (−)[ (see Proposition 2.10.12
and Theorem 2.10.22), as well as its interaction with ⊗L and with RHom
(see Proposition 2.10.25). One prior version of such material can be found
in [Co00, §§2.5–2.6].

Throughout, f : X → Y will be a closed immersion of schemes, and I the
kernel of the natural map OY → f∗OX . The functor f∗ : Aqc(X)→ Aqc(Y )
is “extension by 0,” and its natural left adjoint f∗ associates to G ∈ Aqc(Y )
the restriction to X of G/IG. So f∗f∗ is the identity functor of Aqc(X);
and for G ∈ Aqc(Y ), the unit map G→ f∗f

∗G identifies naturally with the
canonical surjection G� G/IG.
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2.10.1. Define the OY -isomorphism

(2.10.2) Of : I/I 2 −→∼ TorOY1 (f∗OX , f∗OX) = f∗H
−1Lf∗f∗OX ,

to be −∂−1 where ∂ is the usual connecting isomorphism

TorOY1 (f∗OX , f∗OX) −→∼ TorOY0 (f∗OX , I) = I/I 2

associated to the natural exact sequence 0→ I → OY → f∗OX → 0.

Any OY -surjection ϑ : P � I with P flat expands to a flat resolution
P• : · · · → P ′ → P → OY of f∗OX ∼= OY/I, entailing natural isomorphisms

TorOY1 (f∗OX , f∗OX) −→∼ H1(P•/IP•) −→∼ I/I 2

whose composition one finds, by dissecting definitions, to be −∂ = O−1
f .

For any flat u : Y ′ → Y , the projection f ′ : X ′ := X ×Y Y ′ → Y ′ being a
closed immersion, one gets (via P•, for example) a natural identification

(2.10.3) Of ′ = u∗Of .

The natural composite map

(2.10.4)
Lf∗f∗OX ⊗L

X Lf∗f∗OX −→∼ Lf∗(f∗OX ⊗L
Y f∗OX)

−→ Lf∗f∗(OX ⊗L
X OX) −→∼ Lf∗f∗OX .

makes the graded group ⊕n≥0H
−nLf∗f∗OX into a strict (= alternating)

graded OX -algebra. (Localize, and see, e.g., [B07, p. 201, Exercise 9(c)]).14 )
Thus with

∧∧∧
denoting “exterior algebra,” the isomorphism

f∗Of : f∗
(
I/I 2

)
−→∼ f∗f∗H

−1Lf∗f∗OX = H−1Lf∗f∗OX
extends uniquely to a homomorphism of graded OX -algebras

(2.10.5)
∧∧∧
X f
∗(I/I 2

)
:= ⊕n≥0

∧n
X f
∗(I/I 2

)
−→ ⊕n≥0H

−nLf∗f∗OX .

2.10.6. Suppose the OY -ideal I is generated by a sequence of global sections
t := (t1, t2, . . . , td) that is Koszul-regular, i.e., with Ki the OY -complex that

is OY ti−→ OY in degrees -1 and 0 and that vanishes elsewhere, the Koszul

complex K(t) := ⊗di=1Ki is a finite free resolution of f∗OX = H0K(t).
This holds if the germ of t at any point y in the image of f is regular, see

[St22, tag 063K]; and conversely if Y is locally noetherian [St22, tag 063L]
or, for arbitrary Y , modulo “smooth localization” [St22, tag 0692].

As a graded group, K(t) identifies naturally with
∧∧∧
YO

d
Y ; and one checks

that exterior-algebra multiplication

(2.10.7) µt : K(t)⊗OY K(t)→ K(t)

is a map of flat OY -complexes that is D(Y )-isomorphic (via the natural map
K(t)→ f∗OX) to the natural composite map

f∗OX ⊗L
Y f∗OX −→ f∗(OX ⊗L

X OX) −→∼ f∗OX .
14 We’ll need this only for “Koszul-regular” f (see §§2.10.6, 2.10.9), in which case one

can use—locally—the exterior-algebra structure on a Koszul complex that resolves f∗OX .
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Using, e.g., [L09, (3.2.4.1)], one deduces a D(X)-isomorphism from f∗µt

to the composite map (2.10.4). Hence the natural isomorphism

f∗K(t) = ⊕dn=0

(
H−nf∗K(t)

)
[n] −→∼ ⊕dn=0

(
H−nLf∗f∗OX

)
[n]

is an isomorphism of graded OX -algebras. (Details left to the reader.)
Now let P• := K(t) → f∗OX be the natural map, and let the map ϑ

in 2.10.1 be the induced map P := P0 = OdY � I (which sends the i-th

canonical generator of OdY to ti (1 ≤ i ≤ d)). From H−1K(t) = 0 it follows

that f∗ϑ : OdX → f∗I = f∗(I/I 2) is an isomorphism, the resulting natural
composite D(X)-isomorphism

(2.10.8)

⊕dn=0

∧n
X f
∗(I/I 2

)
[n] −→∼ ⊕dn=0

∧n
X

(
OdX
)
[n] −→∼ f∗K(t) −→∼ Lf∗f∗OX

being sent by H−1 to the isomorphism f∗Of . Furthermore, the preceding

paragraph implies that application of the functor ⊕dn=0H
−n to (2.10.8) gives

an isomorphism of graded OX-algebras, which, being determined by what it
does in degree 1, must be the map (2.10.5) (which does not depend on the
choice of the generating sequence t).

2.10.9. Let g : V → W be a map of ringed spaces. For each d ∈ Z and
F,G ∈ D(W ), one has the natural map

ExtdW(F,G) = HomD(W )(F,G[d]) −→ HomV (H−dLg∗F,H0Lg∗G).

Base-changing to arbitrary open subsets of W , one gets a map of presheaves,
whose sheafification is a bifunctorial D(W )-map

Ψ(g, F,G, d) : Ext dW (F,G) −→ g∗HomV (H−dLg∗F,H 0Lg∗G).

In particular, for g the closed immersion f : X → Y , F := f∗OX = OY /I,
and G an OY -module, one has the D(Y )-map

Ψ(f, f∗OX , G, d) : Ext dY (f∗OX , G) −→ f∗HomX(H−dLf∗f∗OX , f∗G),

from which one gets, via (2.10.5), the natural composite map

Φ(f,G, d) : Ext dY (f∗OX , G) −→ f∗HomX(f∗
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
, f∗G)

−→∼ HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
, G/IG),

sheafifying the natural composite map

(2.10.10)
HomD(Y )(f∗OX , G[d]) −→ HomY (H−dLf∗f∗OX , H 0Lf∗G)

−→ HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
, G/IG).

We’ll say that f is a Koszul-regular closed immersion of codimension d if
X is covered by open subsets of Y over each of which the ideal I is generated
by a length d, Koszul-regular, sequence of sections. Such an f is perfect.
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Lemma 2.10.11 (cf. [H66, p. 179, 7.2]). If f : X → Y is a Koszul-regular
closed immersion of codimension d, I is the kernel of the associated map
OY → f∗OX , and G is an OY -module, then Φ(f,G, d) is an isomorphism

Ext dY (f∗OX , G) −→∼ HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
, G/IG).

Proof. As (2.10.5) is an isomorphism (see last paragraph in section 2.10.6),
the assertion means that Ψ := Ψ(f, f∗OX , G, d) is an isomorphism. The
question being local (see (2.10.3)), one may assume that I is generated by
a Koszul-regular sequence t = (t1, t2, . . . , td) of sections. Then, by [Il71,
p. 121, Cor. 4.6], the natural map, with K(Y ) the homotopy category of OY -

complexes, HomK(Y )(K(t), G[d]) −→
α

HomD(Y )(K(t), G[d]) sheafifies to an

isomorphism; and since the composition of the natural sequence of maps

HomK(Y )(K(t), G[d]) −→
α

HomD(Y )(K(t), G[d])

−→
β

HomOX(H−dLf∗K(t), H 0Lf∗G)

−→∼ Γ(Y,G)/tΓ(Y,G),

is just the natural isomorphism, therefore Ψ, the sheafification of β, is indeed
an isomorphism. �

For a Koszul-regular immersion f : X → Y , the next proposition gives
another representation of f [ and the counit map f∗f

[ → id.

As a preliminary, note that there exists locally a Koszul-regular sequence t
that generates the kernel I of the natural map OY → f∗OX ; and one has
natural isomorphisms

f∗f
[OY −→∼

2.3.3
RHomY (f∗OX ,OY ) −→∼ HomY (K(t),OY ) −→∼ K(t)[−d],

the last being inverse to the adjoint of the natural composite map

K(t)[−d]⊗Y K(t) −→∼ (K(t)⊗Y K(t))[−d]
µt[−d]−−−−→
(2.10.7)

K(t)[−d] −→ OY .

Therefore, f∗f
[OY —and hence f [OY —has vanishing cohomology in every

degree other than d. So there are natural global D(X)-isomorphisms

(Hdf [OY)[−d] −→∼ f [OY
and

(Hdf∗f
[OY)[−d] f∗f

[OY

(
HdRHomY (f∗OX ,OY)

)
[−d] RHomY (f∗OX ,OY)

˜
' '

Proposition 2.10.12. Let f : X → Y be a Koszul-regular closed immersion
of codimension d, let I be the kernel of the associated map OY → f∗OX , and
let ωf be the locally free OX-complex

ωf := HomX(
∧d
Xf
∗(I/I 2

)
,OX)[−d].
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Let t′ be the natural composite map

f∗ωf −→∼ HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
,OY /I )[−d]

−→∼
2.10.11

ExtdY (f∗OX ,OY )[−d]

−→∼
(
HdRHomY (f∗OX ,OY)

)
[−d]

−→∼ RHomY (f∗OX ,OY)

−→ RHomY (OY ,OY) −→∼ OY .
The functorial map dual to the natural composite Dqc(Y )-map

f∗(ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G) −→∼

2.1.10
f∗ωf ⊗L

Y G −−−→
via t′

OY ⊗L
Y G −→∼ G

is a Dqc(X)-isomorphism

c[f (G) : ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G −→∼ f [G (G ∈ Dqc(Y ).

Proof. Let c[ : ωf → f [OY be the natural composite OX -isomorphism

(2.10.12.1)

ωf == HomX(
∧d
Xf
∗(I/I 2

)
,OX)[−d]

−→∼ f∗HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
,OY /I )[−d]

−→∼
2.10.11

f∗Ext dY (f∗OX ,OY )[−d]

−→∼ f∗(Hdf∗f
[OY )[−d]

−→∼ f∗(f∗H
df [OY )[−d]

−→∼ (Hdf [OY )[−d] −→∼ f [OY .

Then with χ(f,OY , G) : f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗G −→∼ f [G the isomorphism from

Proposition 2.7.7(ii), one has

c[f (G) := χ(f,OY , G)◦ (c[ ⊗L
X idLf∗G),

that is, the border of the following natural diagram commutes:

f∗(ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G) f∗(f

[OY ⊗L
X Lf∗G) f∗f

[G

f∗f
[OY ⊗L

Y G G

f∗ωf ⊗L
Y G OY ⊗L

Y G

via c[ f∗χ

via t′

' (2.3.1)

'(2.3.1)

'via c[

1○ 2○

3○

Indeed, the commutativity of subdiagram 1○ is clear, that of 2○ is given by

the last assertion in 2.7.7(i), and that of 3○ (signifying that c[ is dual to t′)
is readily verified.

Thus c[f (G) is an isomorphism, as asserted. �
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The next lemma provides an alternative, local, description of the isomor-
phism in 2.10.11, hence of (2.10.12.1) and c[f (OY ).

Lemma 2.10.13. In Proposition 2.10.12, suppose that I is generated by
a Koszul-regular sequence t = (t1, . . . , td) in Γ(Y, I ), and let ϑ : OdY → I
be the OY -homomorphism taking the i-th canonical generator of OdY to ti
(1 ≤ i ≤ d) (so that, since H−1K(t) = 0, f∗ϑ is an isomorphism).

The following natural diagram of OX-isomorphisms commutes.

HomX(
∧d
Xf
∗(I/I 2

)
,OX)

f∗HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
,OY /I )

f∗Ext dY (f∗OX ,OY )

f∗Hdf∗f
[OY

HomX(
∧d
X

(
OdX
)
,OX)

HdHomX(f∗KY (t),OX)

Hdf∗HomY (KY (t),OY )

f∗HdHomY (KY (t),OY )

via f∗ϑ

2.10.11

Proof. Noting that HdHomY (KY (t),OY ) is annihilated by I, and that
Hd commutes with f∗, one checks that the adjoint diagram is isomorphic to
the sheafification of the natural diagram

HomX(
∧d
Xf
∗(I/I 2

)
,OX)

HomY (
∧d
Y

(
I/I 2

)
,OY /I )

HomD(Y )(f∗OX ,OY [d])

Hdf∗f
[OY

HomX(
∧d
X

(
OdX
)
,OX)

HdHomX(f∗KY (t),OX)

HdHomY (KY (t),OY )

HdHomY (KY (t),OY )

via f∗ϑ

(2.10.10)

So it suffices to see that this last diagram commutes—which one can do by
pushing an arbitrary D(Y )-map f∗OX → OY [d] clockwise and counterclock-
wise around the diagram to the upper right corner. �

2.10.14. Next, the setup for Theorem 2.10.22—pseudofunctoriality of c[−.

Let X
f−→ Y

g−→ Z be Koszul-regular closed immersions of codimensions
d and e respectively, let J be the kernel of the natural map OZ → g∗OY ,
and let L be the kernel of the natural map OZ → g∗f∗OX—so that J ⊂ L
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and I := g∗(L/J ) is the kernel of the natural map OY → f∗OX . Then the
map gf is a Koszul-regular closed immersion of codimension d+e, see [St22,
tag 067Q].

The inclusion J ⊂ L induces an exact sequence

0→ f∗g∗
(
J /J 2

) i−→ f∗g∗
(
L/L2

) p−→ f∗(I/I 2)→ 0

of locally free OX -modules of ranks e, d + e, and d, respectively, see [St22,
tag 063N], whence a locally split exact sequence, with E∨ := HomOX(E,OX)
for any OX -module E:

0→ (f∗(I/I 2))
∨ p∨−−→ (f∗g∗(L/L2))

∨ i∨−−→ (f∗g∗(J/J 2))
∨ → 0.

Locally, there exists a right inverse q of p, giving rise to the left inverse j
of i such that ij = id−qp, whence the isomorphism

(f∗(I/I 2))
∨ ⊕ (f∗g∗(J/J 2))

∨ −→∼
(p∨, j∨)

(f∗g∗(L/L2))
∨
,

whence the standard isomorphism of presheaves (cf. [B70, Chap. III, §7.7]),
hence of sheaves:

(2.10.15)∧d
X

(
(f∗(I/I 2))

∨) ⊗X ∧e
X

(
(f∗g∗(J/J 2))

∨) −→∼ ∧d+e
X

(
(f∗g∗(L/L2))

∨)
,

readily seen to be independent of the choice of q, so that these local maps
glue together into a natural global isomorphism of invertible OX -modules.

2.10.16. In more explicit algebraic terms, the maps g and f correspond

locally to a pair of surjective ring homomorphisms R
ϕ
� S

ξ
� T , with kernels

J and I generated by Koszul-regular sequences (r1, . . . , re) and (s̄1, . . . , s̄d)
respectively. Let si ∈ R be such that s̄i = ξ(si) (1 ≤ i ≤ d). The R-sequence
(r1, . . . , re, s1, . . . , sd) is Koszul-regular [St22, tag 0669], and it generates the
kernel L of ξϕ. The inclusion J ⊂ L induces an exact sequence

(2.10.17) 0→ T ⊗S (J/J2)
i−→ L/L2 p−→ I/I 2 → 0

of free T -modules of respective ranks e, d+e and d (see just before (2.10.8)).
Let j : L/L2 → T ⊗S (J/J2) be the left inverse of i such that

j(rm + L2) = 1⊗ (rm + J2) (1 ≤ m ≤ e),
j(sn + L2) = 0 (1 ≤ n ≤ d).

Over Spec(R), one checks, (2.10.15) is the sheafification of the isomorphism

λ :
∧d
T HomT (I/I2, T )⊗T

∧e
T HomT (T ⊗S J/J2, T ) −→∼

∧d+e
T HomT (L/L2, T ),

such that

λ
(
(α1 ∧ · · · ∧αd)⊗ (β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βe)

)
= (α1p)∧ · · · ∧ (αd p)∧ (β1j)∧ · · · ∧ (βe j).
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2.10.18. Back in the global situation, if an OX -module E is locally free of
rank d, there is an isomorphism

∧d
X(E∨) −→∼ (

∧d
XE)∨, induced by the map

(E∨)d×E d → OX that takes local sections
(
(α1, . . . , αd), (e1, . . . , ed)

)
to the

determinant det(αiej). Also, for a finite-rank locally free OY -module F, and
F∨ := HomOY (F,OY ), there is a natural isomorphism f∗(F∨) −→∼ (f∗F )∨.

Using such isomorphisms, one gets from (2.10.15)—considered as a global
isomorphism—a natural isomorphism of invertible OX -modules

(2.10.19)
(∧d

Xf
∗(I/I 2

))∨ ⊗X f∗(∧eY g∗(J/J 2
))∨ −→∼ (∧d+e

X (gf)∗
(
L/L2

))∨
,

whence, for the OX -complexes

ωf :=
(∧d

Xf
∗(I/I 2

))∨
[−d], ωgf :=

(∧d+e
X (gf)∗

(
L/L2

))∨
[−d−e]

and the OY -complex

ωg :=
(∧e

Y g
∗(J/J 2

))∨
[−e],

a natural isomorphism

(2.10.20) ωf ⊗X f∗ωg −→∼ ωgf ,

equal in degree d + e to (−1)de times the isomorphism (2.10.19) (use the
map θij from [L09, (1.5.4)], with i = −d, j = −e).

In the local situation 2.10.16, routine manipulations show that (2.10.20)
identifies naturally with the sheafification of the isomorphism of T -complexes

(2.10.21) h : HomT

(∧d
T

(
I/I 2

)
,T
)
[−d]⊗T HomS

(∧e
S

(
J/J 2

)
,T
)
[−e]

−→∼ HomT

(∧d+e
T

(
L/L2

)
,T
)
[−d− e]

such that in degree d+ e, with rLi := (ri + L2) ∈ L/L2, etc.,

h(α⊗ β)(rL1 ∧ · · · ∧ r
L
e ∧ sL1 ∧ · · · ∧ sLd ) = α(s̄I1 ∧ · · · ∧ s̄Id)β(rJ1 ∧ · · · ∧ r

J
e ).

The pseudofunctoriality of c[− is given by the next theorem—essentially
[Co00, p. 55, Theorem 2.5.1], whose proof in ibid., §2.6 is long and technical.
The proof to be presented here is based on the more direct approach given
in [NkS19a, Appendix C.6].

Theorem 2.10.22. For G ∈ Dqc(Z), the following natural D(X)-diagram
commutes:

ωf ⊗X Lf∗ωg ⊗L
X Lf∗Lg∗G ωgf ⊗L

X Lf∗Lg∗G

f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗g[G ωgf ⊗L

X L(gf)∗G

f [g[G (gf)[G

via (2.10.20)

˜
(2.5.1)

2.10.12(i) '

2.7.7(ii) '

'

2.10.12(i)'
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Proof of 2.10.22. It suffices to prove commutativity of the natural diagram

ωf ⊗X Lf∗ωg ⊗L
X Lf∗Lg∗G ωgf ⊗L

X Lf∗Lg∗G

(f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗g[OZ)⊗L

X Lf∗Lg∗G f [g[OZ ⊗L
X Lf∗Lg∗G

(gf)[OZ ⊗L
X Lf∗Lg∗G

f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗(g[OZ ⊗L

Y Lg∗G)

(gf)[OZ ⊗L
X L(gf)∗G

f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗g[G

f [(g[OZ ⊗L
Y Lg∗G)

f [g[G (gf)[G

1○

2○

The commutativity of 1○ results from the following Lemma 2.10.23. That
of 2○ is clear. That of the other two subdiagrams is contained, mutatis
mutandis, in Proposition 2.7.8. The conclusion results. �

Lemma 2.10.23. The following natural D(X)-diagram commutes:

ωf ⊗X f∗ωgωf ⊗L
X Lf∗ωg ωgf

f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗g[OZ

f [g[OZ (gf)[OZ

˜ (2.10.20)

˜
(2.5.1)

2.10.12(i) '

2.7.7(ii) '

(2.10.12.1)'∆

The strategy for proving 2.10.23 is to reduce to the local situation 2.10.16,
which is disposed of in §3.5 below by means of arguments appearing in
[NkS19a, Appendix C.6.]. The reduction is given by the following lemma,

with Z̃ the disjoint union of the members of an affine open covering of Z,
over each of which both I and J are generated by Koszul-regular sequences
of sections, and with p the natural map. (Note that the vertices in ∆ all have
homology that vanishes in degrees other than d+ e, so that ∆ is essentially
a diagram of quasi-coherent OX -modules, whence for any faithfully flat map
r : X̃ → X, ∆ commutes if r∗∆ does.)
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Lemma 2.10.24. The situation being as in 2.10.14, let p : Z̃ → Z be a flat
scheme-map, and

X̃ Ỹ Z̃

X Y Z

f̃ g̃

f g

r q p

a composite fiber square. Then f̃ and g̃ are Koszul-regular immersions, and
the inner rectangle in the following natural diagram is isomorphic to the
outer one:

ωf̃ ⊗X̃ f̃
∗
ωg̃ ωg̃f̃

r∗(ωf ⊗X f∗ωg) r∗ωgf

f̃ [OỸ ⊗
L
X̃
Lf̃
∗
g̃[OZ̃

r∗(f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗g[OZ)

r∗f [g[OZ r∗(gf)[OZ

f̃ [q∗g[OZ

f̃ [g̃[OZ̃ (g̃f̃ )[OZ̃

(2.10.20)
˜

via (2.10.20)
˜

via (2.5.1)
˜

(2.5.1)
˜

2.10.12(i)'

2.7.7(ii)'

2.10.12(i) '

via 2.10.12(i)'

via 2.7.7(ii)'

2.10.12(i) '

˜ ˜

2̃.6.4

2̃.6.4

˜
2.6.4

A○

B○ C○

D○

Proof. That f̃ and g̃ are Koszul-regular immersions (of respective codimen-
sions d and e) is easy to verify.

It needs then to be shown that subdiagrams A○, B○, C○ and D○ commute.
(In other words, the maps in 2.10.23 are compatible with flat base change.)

Set h := gf, h̃ := g̃f̃ . These are Koszul-regular immersions of codimension
c := d + e, the kernel of the natural map OZ → h∗OX (resp. OZ̃ → h̃∗OX̃)

being L (resp. L̃ := LOZ̃).
Using the definitions of the maps in C○, and the easily-checked fact that,

h∗ being exact, the two natural composite maps h∗Hch∗ −→∼ h∗h∗H
c → Hc

and h∗Hch∗ → Hch∗h∗ → Hc are equal, one sees that commutativity of C○
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is equivalent to that of the border of the natural diagram, with H := Hom,

r∗HX
(∧c
Xh
∗(L/L2

)
,OX

)
HX̃
(
r∗

∧c
Xh
∗(L/L2

)
, r∗OX

)
HX̃
(∧c
X̃ h̃
∗(L̃/L̃2

)
,OX̃

)

h̃∗p∗HZ
(∧c
Z

(
L/L2

)
,OZ/L

)
r∗h∗HZ

(∧c
Z

(
L/L2

)
,OZ/L

)
h̃∗H

Z̃

(
p∗

∧c
Z

(
L/L2

)
, p∗(OZ/L)

)
h̃∗HZ̃

(∧c
Z̃

(
L̃/L̃2

)
,OZ̃/L̃

)
r∗h∗Ext cZ(h∗OX ,OZ)

h̃∗HcRHZ̃(h̃∗OX̃,OZ̃)h̃∗p∗Ext cZ(h∗OX ,OZ)

h̃∗Ext c
Z̃

(h̃∗OX̃ ,OZ̃)

h̃∗p∗HcRHZ(h∗OX,OZ)

h̃∗HcRHZ̃(p∗h∗OX, p∗OZ)

h̃∗Hcp∗RHZ(h∗OX,OZ)

r∗h∗Hch∗h
[OZ

h̃∗Hcp∗h∗h
[OZ

h̃∗Hch̃∗h̃
[OZ̃

h̃∗p∗Hch∗h
[OZ

r∗Hch∗h∗h
[OZ

Hcr∗h∗h∗h
[OZ

h̃∗Hch̃∗r
∗h[OZ

Hch̃∗p∗h∗h
[OZ

Hch̃∗h̃∗h̃
[OZ̃

Hch̃∗h̃∗r
∗h[OZ

r∗Hch[OZ Hcr∗h[OZ Hch̃[OZ̃

r∗h[OZ [c] h̃[OZ̃ [c]

˜ ˜

via (2.6.4)
˜

(2.6.4)
˜

'

2.10.11 '

2.10.11 '

'

'

2.10.11'

'

via

(2.
6.4

)

via

(2.
6.4

)

1○

2○

3○

Whether subdiagram 1○ commutes is a local question. Hence one can
assume that L is generated by a Koszul-regular sequence t = (t1, . . . , tc),

and replace RHZ(h∗OX,OZ) by HZ(KZ(t),OZ) (resp. RH
Z̃

(h̃∗OX,OZ̃) by

HZ(KZ(p∗t),OZ)). Then Lemma 2.10.13 gives the commutativity of 1○.

Subdiagram 2○ commutes, since without “h̃∗Hc” it is the diagram, with

(f, g, u, v,G) := (p, r, h, h̃,OZ̃), shown in the proof of 2.6.4 to commute.

Commutativity of 3○ holds because the natural map p∗h∗ → h̃∗r
∗ is, by

definition, adjoint to the natural composite map h̃∗p∗h∗ −→∼ r∗h∗h∗ → r∗.
Checking commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is straightforward.
Diagram chasing shows now that the border commutes, whence so does

subdiagram C○.
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Subdiagram A○ involves only sheaves, so its commutativity is readily
checked, locally, via (2.10.21).

As for B○, expand it naturally as follows, where G := g[OZ—so that one

has the isomorphism q∗G −→∼
2.6.4

g̃[OZ̃ =: G̃.

ωf̃ ⊗X̃ f̃
∗
ωg̃ r∗ωf ⊗X̃ f̃∗q∗ωg r∗ωf ⊗X̃ r∗f∗ωg r∗(ωf ⊗X f∗ωg)

f̃ [OỸ ⊗L
X̃
Lf̃
∗
G̃

r∗f [OY ⊗X̃ Lf̃∗q∗G

r∗f [OY ⊗X̃ r∗Lf∗G

r∗(f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗G)f̃ [OỸ ⊗L

X̃
Lf̃∗q∗G

f̃ [G̃ f̃ [q∗G r∗f [G

4○

5○

The commutativity of the unlabeled diagrams is easily checked. That
of 4○ is shown by arguments like those used above to show commutativity
of C○. For that of 5○, it suffices to show the commutativity of the adjoint
diagram, as per the hint in [L09, 4.7.3.4(c)], mutatis mutandis.

Thus B○ commutes.

The commutativity of D○ can be shown in the same way as that of the last
diagram in [L09, 4.6.8], thereby completing the proof of Lemma 2.10.24. �

For a Koszul-regular closed immersion f : X → Y , the interaction of the
isomorphism

c[f (G) : ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G −→∼ f [G (G ∈ Dqc(X))

in 2.10.12(i) with independent base change, ⊗L and RHom is described in
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.10.25. Let f : X → Y be a Koszul-regular closed immersion
of codimension d, and F, G ∈ Dqc(Y ).

(i) Let

X ′ X

Y ′ Y

v

u

g fσ

be an independent square of scheme-maps (see §2.6.1) in which g is affine.
Then σ is a fiber square, and g is a Koszul-regular closed immersion of

codimension d.
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Moreover, with βσ(G) : Lv∗f [G −→ g[Lu∗G adjoint to the natural compos-

ite map Rg∗Lv
∗f [G −→∼ Lu∗Rf∗f

[G −→ Lu∗G, the following natural D(X ′)-
diagram commutes:

Lv∗(ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G) Lv∗ωf ⊗L

X′ Lv
∗Lf∗G ωg ⊗L

X′ Lg
∗Lu∗G

Lv∗f [G g[Lu∗G

˜ ˜

˜
βσ(G)

Lv∗c[f (G) ' c[g(Lu∗G)'

(ii) The following natural D(X)-diagram commutes:

ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗(F ⊗L

Y G)ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗F ⊗L

X Lf∗G

f [(F ⊗L
Y G)f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G

˜
2.7.7(ii)

χ(f, F,G)

c[f (F ⊗L
Y G)'c[f (F )⊗L

X id '

(iii) If F is pseudo-coherent and G ∈ D+
qc(Y ), then the following natural

D(X)-diagram, where the map ξ is adjoint to the natural map

ωf ⊗L
X RHomY (Lf∗F, Lf∗G)⊗L

X Lf∗F −→ ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G,

commutes:

ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗RHomY (F,G)

ωf ⊗L
X RHomY (Lf∗F, Lf∗G)

RHomX(Lf∗F, ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G)

f [RHomY (F,G) RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G)

ξ

2.8.2(iii)

ζ−1

c[f (−) ' via c[f (Lf∗G)'

Proof. (i) Working locally on Y , one can assume that the kernel of the
natural map OY → f∗OX is tOY , where t is a Koszul-regular sequence of
length d. Then f∗OX is resolved by the Koszul complex KY (t), and, with t′

the sequence tOY ′ , one has in D(Y ′) the natural isomorphisms

g∗OX′ ∼= Lg∗Lv
∗OX ∼= Lu∗Rf∗OX ∼= u∗KY (t) ∼= KY ′(t

′).

Therefore, t′ is a Koszul-regular sequence of length d, whence the projection
g̃ : X̃ = Y ′ ×Y X → Y ′ is a Koszul-regular closed immersion of codimen-
sion d; and the natural map g̃∗OX̃ → g∗OX′ is an isomorphism, so that,

g being affine, the natural map X ′ → X̃ is an isomorphism. The first two
assertions, which need only be verified locally, result.
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As for the diagram in question, the definition of c[f (G) gives the following
natural expansion:

Lv∗(ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G) Lv∗ωf ⊗L

X′ Lv
∗Lf∗G ωg ⊗L

X′ Lg
∗Lu∗G

Lv∗(f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗G) Lv∗f [OY ⊗L

X Lv∗Lf∗G g[OY ′ ⊗L
X Lg∗Lu∗G

Lv∗f [G g[Lu∗G

1○ 2○

3○

The commutativity of 1○ is clear. For that of 2○, cf. that of C○ in 2.10.24.
For that of 3○, cf. [L09, 4.7.3.4(c)] (with E := OY ).

(ii) The diagram expands naturally as

ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗(F ⊗L

Y G)ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗F ⊗L

X Lf∗G

f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗(F ⊗L

Y G)f [OY ⊗L
X Lf∗F ⊗L

X Lf∗G

f [(F ⊗L
Y G)f [F ⊗L

X Lf∗G

˜
˜

2.7.7(ii)

χ(f, F,G)

via c[f (OY )'

c[f (F ⊗L
X G)'

via c[f (OY ) '

via c[f (F ) '

Commutativity of the top half is clear; and that of the bottom half is left
for the reader to verify (cf. [L09, 4.7.3.4(a)] with E := OY ).

(iii) It suffices to prove the commutativity of the adjoint diagram, i.e., of
the border of the following natural diagram (where H := Hom):

ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗RHY (F,G)⊗L

X Lf∗F

ωf ⊗L
X RHX(Lf∗F, Lf∗G)⊗L

X Lf∗F

ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗G

ωf ⊗L
X Lf∗(RHY (F,G)⊗L

Y F )

f [(RHY (F,G)⊗L
Y F )

f [RHY (F,G)⊗L
X Lf∗F RHX(Lf∗F, f [G)⊗L

X Lf∗F f [G

4○

5○ 6○

7○

The commutativity of subdiagram 4○ is given by [L09, 3.5.6(g)], with
α : [D,E ] ⊗ D → E the natural map. That of 5○ is given by (ii), with
(RHY (F,G), F ) in place of (F,G). That of 6○ is clear.
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For 7○, it suffices to prove the commutativity of its adjoint, and so of all
the subdiagrams of the following natural one:

Rf∗(f
[RHY (F,G)⊗L

X Lf∗F ) Rf∗f
[(RHY (F,G)⊗L

Y F )

Rf∗f
[RHY (F,G)⊗L

Y F RHY (F,G)⊗L
Y F

G

Rf∗RHX(Lf∗F, f [G)⊗L
Y F RHY (F,Rf∗f

[G)⊗L
Y F

Rf∗(RHX(Lf∗F, f [G)⊗L
X Lf∗F ) Rf∗f

[G

(2.3.1)−1

(2.3.1)−1

7○1

7○2

7○3

The commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is easily checked. That
of 7○1 results from 2.7.7(ii), and that of 7○2 (without “⊗L

Y F ”) from 2.8.2(iii).
The commutativity of 7○3 results from that of its adjoint diagram, namely,

with the abbreviations f∗ for Rf∗, f
∗ for Lf∗, [−,−]Z for RHZ(−,−), and

⊗Z for ⊗L
Z (Z = X or Y ), from that of the natural diagram

f∗(f∗[f
∗F, f [G]X ⊗ F ) f∗([F, f∗f

[G]Y ⊗ F )

[f∗F, f [G]X ⊗ f∗F f [G,

(2.3.1)

which commutativity follows, e.g., from [L09, 3.5.5, 3.5.6(d) and 3.4.6.2]. �

2.11. Corollary 2.3.9 extends to all affine maps of qcqs schemes if we replace Dqc

by D(Aqc), see Corollary 2.11.2. Corollary 2.11.3 records that this replacement is
unnecessary for schemes X such that the natural functor D(Aqc(X)) → Dqc(X)
is an equivalence of categories—for instance finite-dimensional noetherian schemes
[Il71, p. 191, 3.7] or quasi-compact separated schemes [BN93, p. 230, 5.5] (but not
arbitrary qcqs schemes, see [Il71, p. 195, 0.3]).

Some details follow; the rest are left to the reader.

For any qcqs scheme X, the inclusion functor jX : Aqc(X) → A(X) has a right
adjoint QX , the quasi-coherator [Il71, p. 187, 3.2]. For example, if X is affine one
can take QX to be the sheafification of the global section functor.

Lemma 2.11.1. Let f : X → Y be an affine map of qcqs schemes, let φ : Y → Y
be as in (2.1.5) and let Q := QY be the quasi-coherator.

(i) The inclusion ̄ : Aqc(Y ) ↪→ A(Y ) has a right adjoint Q such that φ∗Q = Qφ∗ .

(ii) The derived functor RQ is right-adjoint to R̄ : D(Aqc(Y ))→ D(Y ).
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Proof. (i) For N ∈ A(Y ), let εN : QN = jYQN → N be the counit map for the

adjunction jY a Q. Set O := φ∗OY = f∗OX , and ⊗ := ⊗OY (nonderived).

For any M ∈ A(Y ), scalar multiplication is an A(Y )-map

µ : O ⊗ φ∗M → φ∗M.

Since Q is right-adjoint to jY , there is a unique Aqc(Y )-map λ making the following
diagram commute:

O ⊗Qφ∗M
λ−−−−→ Qφ∗M

id⊗ε
y yε

O ⊗ φ∗M −−−−→
µ

φ∗M

One checks that λ makes Qφ∗M into a quasi-coherent O-module QM ; that this
construction is functorial; and that the resulting functor Q is as asserted in (i).

(ii) Since by (i), Q has an exact left adjoint, therefore if G is a K-injective com-
plex in A(Y ) then QG is K-injective in Aqc(Y ); and for any complex F in Aqc(Y ),
the functorial isomorphism of complexes of abelian groups

HomA(Y )(̄F,G) −→∼ HomAqc(Y )(F, QG)

that results from (i) gives a functorial derived-category isomorphism

RHomD(Y )(R̄F,G) −→∼ RHomD(Aqc(Y ))(F, RQG),

to which application of the homology functor H0 gives a functorial isomorphism

HomD(Y )(R̄F,G) −→∼ HomD(Aqc(Y ))(F, RQG)

that extends via K-injective resolution G′ → G to arbitrary G′ ∈ D(Y ). �

Corollary 2.11.2. With f as in 2.11.1 and φ[ as in 2.2.5, the functor f̄
∗
RQφ[ is

right-adjoint to Rf∗ : D(Aqc(X))→ D(Y ).

Proof. The functor Rf∗ factors as

D(Aqc(X))
Rf̄∗−−→ D(Aqc(Y ))

R̄−−→ D(Y )
φ∗−→ D(Y ).

So the assertion follows from the paragraph just before 2.1.1, Lemma 2.11.1, and
Corollary 2.2.6. �

Corollary 2.11.3. In 2.11.2, if the natural functor jX : D(Aqc(X)) → Dqc(X) is

an equivalence then jXf̄
∗
RQφ[ is right-adjoint to Rf∗ : Dqc(X)→ D(Y ).

3. From commutative algebra to affine schemes

By Theorem 2.6.4 with u an open immersion, or by direct verification, the
foregoing constructions involving f [ for finite pseudo-coherent f : X → Y
are compatible with open immersions on Y , and so can be locally elucidated
by making them more explicit when Y and X are affine schemes. We do this
via an “equivalence,” given by sheafification, from the (concretely realized)
duality theory for derived categories of modules over commutative rings
to the duality theory for Dqc-categories over affine schemes—essentially a
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special case of the equivalence mentioned near the beginning of §2. A quasi-
inverse for this equivalence is provided by the derived global section functor.
Details appear in section 3.1.

The underlying idea is, given a ring-homomorphism ϕ : R → S and a
construction involving the corresponding scheme-map f : SpecS → SpecR,
to describe a concrete commutative-algebra construction involving ϕ, whose
sheafification is naturally isomorphic to the given one, and so constitutes
a concrete realization. (Abusing terminology, “concrete” signifies “concrete
modulo choosing K-injective or K-projective resolutions of complexes.”)

For instance, sheafifying the right adjoint ϕ#(−) := RHomϕ(S,−) of the
restriction-of-scalars functor ϕ∗ : D(S)→ D(R) gives a right adjoint for Rf∗
(see Corollary 3.1.13 and Proposition 3.1.18).

More such realizations are presented, for the base-change isomorphism βσ
of Theorem 2.6.4 (see Proposition 3.2.13), and for the interaction of ϕ#

with ⊗L and RHom (see Propositions 3.3.2 and 3.4.1).
The algebraic version of pseudofunctoriality for Koszul-regular immer-

sions (to which the scheme-theoretic one has been reduced, see remarks
immediately after Lemma 2.10.23) is proved in section 3.5. This proof is,
technically, more difficult than anything that came before.

3.1. For a commutative ring T, let A(T ) be the category of T -modules
and D(T ) the corresponding derived category.

Set Z := SpecT . For the usual adjunction sT a ΓZ with sT : A(T )→ A(Z)
the sheafification functor and ΓZ := Γ(Z,−) : A(Z) → A(T ) the global-
section functor [GrD71, 1.7.4], the unit map id −→∼ ΓZ sT and counit map
sT ΓZ → id are the natural ones.

Since ΓZ has an exact left adjoint, it preserves K-injectivity, and there
results an adjunction sT a RΓZ of derived functors between D(T ) and D(Z).
Here the unit map is the natural functorial composite isomorphism

(3.1.1) G −→∼ ΓZ sT G −→∼ RΓZ sT G G ∈ D(T )

(ΓZ sT → RΓZ sT is an isomorphism by [L09, 2.7.5, (ii)⇒(a)], dualized,
with d = 0, and [L09, 2.2.6])); and for G ∈ D(Z)), if G → J is a quasi-
isomorphism of OZ-complexes with J K-injective, then the counit map is
the natural composite D(Z)-map

sT RΓZG −→∼ sT ΓZJ −→ J −→∼ G.

The functor sT factors naturally as A(T )
s̄T−→ Aqc(Z) ↪→ A(Z), and s̄T is

an equivalence—whence so is its derived functor D(T )→ D(Aqc(Z)), which
will also be denoted s̄T .

The derived sT , considered as a functor from D(T ) to Dqc(Z) ⊂ D(Z),
factors naturally as

(3.1.2) D(T ) ≈−→̄
sT

D(Aqc(Z)) −→
jZ

Dqc(Z).

Since jZ is an equivalence [BN93, p. 225, 5.1], therefore so is this sT , for
which a quasi-inverse (i.e., right adjoint) is the restriction to Dqc(Z) of RΓZ .
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3.1.3. Let ϕ : R→ S be a homomorphism of commutative rings. Denote by
ϕ∗ : A(S)→ A(R) the exact restriction-of-scalars functor, and also (abusing
notation) its derived functor D(S)→ D(R).

Let
SpecS =: X

f−→ Y := SpecR

be the scheme-map corresponding to ϕ. For any S-complex E the natural
D(Y )-maps are isomorphisms

(3.1.4) sRϕ∗E ˜−−−→
υϕ(E)

f∗sS E −̃−−→
qf (E)

Rf∗sS E.

The first isomorphism is elementary: it is same as the natural isomorphism

ẼR ∼= f̄∗ẼS from Example 2.1.1, with scalars restricted from f∗OX to OY .
In more detail (see [GrD71, 1.7.7(ii)]), υϕ : sRϕ∗ −→∼ f∗sS is the functorial
map such that ΓY υϕ is the natural composite functorial R-isomorphism

(3.1.5) ΓY sRϕ∗ −→∼ ϕ∗ −→∼ ϕ∗ΓXsS = ΓY f∗sS ,

whence υϕ is the natural composite isomorphism

(3.1.5)′ sRϕ∗ −→∼ sRϕ∗ΓXsS = sRΓY f∗sS −→∼ f∗sS .

And, the map qf (E0) is an isomorphism for any S-module E0 [GrD61b, 1.3.2],

that is, such an E0 is f∗-acyclic [L09, 2.2.6]; so by the dualized version of
[L09, 2.7.5, (ii)⇒(a)], qf (E) is an isomorphism for any S-complex E.

The isomorphisms in (3.1.4) are pseudofunctorial, in that for any homo-
morphism ξ : S → T of commutative rings, with corresponding scheme-map
SpecT =: V

g−→ X := SpecS, the following natural diagram commutes:

(3.1.6)

sRϕ∗ξ∗ sR(ξϕ)∗

f∗sS ξ∗

Rf∗sS ξ∗

f∗g∗sT (fg)∗sT

Rf∗g∗sT Rf∗Rg∗sT R(fg)∗sT

˜

˜

υϕ

qf

Rf∗υξ

Rf∗qg

υξϕ

qfg

f∗υξ

1○

2○ 3○

Commutativity of 1○ (i.e., pseudofunctoriality of υ) is readily checked via
application of the equivalence ΓY and use of (3.1.5), or otherwise; that of 2○
is clear; and that of 3○ is rudimentary, see. e.g., [L09, (3.6.4.1)].
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3.1.7. (The reader is advised to proceed directly to section 3.1.10, returning
here only as needed).

The functor Rf∗ : D(X) → D(Y ) has a monoidal structure (see [L09,
Definition 3.4.2]), given by the natural composite map

OY −→ f∗OX −→∼ Rf∗OX
and by the natural bifunctorial map (see e.g., [L09, 3.2.4(ii)])

Rf∗E ⊗L
Y Rf∗F −→ Rf∗(E ⊗L

X F ) (E,F ∈ D(X)).

The functor ϕ∗ : D(S)→ D(R) has an analogous monoidal structure.
The exact functor sS also has a monoidal structure. For its description,

recall that for every S-complex G, there is a quasi-isomorphism πG : Ḡ→ G
such that Ḡ is a direct limit of bounded-above flat S-complexes, and so is
K-flat (see [L09, Prop. 2.5.5] and its proof). Then sS Ḡ is a direct limit
of bounded-above flat OX -complexes, and so is a K-flat OX -complex; and
sS πG is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore, one can declare the said monoidal
structure on sS to be given by the natural isomorphism OX −→∼ sSS and
by the unique bifunctorial D(X)-isomorphism (see [L09, 2.6.5(ii)], dualized)

(3.1.8) sSE⊗L
X sSF −→∼ sS (E⊗L

S F) (E,F ∈ D(S))

that makes the following otherwise natural diagram commute for all E, F:

sSE⊗L
X sSF sS (E⊗L

S F)

sSE⊗X sSF sS (E⊗S F)

˜

˜
Similar remarks apply to the functor sR .
The isomorphism υϕ : sRϕ∗ −→∼ Rf∗sS from (3.1.5)′ is compatible with

the monoidal structures on the functors involved:

Lemma 3.1.9. For E, F ∈ D(S), the following natural diagram commutes:

sRϕ∗E⊗L
Y sRϕ∗F sR (ϕ∗E⊗L

R ϕ∗F) sRϕ∗(E⊗L
S F)

Rf∗sS E⊗L
Y Rf∗sS F Rf∗(sS E⊗L

X sS F) Rf∗sS (E⊗L
S F)

˜

˜
' υϕ⊗L

Y υϕ 'υϕ

Proof. In view of the above quasi-isomorphisms πE : Ē→ E and πF : F̄→ F,
one can assume that all the complexes E, F, sS E and sS F are K-flat.
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It’s enough then to prove commutativity of the natural diagram

sRϕ∗E⊗L
Y sRϕ∗F sR(ϕ∗E⊗L

R ϕ∗F) sRϕ∗(E⊗L
S F)

sRϕ∗E⊗Y sRϕ∗F

f∗sS E⊗L
Y f∗sS F sR(ϕ∗E⊗R ϕ∗F) sRϕ∗(E⊗S F)

f∗sS E⊗Y f∗sS F

f∗(sS E⊗X sS F) f∗sS (E⊗S F)

Rf∗(sS E⊗X sS F) Rf∗sS (E⊗S F)

Rf∗sS E⊗L
Y Rf∗sS F Rf∗(sS E⊗L

X sS F) Rf∗sS (E⊗L
S F)

˜
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

1○
2○

3○

4○

5○

The commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear.
Subdiagrams 1○ and 5○ commute by the description of the map (3.1.8).
The commutativity of 3○ can be easily be checked after application of the

equivalence ΓX .
Subdiagram 4○ expands naturally as follows, with E := sS E and F := sS F:

f∗(E ⊗X F ) f∗E ⊗Y f∗F

f∗(f
∗f∗E ⊗X f∗f∗F ) f∗f

∗(f∗E ⊗Y f∗F )

Rf∗(f
∗f∗E ⊗X f∗f∗F ) Rf∗f

∗(f∗E ⊗Y f∗F )

Rf∗(E ⊗X F )

Rf∗(f
∗f∗E ⊗L

X f∗f∗F ) Rf∗Lf
∗(f∗E ⊗Y f∗F )

f∗E ⊗L
Y f∗F

Rf∗(Lf
∗f∗E ⊗L

X Lf∗f∗F ) Rf∗Lf
∗(f∗E ⊗L

Y f∗F )

Rf∗(Lf
∗Rf∗E ⊗L

X Lf∗Rf∗F ) Rf∗Lf
∗(Rf∗E ⊗L

Y Rf∗F )

Rf∗(E ⊗L
X F ) Rf∗E ⊗L

Y Rf∗F

4○1

4○2

4○3

4○4

4○5
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The commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear.
The commutativity of subdiagram 4○1 is given, e.g., by [L09, (3.4.5.2)]

(taking into account ibid., 3.1.9 and 3.4.4(a)). That of 4○5 holds by defini-
tion of its bottom arrow [L09, 3.2.4(ii)]; of 4○2 by that of [L09, (3.2.1.3)]; of
4○4 by that of [L09, (3.2.1.2)]; and of 4○3 by that of [L09, (3.2.4.1)].

Finally, subdiagram 2○ without“sR” expands naturally as follows:

ϕ∗E⊗L
R ϕ∗F ϕ∗(E⊗L

S F)

ϕ∗Lϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗L

R ϕ∗F) ϕ∗(Lϕ
∗ϕ∗E⊗L

S Lϕ∗ϕ∗F)

ϕ∗Lϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗R ϕ∗F) ϕ∗(ϕ

∗ϕ∗E⊗L
S ϕ
∗ϕ∗F) ϕ∗(E⊗L

S F)

ϕ∗ϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗R ϕ∗F) ϕ∗(ϕ

∗ϕ∗E⊗S ϕ∗ϕ∗F)

ϕ∗E⊗R ϕ∗F ϕ∗(E⊗S F)

2○1

2○2

2○3

2○4

2○5

That the unlabeled subdiagrams commute is clear. Subdiagram 2○1

commutes by definition, cf. [L09, 3.2.4(ii)]. Checking the commutativity
of its nonderived version 2○5 is left to the reader. The commutativity of 2○3

(respectively 2○4) is given by that of [L09, (3.2.1.2)] (respectively [L09,
(3.2.1.3)]. The commutativity of 2○2 is given by the commutative-algebra
counterpart (proved similarly) of [L09, (3.2.4.1)]. Thus 2○ commutes.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1.9. �

3.1.10. With op denoting “opposite category,” the functor

Homϕ : A(S)op ×A(R)→ A(S)
is given by

Homϕ(E,G) := HomR(ϕ∗E, G)
(
E ∈ A(S), G ∈ A(R)

)
,

HomR(ϕ∗E, G) being an S-module in the usual way (cf. §2.2).

The proof of the next proposition and its corollaries, being similar to that
of Proposition 2.2.1 and its corollaries, is left to the reader.
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Proposition 3.1.11. There is a unique trifunctorial D(S)-isomorphism

ᾱ(E,F,G) : RHomϕ(E⊗L
S F, G) −→∼ RHomS(E,RHomϕ(F,G))(

E,F ∈ D(S), G ∈ D(R)
)

such that the following natural diagram, with H:= Hom and ᾱ0(E,F,G) the
standard isomorphism of S-complexes, commutes.

Hϕ(E⊗S F, G) RHϕ(E⊗S F, G) RHϕ(E⊗L
S F, G)

HS

(
E,Hϕ(F,G)

)
RHS

(
E,Hϕ(F,G)

)
RHS

(
E,RHϕ(F,G)

)'ᾱ0(E,F,G) ' ᾱ(E,F,G)

Corollary 3.1.12. There is a unique trifunctorial D(R)-isomorphism

ᾱϕ(E,F,G) : RHomR

(
ϕ∗(E⊗L

S F), G
)
−→∼ ϕ∗RHomS(E,RHomϕ(F,G)

)(
E,F ∈ D(S), G ∈ D(R)

)
such that the following natural D(R)-diagram, with H:= Hom, commutes.

HR

(
ϕ∗(E⊗S F), G

)
RHR

(
ϕ∗(E⊗S F), G

)
RHR

(
ϕ∗(E⊗L

S F), G
)

ϕ∗HS

(
E,Hϕ(F,G)

)
ϕ∗RHS

(
E,Hϕ(F,G)

)
ϕ∗RHS

(
E,RHϕ(F,G)

)'ϕ∗ᾱ0(E,F,G) ' ᾱϕ(E,F,G)

This entails the functorial R-isomorphism

H0ᾱϕ(E,F,G) : HomD(R)

(
ϕ∗(E⊗L

S F),G
)
−→∼ ϕ∗HomD(S)

(
E,RHomϕ(F,G)

)
.

Corollary 3.1.13. Let ϕ# : D(R)→ D(S) be the functor RHomϕ(S,−).
For E ∈ D(S) and G ∈ D(R), one has the bifunctorial D(R)-isomorphism

ᾱϕ(E, S,G) : RHomR(ϕ∗E, G) −→∼ ϕ∗RHomS(E, ϕ#G),

In particular, there is an adjunction

(3.1.14) ϕ∗a ϕ#,

given by the functorial R-isomorphism

H0ᾱϕ(E, S,G) : HomD(R)

(
ϕ∗E, G

)
−→∼ ϕ∗HomD(S)(E, ϕ

#G
)
.

Here, the counit at G ∈ D(R) is the natural composite map

(3.1.15) tϕ,G : ϕ∗ϕ
#G −→∼ RHomR(ϕ∗S,G) −→ RHomR(R,G) −→∼ G;

and the unit at E ∈ D(S) is the natural composite map

uϕ,E : E −→∼ RHomS(S,E) −→ RHomϕ(S, ϕ∗E) = ϕ#ϕ∗E,

i.e., the natural composite map

E
η′E−−→ Homϕ(S, ϕ∗E) −→ RHomϕ(S, ϕ∗E) = ϕ#ϕ∗E

where for e ∈ E, η′Ee is the R-homomorphism taking s ∈ S to se. (Cf. 2.2.8.)
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Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.4, one gets:

Proposition 3.1.16. The inverse of the above isomorphism ᾱϕ(E, S,G)
factors naturally as

ϕ∗RHomS(E, ϕ#G) −→ RHomR(ϕ∗E, ϕ∗ϕ
#G) −→ RHomR(ϕ∗E,G).

The equivalences s and RΓ (section 3.1) transform ϕ# into a right adjoint
of Rf∗, as follows.

One has, for E ∈ Dqc(X) and G ∈ D(Y ), the natural isomorphisms

(3.1.17)

HomDqc(X)(E, sSϕ
#RΓY G) −→∼ HomD(S)(RΓXE,ϕ

#RΓY G)

−→∼
(3.1.14)

HomD(R)(ϕ∗RΓXE,RΓY G)

−→∼ HomD(Y )(sRϕ∗RΓXE,G)

−→∼
(3.1.4)

HomD(Y )(Rf∗sSRΓXE,G)

−→∼ HomD(Y )(Rf∗E,G).

Hence:

Proposition 3.1.18. (Cf. 2.11.2.) The above-defined functor

sSϕ
#RΓY : D(Y )→ Dqc(X)

is right-adjoint to Rf∗ , with unit at E ∈ Dqc(X) the natural composite map

E −→∼ sS RΓXE −→ sS ϕ
#ϕ∗RΓXE

−→∼ sS ϕ
#R(ϕ∗ΓX)E

== sS ϕ
#R(ΓY f∗)E −→∼ sS ϕ

#RΓY Rf∗E

and counit at G ∈ D(Y ) the natural composite map

G←− sRRΓYG←− sRϕ∗ϕ
#RΓYG ←−∼

(3.1.4)
Rf∗sS ϕ

#RΓYG.

Proof. The first assertion results at once from (3.1.17). Verifying that the
unit and counit are as stated is straightforward (if slightly tedious). �

3.1.19. Till this section 3 ends, set f [G := sSϕ
#RΓYG (G ∈ D(Y )).

Proposition 3.1.18 shows that this is consistent with the previous meaning
of f [G when G is as in Proposition 2.3.5; but now f [ will be right-adjoint
to the entire functor Rf∗ : Dqc(X)→ D(Y ) for any map f of affine schemes

(cf. Corollary 2.11.2). The unit map E → f [Rf∗E and the counit map

Rf∗f
[G→ G are then as in Proposition 3.1.18.

3.1.20. As for pseudofunctoriality, given ring homomorphisms R
ϕ−→ S

ξ−→ T ,

with corresponding scheme-maps W
g−−→ X

f−−→ Y, define (abstractly) the
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functorial isomorphism

(3.1.21) πξ,ϕ : ξ#ϕ# −→∼ (ξϕ)#

to be, analogously to (2.5.1), naturally right-conjugate to the identity map
(ξϕ)∗ = ϕ∗ξ∗. (For a concrete realization, see Proposition 3.1.23.) One
checks that such π make (−)# into a contravariant pseudofunctor.

It follows that (−)[ is made into a pseudofunctorial right adjoint of R(−)∗
by composite natural isomorphisms of the form

π′ξ,ϕ : g[f [ = sT ξ
#RΓX sSϕ

#RΓY −→∼ sT ξ
#ϕ#RΓY −→∼

viaπξ,ϕ
sT (ξϕ)#RΓY = (fg)[.

One has then a natural commutative diagram of isomorphisms

(3.1.22)

sT ξ
#RΓX sSϕ

#RΓY sT ξ
#ϕ#RΓY sT (ξϕ)#RΓY

g[f [ (fg)[

˜ ˜
sT (πξ,ϕ)

˜
(2.5.1)

' '

Thus the next proposition, which contains a concrete realization of πξ,ϕ,
entails, for pseudo-coherent maps of affine schemes, a concrete realization
of the pseudofunctoriality isomorphism g[f [ −→∼ (fg)[ in (2.5.1).

Proposition 3.1.23. The D(T )-isomorphism

πξ,ϕ(G) : RHomξ(T,RHomϕ(S,G)) −→∼ RHomξϕ(T,G) (G ∈ D(R))

is the unique functorial map α such that the following natural diagram com-
mutes for all R-complexes G.

Homξ(T,Homϕ(S,G)) Homξϕ(T,G)

RHomξ(T,RHomϕ(S,G)) RHomξϕ(T,G)
α(G)

Proof. It suffices to verify commutativity of the second diagram in [L09,
3.3.7(a)], with β the identity map of (ξϕ)∗ = ϕ∗ξ∗.

For this purpose, one may assume that the R-complex G is K-injective,
whence so is the S-complex Homϕ(S,G). Hence the assertion follows from
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commutativity of the following natural diagram of R-complexes.

(ξϕ)∗Homξ(T,Homϕ(S,G)) (ξϕ)∗Homξϕ(T,G)

ϕ∗HomS(ξ∗T,Homϕ(S,G))

HomR((ξϕ)∗T,G)

ϕ∗HomS(S,Homϕ(S,G))

ϕ∗Homϕ(S,G) HomR(ϕ∗S,G) HomR(R,G) = G

'

To verify this commutativity, one checks that by traveling around the dia-
gram either clockwise or counterclockwise from upper left to lower right, an
S-homomorphism λ : ξ∗T → Homϕ(S,G) goes to [λ(1T )](1S). �

Recall, from 3.1.11, the map ᾱ(E,F,G)
(
E,F ∈ D(S), G ∈ D(R)

)
.

Corollary 3.1.24. It holds that ξ∗πξ,ϕ(G) = ᾱ(ξ∗T, S,G). �

3.2. This section is devoted to a description of the (concrete) commutative-
algebra version of the functorial map βσ in Theorem 2.6.4.

Let

S′ S

R ′ R

ν

µ

ξ ϕσ̂

X ′ X

Y ′ Y

v

u

g fσ

be, respectively, a commutative diagram of maps of commutative rings and
the corresponding commutative diagram of maps of affine schemes.

The functor

(3.2.1) ϕ∗(−) := S ⊗ϕ −
from A(R) to A(S) (notation akin to that in §2.2.9) is left-adjoint to ϕ∗ ,
with unit at N ∈ A(R) the natural map

ηϕ(N) : N → ϕ∗S ⊗R N = ϕ∗(S ⊗ϕ N) = ϕ∗ϕ
∗N,

and with counit at M ∈ A(S) the scalar multiplication map

εϕ(M) : ϕ∗ϕ∗M = S ⊗ϕ ϕ∗M →M.

As in the proof of [L09, Proposition 3.2.1], it follows that the derived
functor

(3.2.2) Lϕ∗(−) := S ⊗L
ϕ −

from D(R) to D(S) is left-adjoint to ϕ∗ , the adjunction isomorphism

(3.2.3) α : HomD(S)(Lϕ
∗G,E) −→∼ HomD(R)(G, ϕ∗E)

being the unique bifunctorial map making the following natural diagram,
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where K(T ) is the category of homotopy classes of maps of T -complexes,
commute (see [L09, Corollary 3.2.2]):

HomK(S)(ϕ
∗G,E) HomD(S)(ϕ

∗G,E) HomD(S)(Lϕ
∗G,E)

HomK(R)(G, ϕ∗E) HomD(R)(G, ϕ∗E)

α'

In this adjunction, the unit at G is the natural D(R)-composition

η̄ϕ(G) : G −→∼ G′
via η−−−→ ϕ∗ϕ

∗G′ −→∼ ϕ∗Lϕ
∗G

for any K-flat resolution G′ → G (i.e., R-quasi-isomorphism with G′ K-flat);

and the counit at E is the natural D(S)-composition

ε̄ϕ(E) : Lϕ∗ϕ∗E −→ ϕ∗ϕ∗E
εϕ(E)−−−→ E.

The functorial D(R ′)-map

θσ̂(E) : Lµ∗ϕ∗E −→ ξ∗Lν
∗E (E ∈ D(S))

is defined (abstractly) to be the adjoint of the D(R)-map

(3.2.4) ϕ∗η̄ν(E) : ϕ∗E −→ ϕ∗ν∗Lν
∗E = µ∗ξ∗Lν

∗E.

In terms that are explicit—up to choices of a K-flat S-resolution E′ → E
and a K-flat R-resolution G → ϕ∗E

′—one can describe θσ̂(E) as being the
natural composite D(R ′)-map

Lµ∗ϕ∗E == R ′ ⊗L
µ ϕ∗E −→∼ R ′ ⊗L

µ ϕ∗E
′

−→∼ R ′ ⊗µ G −→ R ′ ⊗µ ϕ∗E′ −→ ξ∗(S
′ ⊗ν E′)

−→∼ ξ∗Lν
∗E.

Indeed, it suffices to consider the case E′ = E, where, with G → ϕ∗E the
preceding K-flat resolution, one finds readily that this assertion results from
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the commutativity (straightforward to verify) of the natural D(R)-diagram

ϕ∗E ϕ∗(ν∗S
′ ⊗S E) ϕ∗ν∗(S

′ ⊗ν E) ϕ∗ν∗ν
∗E

µ∗Lµ
∗ϕ∗E G µ∗R

′ ⊗R ϕ∗E

µ∗R
′ ⊗R Gµ∗µ

∗G

µ∗(R
′ ⊗µ G)

µ∗(R
′ ⊗L

µ ϕ∗E)

µ∗(R
′ ⊗µ ϕ∗E) µ∗ξ∗(S

′ ⊗ν E) µ∗ξ∗ν
∗E

η̄µ

ηµ

˜
˜

'

3.2.5. It will be shown next that for any E ∈ Dqc(X) and E := RΓXE
(so that E ∼= sSE, see end of §3.1), the sheafification sR′ θσ̂(E) is naturally
isomorphic to the map θσ(E) : Lu∗Rf∗E → Rg∗Lv

∗E in (2.6.3).

This follows from [L09, Example 3.10.1(a)], but here a somewhat different
argument will be given, whose motivation is that sheafification preserves
adjointness of maps and that the sheafification of the adjoint (3.2.4) of θσ̂(E)
is naturally isomorphic to the natural composite map

Rf∗E −→ Rf∗Rv∗Lv
∗E −→∼ Ru∗Rg∗Lv

∗E,

which is, by definition, the adjoint of θσ .
The precise formulation—Proposition 3.2.10 and its proof—needs some

preliminaries.

The standard functorial OX -isomorphism, for R-complexes G,

(3.2.6) ς(G) = ςϕ(G) : f∗sRG −→∼ sSϕ
∗G,

see [GrD71, 1.7.7(i)], is adjoint to the natural composite map

sRG −→ sRϕ∗ϕ
∗G ˜−−−−→

υ(ϕ∗G)
f∗sSϕ

∗G

with υ : sRϕ∗ −→∼ f∗sS the functorial isomorphism in (3.1.5)′. In other
words, the following natural functorial diagram commutes:

(3.2.7)

sR f∗f
∗sR

sRϕ∗ϕ
∗ f∗sSϕ

∗
υ̃

f∗ς'
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There results commutativity of the natural diagram

f∗sRϕ∗

f∗f∗f
∗sRϕ∗

f∗sRϕ∗

f∗sRϕ∗ϕ
∗ϕ∗

f∗f∗sSϕ
∗ϕ∗ sSϕ

∗ϕ∗

f∗sRϕ∗ f∗f∗sS sS

f∗υ̃

f∗υ̃

f∗f∗ς'
ς'

whose border can be represented as the (commutative) natural diagram

(3.2.8)

sS f∗f∗sS

sSϕ
∗ϕ∗ f∗sRϕ∗ς̃

f∗υ'

As for derived versions of the foregoing, upon replacing G by a quasi-
isomorphic direct limit of bounded-above flat R-complexes (see the remarks
preceding (3.1.8)), one gets a natural functorial D(X)-isomorphism

(3.2.9) ς̄(G) : Lf∗sRG −→∼ sSLϕ
∗G (G ∈ D(R))

such that the following natural functorial diagram commutes

(3.2.7)′

sR Rf∗Lf
∗sR

sRϕ∗Lϕ
∗ Rf∗sSLϕ

∗,
(3.1.4)
˜

Rf∗ς̄'

from which one deduces, as above, commutativity of the natural diagram

(3.2.8)′

sS Lf∗Rf∗sS

sSLϕ
∗ϕ∗ Lf∗sRϕ∗ς̃̄

(3.1.4)'

Proposition 3.2.10. The following diagram, in which E is any S-complex,
commutes.

sR′Lµ
∗ϕ∗E sR′ ξ∗Lν

∗E

Lu∗sRϕ∗E Rg∗sS′Lν
∗E

Lu∗Rf∗sSE Rg∗Lv
∗sSE

sR′ θσ̂(E)

θσ(sS E)

'(3.2.9)

'(3.1.4)

' (3.1.4)

' (3.2.9)
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Proof. Keeping in mind the adjoint (3.2.4) of θσ̂, expand the diagram nat-
urally, without “E,” thus:

sR′Lµ
∗ϕ∗ sR′ ξ∗Lν

∗sR′Lµ
∗ϕ∗ν∗Lν

∗ sR′Lµ
∗µ∗ξ∗Lν

∗

Lu∗sRϕ∗

Lu∗sRϕ∗ν∗Lν
∗ Lu∗sRµ∗ξ∗Lν

∗

Rg∗sS′Lν
∗

Lu∗Rf∗sS

Lu∗Rf∗sS ν∗Lν
∗ Lu∗Ru∗sR′ ξ∗Lν

∗

Lu∗Rf∗Rv∗sS′Lν
∗ Lu∗Ru∗Rg∗sS′Lν

∗

Lu∗Rf∗Rv∗Lv
∗sS Lu∗Ru∗Rg∗Lv

∗sS

Rg∗Lv
∗sS˜

˜

'(3.2.9)

'(3.1.4)

' (3.2.9) '(3.2.9)

(3.1.4) '(3.1.4)

(3.1.4) '(3.1.4)

' (3.2.9) '(3.2.9)

' (3.1.4)

' (3.2.9)

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear.
Commutativity of 1○ results from that of diagram (3.2.8)′, with (µ, u) in

place of (ϕ, f).ƒ
Commutativity of 3○ results from that of diagram (3.2.7)′, with (ν, v) in

place of (ϕ, f).
Commutativity of 2○ results from that of the two diagrams obtained

from (3.1.6) by making the respective substitutions (ξ, g) 7→ (ν, v) and
(ϕ, f) 7→ (µ, u). �

3.2.11. Now for the commutative-algebra version of the map βσ in 2.6.4.

Assume that the natural D(R) composite R ′ ⊗L
R S → R ′ ⊗R S → S′ is an

isomorphism, i.e., TorRi (R ′, S) = 0 for all i > 0 and the natural map is an
isomorphism R ′⊗RS −→∼ S′; equivalently, assume σ to be a tor-independent
fiber square (see [L09, (3.10.2)(ii)′]). Thus we can, and do, identify the maps
ξ and ν with the respective canonical maps R ′ → R ′⊗RS and S → R ′⊗RS.
Then σ is an independent square (see the remarks following (2.6.3)), so
for any S-complex E the above map θσ(sS E) is an isomorphism, whence,
by 3.2.10 and (3.1.2), so is θσ̂(E).

As in 2.6.4—but more generally (see 3.1.19), the D(X ′)-map βσ(G) is
defined for all G ∈ D(Y ) to be adjoint to the natural composite map

Rg∗Lv
∗f [G −−→

θ−1
σ

Lu∗Rf∗f
[G −→ Lu∗G.

Let βσ̂(G) (G ∈ D(R)) be the D(S′)-map adjoint to the natural composite

ξ∗Lν
∗ϕ#G −−→

θ−1
σ̂

Lµ∗ϕ∗ϕ
#G −→ Lµ∗G,
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that is, βσ̂(G) is the natural composite map

Lν∗ϕ#G −→ ξ#ξ∗Lν
∗ϕ#G

ξ#θ−1
σ̂−−−→ ξ#Lµ∗ϕ∗ϕ

#G −→ ξ#Lµ∗G,

a map that is concrete to the extent that up to taking K-flat and K-injective
resolutions, it has previously been explicitly described (see (3.1.15) and the
lines just after (3.2.4)).

For G ∈ Dqc(Y ), βσ(G) is isomorphic to the sheafification of βσ̂(RΓYG).
That follows from the next proposition, with G := RΓYG.

Application of sSϕ
# to the unit isomorphism (3.1.1) produces a natural

functorial isomorphism

(3.2.12) ϑf (G) : sSϕ
#G −→∼ sSϕ

#RΓY sRG = f [sRG (G ∈ D(R)).

Proposition 3.2.13. For any G ∈ D(R), the following diagram commutes.

sS′Lν
∗ϕ#G sS′ ξ

#Lµ∗G

Lv∗sS ϕ
#G g[sR′Lµ

∗G

Lv∗f [sRG g[Lu∗sRG

sS′βσ̂(G)

βσ(sRG)

'(3.2.9)

'Lv∗ϑf

' ϑg

' (3.2.9)

Proof. Expand the diagram naturally, without “G,” thus:

sS′Lν
∗ϕ# sS′ ξ

#Lµ∗sS′ ξ
#ξ∗Lν

∗ϕ# sS′ξ
#Lµ∗ϕ∗ϕ

#

Lv∗sSϕ
#

g[sR′ξ∗Lν
∗ϕ# g[sR′Lµ

∗ϕ∗ϕ
#

g[sR′Lµ
∗g[Rg∗sS′Lν

∗ϕ# g[Lu∗sRϕ∗ϕ
#

g[Rg∗Lv
∗sSϕ

# g[Lu∗Rf∗sSϕ
#

g[Rg∗Lv
∗f [sR g[Lu∗Rf∗f

[sRLv∗f [sR g[Lu∗sR

via θ−1
σ̂

via θ−1
σ̂

via θ−1
σ

via θ−1
σ

'(3.2.9)

'viaϑf

' ϑg 'ϑg

' (3.1.4) '(3.2.9)

' (3.2.9) '(3.1.4)

' viaϑf 'viaϑf

' ϑg

' (3.2.9)

1○

2○

3○
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Here, commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear.
Commutativity of 2○ results from Proposition 3.2.10.

Commutativity of 3○, verifiable after dropping “g[Lu∗ ,” follows easily

from the description of the counit map Rf∗f
[ → id in Proposition 3.1.18.

Similarly,

sR′ sR′ ξ∗ξ
#

Rg∗g
[sR′ Rg∗sS′ξ

#
ϑg̃

(3.1.4)'

commutes, whence so does

g[sR′ ξ∗

g[sR′ ξ∗ξ
#ξ∗

g[sR′ ξ∗

g[Rg∗g
[sR′ξ∗

g[Rg∗sS′ξ
#ξ∗

g[Rg∗sS′

g[sR′ ξ∗ sS′ξ
#ξ∗ sS′ ,

ϑg̃

ϑg̃

(3.1.4)'

(3.1.4)'

giving commutativity of 1○. �

Remark 3.2.14. For βσ̂(G) to be an isomorphism, further conditions are
needed—for example, that ϕ∗S is a pseudo-coherent R-module (whence
S′ is a pseudo-coherent R ′-module, see paragraph preceding 2.3.8), and
the R-module µ∗R

′ has finite tor-dimension (whence the map u has finite
tor-dimension), and G ∈ D+(R).

Remark 3.2.15. Paste the commutative diagrams in Propositions 3.2.13
(without “G”) and 2.6.14 (with “G” replaced by “sR”) along their com-
mon edge to get the following natural diagram, the commutativity of whose
border expresses the relation between the concrete realizations of βσ that are
indicated in those two places. Conversely, a more concrete proof—avoiding
adjoints—that the border commutes would, together with 2.6.14, give 3.2.13.
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sS′Lν
∗ϕ# sS′ ξ

#Lµ∗

Lv∗sSϕ
# g[sSLµ

∗

Lv∗f [sR g[Lu∗sR

Lv∗f̄∗φ[sR

ḡ∗Lū∗φ[sR ḡ∗φ′[Lu∗sR

sS′βσ̂

βσ(sR )

ḡ∗β̄σ

'(3.2.9)

'viaϑf

'

' ϑg

' via (3.2.9)

3.3. This section 3.3 is devoted to proving Proposition 3.3.2, which gives,
for maps of affine schemes, a concrete representation of a generalization of
the map χ in 2.7.7.

Again, ϕ : R → S is a homomorphism of commutative rings, with corre-

sponding scheme-map SpecS =: X
f−→ Y := SpecR.

Let F and G be R-complexes, F := sRF, G := sRG. There is a natural
bifunctorial D(S)-map

(3.3.1)
χ0(F,G) : ϕ#F⊗L

S Lϕ∗G = RHomϕ(S,F)⊗L
S (S ⊗L

ϕ G)

−→ RHomϕ(S,F⊗L
R G) = ϕ#(F⊗L

R G)

given by [L09, Corollary 2.6.5], in which, when F is K-injective and G is K-flat
(whence S⊗ϕG is K-flat over S), take ζ to be the natural D(S)-isomorphism

Homϕ(S,F)⊗S (S ⊗ϕ G) −→∼ RHomϕ(S,F)⊗L
S (S ⊗L

ϕ G)

and β the natural composite D(S)-map

Homϕ(S,F)⊗S (S ⊗ϕ G) −→∼ Homϕ(S,F)⊗ϕ G

−→ Homϕ(S,F⊗R G) −→ RHomϕ(S,F⊗R G) −→∼ RHomϕ(S,F⊗L
R G).

As in loc. cit., χ0(F,G) is the unique bifunctorial map that equals β ◦ ζ−1

whenever F is K-injective and G is K-flat; to this extent, χ0 is concrete.

The next proposition gives that the sheafification of χ0(F,G) is naturally
isomorphic to the Dqc(X)-map

χ̃(F,G) : f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G −→ f [(F ⊗L

Y G)

that is adjoint to the natural composite map

Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) −→∼
pf

Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G −→ F ⊗L
Y G

with pf := pf (F,G) the projection isomorphism in 2.3.1—thereby making χ0

a concrete representation of χ̃. If S is perfect as an R-module, or if F and
F⊗L

R G are in D+(R), then χ̃ is the map χ in 2.7.7.
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Proposition 3.3.2. The following diagram commutes.

sS (ϕ#F⊗L
S Lϕ∗G) sS ϕ

#(F⊗L
R G)

sS ϕ
#F⊗L

X sS Lϕ
∗G f [sR (F⊗L

R G)

f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G f [(F ⊗L

Y G)

sSχ0

χ̃

'(3.1.8)

'(3.2.12)⊗L
X (3.2.9)

' (3.2.12)

' (3.1.8)

Proof. Lemma 3.3.4 below provides an abstract description of χ0 resembling
that of χ̃. The lemma uses a commutative-algebra analog of pf ,

(3.3.3) pϕ(E,G) : ϕ∗E⊗L
RG −→∼ ϕ∗(E⊗L

S Lϕ
∗G) (E ∈ D(S), G ∈ D(R)),

defined as the unique bifunctorial D(R)-isomorphism that is equal, when G,
hence ϕ∗G, is K-flat, to the natural composite isomorphism

ϕ∗E⊗L
R G −→∼ ϕ∗(E⊗S (S ⊗ϕ G)) = ϕ∗(E⊗S ϕ∗G) −→∼ ϕ∗(E⊗L

S Lϕ∗G),

see [L09, 2.6.5]. Lemma 3.3.6 will show that the sheafification of pϕ is a
concrete realization of pf . After that, the proof of Proposition 3.3.2 will
quickly be concluded.

Lemma 3.3.4. For all F,G ∈ D(R), the map χ0(F,G) is adjoint to the
natural composite map

ϕ∗(ϕ
#F⊗L

S Lϕ∗G)
p−1
ϕ−−→ ϕ∗ϕ

#F⊗L
R G −→ F⊗L

R G.

Proof. It is straightforward to reduce to showing that when F is K-injective
and G is K-flat (so that χ0 = β ◦ ζ−1), the border of the following natural
diagram, in which H:= Hom, commutes:

ϕ∗
(
ϕ#F⊗S ϕ∗G

)

ϕ∗
(
Hϕ(S,F)⊗S ϕ∗G

)
ϕ∗ϕ

#F⊗RG

ϕ∗
(
Hϕ(S,F)⊗S (S⊗ϕG)

)
ϕ∗Hϕ(S,F)⊗RG

ϕ∗
(
Hϕ(S,F)⊗ϕG

)
HR(S,F)⊗RG HR(R,F)⊗RG

ϕ∗Hϕ(S,F⊗RG) HR(S,F⊗RG) HR(R,F⊗RG) F⊗RG

p−1
ϕ

p−1
ϕ

ϕ∗(ζ
−1)

1○

One readily checks commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams; and that
of 1○ follows from the above description of pϕ . The assertion results. �
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Lemma 3.3.5. The map pϕ(E,G) is adjoint to the natural composite map

Lϕ∗(ϕ∗E⊗L
R G) −→∼ Lϕ∗ϕ∗E⊗L

S Lϕ∗G −→ E⊗L
S Lϕ∗G.

Proof. One may assume the R-complex G to be K-flat, in which case the
assertion amounts to commutativity of the border of the natural diagram

ϕ∗E⊗R G ϕ∗Lϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗R G)

ϕ∗ϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗R G)

ϕ∗(ϕ
∗ϕ∗E⊗S ϕ∗G)

ϕ∗(E⊗L
S ϕ
∗G) ϕ∗(Lϕ

∗ϕ∗E⊗L
S Lϕ∗G)

pϕ

1○

2○ 3○

4○

The commutativity of 2○ is easily checked. For that of 1○ (resp. 4○, resp. 3○)
cf. [L09, (3.2.1.3), resp. (3.2.1.2), resp. (3.2.4.1)]. The assertion results. �

The sheafification sR pϕ is naturally isomorphic to the projection map pf :

Lemma 3.3.6. The following diagram, with E := sS E, G := sRG, and pf as

in (2.3.1), commutes.

sR (ϕ∗E⊗L
R G) sRϕ∗(E⊗L

S Lϕ∗G)

sRϕ∗E⊗L
Y sRG Rf∗sS (E⊗L

S Lϕ∗G)

Rf∗sS E⊗L
Y sRG Rf∗(sS E⊗L

X sS Lϕ
∗G)

Rf∗E ⊗L
Y G Rf∗(E ⊗L

X Lf∗G)

sR pϕ

p̃f

'(3.1.8)

'(3.1.4)

' (3.1.4)

' (3.1.8)

' (3.2.9)
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Proof. Keeping in mind 3.3.5 and the analogous property of pf (a property

which defines pf ), expand the diagram, naturally, as follows:

sR (ϕ∗E⊗L
R G)

sRϕ∗Lϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗L

R G) sRϕ∗(Lϕ
∗ϕ∗E⊗L

S Lϕ∗G)

sRϕ∗(E⊗L
S Lϕ∗G)

sR (ϕ∗E⊗L
R G)

Rf∗sS Lϕ
∗(ϕ∗E⊗L

R G) Rf∗sS (Lϕ∗ϕ∗E⊗L
S Lϕ∗G)

sRϕ∗E⊗L
Y sRG

Rf∗Lf
∗sR (ϕ∗E⊗L

R G) Rf∗(sS Lϕ
∗ϕ∗E⊗L

X sS Lϕ
∗G)

Rf∗sS (E⊗L
S Lϕ∗G)

Rf∗Lf
∗(sRϕ∗E⊗L

Y sRG) Rf∗(Lf
∗sRϕ∗E⊗L

X Lf∗sRG)

Rf∗(sS E⊗L
X sS Lϕ

∗G)

Rf∗E ⊗L
Y G

Rf∗Lf
∗(Rf∗E ⊗L

Y G) Rf∗(Lf
∗Rf∗E ⊗L

X Lf∗G)

Rf∗(E ⊗L
X Lf∗G)

via (3.2.9)

via (3.1.4)

via (3.2.9)

via (3.1.4)

1○

2○

3○

The commutativity of 1○ follows from that of (3.2.7)′, and that of 3○
from (3.2.8)′. The commutativity of 2○ results from the following formal
consequence of Lemma 3.1.9. �

Lemma 3.3.7. The following diagram of natural isomorphisms commutes:

Lf∗sR (F⊗L
R G) Lf∗(sRF⊗L

Y sRG) Lf∗sRF⊗L
X Lf∗sRG

sS Lϕ
∗(F⊗L

R G) sS (Lϕ∗F⊗L
S Lϕ∗G) sS Lϕ

∗F⊗L
X sS Lϕ

∗G

(3.2.9) via (3.2.9)
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Proof. It is enough to show commutativity of the adjoint diagram, which
expands naturally as:

sR (F⊗L
R G) sRF⊗L

Y sRG

Rf∗Lf
∗(sRF⊗L

Y sRG)

Rf∗(Lf
∗sRF⊗L

X Lf∗sRG)

sRϕ∗Lϕ
∗F⊗L

Y sRϕ∗Lϕ
∗G

Rf∗Lf
∗sRF⊗L

Y Rf∗Lf
∗sRG

sR (ϕ∗Lϕ
∗F⊗L

R ϕ∗Lϕ
∗G)

Rf∗sSLϕ
∗F⊗L

Y Rf∗sSLϕ
∗G

Rf∗Lf
∗sR (F⊗L

R G)

sRϕ∗Lϕ
∗(F⊗L

R G)

sRϕ∗(Lϕ
∗F⊗L

S Lϕ∗G)

Rf∗sS Lϕ
∗(F⊗L

R G) Rf∗sS (Lϕ∗F⊗L
S Lϕ∗G) Rf∗(sS Lϕ

∗F⊗L
X sS Lϕ

∗G)

1○

2○

3○

4○

5○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is clear.
Commutativity of 1○ follows from the fact that the natural map

Lf∗(sRF⊗L
Y sRG)→ Lf∗sRF⊗L

X Lf∗sRG

is adjoint to the natural composite map

sRF⊗L
Y sRG→ Rf∗Lf

∗sRF⊗L
Y Rf∗Lf

∗sRG→ Rf∗(Lf
∗sRF⊗L

Y Lf∗sRG),

cf. [L09, beginning of §3.4.5]. That of 3○ holds for analogous reasons.
Commutativity of 2○ and of 4○ follows from (3.2.7)′.
Commutativity of 5○ is given by Lemma 3.1.9. �
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Now, to prove Proposition 3.3.2, use Lemma 3.3.4 to expand the diagram
in question, naturally, as follows:

sS (ϕ#F⊗L
S Lϕ∗G)

sS ϕ
#ϕ∗(ϕ

#F⊗L
S Lϕ∗G) sS ϕ

#(ϕ∗ϕ
#F⊗L

RG)

sS ϕ
#(F⊗L

RG)

f [sRϕ∗(ϕ
#F⊗L

S Lϕ∗G)) f [sR (ϕ∗ϕ
#F⊗L

RG)

sS ϕ
#F⊗L

X sS Lϕ
∗G

f [Rf∗sS (ϕ#F⊗L
S Lϕ∗G) f [(sRϕ∗ϕ

#F⊗L
Y G)

f [sR (F⊗L
RG)

f [Rf∗(sS ϕ
#F⊗L

X sS Lϕ
∗G)

f [(Rf∗sSϕ
#F⊗L

Y G)

f [F ⊗L
X Lf∗G

f [Rf∗(f
[F ⊗L

X Lf∗G) f [(Rf∗f
[F ⊗L

Y G)

f [(F ⊗L
Y G)

f [Rf∗(sS ϕ
#F⊗L

X Lf∗G)

˜
via pϕ

˜
via pf

˜
via pf

(3.2.12)

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of 3○ (resp. 1○) is essentially the same as commutativity
of 3○ (resp. 1○) in the proof of Proposition 3.2.13.

The commutativity of 2○ is given by Lemma 3.3.6 (with E := ϕ#F). �

3.4. This section is devoted to proving Proposition 3.4.1, which gives, for
maps of affine schemes, a concrete representation of a generalization of the
map ζ in 2.8.2(iii).

Once again, ϕ : R → S is a homomorphism of commutative rings, with

corresponding scheme-map SpecS =: X
f−→ Y := SpecR. The global-section

functor from A(Y ) to A(R) is denoted by ΓY , and the sheafification functor

from A(R) to Aqc(Y ) by s̄R .

The composite quasi-coherator functor

QY : A(Y )
ΓY−→ A(R)

s̄R−→ Aqc(Y )

is right-adjoint to the inclusion functor jY : Aqc(Y ) ↪→ A(Y ). Since jY is
fully faithful, the unit map for this adjunction is an isomorphism

A −→∼ QY jYA = QYA (A ∈ Aqc(Y )).

The counit is the natural map

jYQYB = sRΓYB −→ B (B ∈ A(Y )).
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Since jY is exact, therefore QY preserves K-injectivity, and there results
an adjunction jY a RQY between the derived functors. In fact, jY gives an
equivalence D(Aqc(Y )) ≈−→ Dqc(Y ) ⊂ D(Y ) [BN93, p. 225, 5.1], with quasi-
inverse the restriction to Dqc(Y ) of the right adjoint RQY . So if C ∈ Dqc(Y )
then the counit map is an isomorphism RQY C = jY RQY C −→∼ C.

Set

Homqc
Y := QYHomY : A(Y )op ×A(Y )→ Aqc(Y ),

RHomqc
Y := RQY RHomY : D(Y )op ×D(Y )→ D(Aqc(Y )).

For OY -complexes F and G, the natural bifunctorial map

Homqc
Y (F,G)→ RHomqc

Y (F,G)

is an isomorphism if F is K-flat and G is K-injective (so that HomY (F,G)
is K-injective).

For any R-complexes F and G, and F := sRF, G := sRG, there is a natural
Aqc(Y )-isomorphism

κ(F,G) : sRHomR(F,G) −→∼ sRΓYHomY (F,G) = Homqc
Y (F,G).

Furthermore, there is a natural composite D(Aqc(Y ))-isomorphism

κ(F,G) : sRRHomR(F,G) −→∼ sRRΓY RHomY (F,G) −→∼ RHomqc
Y (F,G).

whose first component is an isomorphism because the natural equivalences

D(R) ≈−→̄
sR

D(Aqc(Y )) ≈−−→
jY

Dqc(Y ).

give rise, for any n ∈ Z, to natural isomorphisms

HnRHomR(F,G) ∼= HomD(R)(F,G[n]) ∼= HomD(Y )(F,G[n])

∼= HnRHomY (F,G)

∼= HnRΓY RHomY (F,G).

Next, there is a natural bifunctorial isomorphism of S-complexes

HomS(S⊗ϕF,Homϕ(S,G))−→∼ Homϕ(S⊗ϕF,G)−→∼ Homϕ(S,HomR(F,G)).

From this, with F K-flat and G K-injective, one gets (via, e.g., [L09, 2.6.5])
a natural bifunctorial D(S)-isomophism, concrete up to choice of K-flat or
K-injective resolutions,

ζ0 : RHomS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) = RHomS(S ⊗L
ϕ F,RHomϕ(S,G))

−→∼ RHomϕ(S,RHomR(F,G)) = ϕ#RHomR(F,G).

Proposition 3.4.1. The sheafification sS ζ0 is naturally isomorphic to the
map (that must then be an isomorphism)

ζ : RHomqc
X (Lf∗F, f [G) −→ f [RHomY (F,G)

which is adjoint to the natural composite map

Rf∗RHom
qc
X (Lf∗F, f [G)−→ Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G)

−→ RHomY (Rf∗Lf
∗F,Rf∗f

[G)−→ RHomY (F,G).
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Remark. If C := RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) ∈ Dqc(Y ) (which is so under the
hypotheses of 2.8.2(iii)) then the map Rf∗RQY C −→ Rf∗C in 3.4.1 is an
isomorphism (see above). Keeping in mind [L09, 3.2.4(i)] and the paragraph
preceding [L09, 3.5.5], one finds then that the map ζ in 2.8.2(iii) is a special
case of the map ζ in 3.4.1.

Proof. The strategy is, to relate the sheafification of the adjoint of ζ0 to the
adjoint of ζ.

Lemma 3.4.2. The map ζ0 is adjoint to the natural composite map

ϕ∗RHomS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) −→ RHomR(ϕ∗Lϕ
∗F, ϕ∗ϕ

#G) −→ RHomR(F,G).

Proof. The assertion means that the border of the following natural diagram,
in which H = Hom, and whose top row composes to ζ0, commutes.

RHS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) RHϕ(Lϕ∗F,G) ϕ#RHR(F,G)

ϕ#ϕ∗ϕ
#RHR(F,G)

ϕ#ϕ∗RHϕ(Lϕ∗F,G)

ϕ#ϕ∗RHS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) ϕ#RHR(ϕ∗Lϕ
∗F, ϕ∗ϕ

#G) ϕ#RHR(ϕ∗Lϕ
∗F,G)

η

η

ϕ#µ ϕ#λ

η

ε

1○

2○

The unlabeled subdiagrams obviously commute, and ε◦ η = id; so it’s
enough to show that 1○ and 2○ commute.

For 1○ to commute, it suffices, by Proposition 3.1.16, that λµ be inverse
to the isomorphism ᾱϕ(Lϕ∗F, S,G) from Proposition 3.1.13—which it is:
one may assume that G is K-injective, so that all Rs can be dropped, making
the assertion into an easily verified one in commutative algebra.

As for 2○, one may assume G to be K-injective and F to be K-flat, thereby
reducing to verifying commutativity of the natural diagram

ϕ∗Hϕ(S ⊗R F,G) ϕ∗Hϕ(S,HR(F,G))

Hϕ(ϕ∗(S ⊗R F),G) HR(F,G)

To check this commutativity, send any map λ : S ⊗R F→ G from the upper
left to the lower right corner, both clockwise and counterclockwise, and note
that either way produces the map taking x ∈ F to λ(1⊗ x). �
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Now, the adjunction jY a RQY entails a natural commutative diagram,
with vertical arrows induced by counit maps,

Rf∗RHom
qc
X (Lf∗F, f [G) RHomqc

Y (Rf∗Lf
∗F,Rf∗f

[G) RHomqc
Y (F,G)

Rf∗RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) RHomY (Rf∗Lf
∗F,Rf∗f

[G) RHomY (F,G)

εj,RQ

Also, HomD(Y )(E, εj,RQ) is an isomorphism for any E ∈ Dqc(X), and so
εj,RQ itself is an isomorphism.

Hence, Proposition 3.4.1 results from the commutativity of the border of
the following natural diagram, in which H:= RHom and H := RHom:

sSHS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) sSϕ
#HR(F,G)

sSϕ
#ϕ∗HS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) sSϕ

#HR(ϕ∗Lϕ
∗F, ϕ∗ϕ

#G)

f [sRϕ∗HS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) f [sRHR(ϕ∗Lϕ
∗F, ϕ∗ϕ

#G)

sSHS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G)

Hqc
X (sSLϕ

∗F, sSϕ
#G)

f [sRHR(F,G)f [Rf∗sSHS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G)

f [Hqc
Y (sRϕ∗Lϕ

∗F, sRϕ∗ϕ
#G)

f [Rf∗H
qc
X (sSLϕ

∗F, sSϕ
#G)

f [Hqc
Y (Rf∗sSLϕ

∗F, Rf∗sSϕ
#G)Hqc

X (Lf∗F, f [G) f [Hqc
Y (F,G)

f [Rf∗H
qc
X (Lf∗F, f [G) f [Hqc

Y (Rf∗Lf
∗F,Rf∗f

[G)

f [κ

f [κ

0○

1○

2○

3○

Commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is simple to check.
Commutativity of 0○ is given by Lemma 3.4.2.
Commutativity of 1○ is essentially the same as that of subdiagram 1○ in

the proof of Proposition 3.2.13.
Commutativity of 3○ follows easily from that of the diagram in (3.2.7)′

and of subdiagram 3○ in the proof of Proposition 3.2.13.
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As for the remaining subdiagram 2○, let us show, more generally, that for
any S-complexes A and B, the following natural Dqc(Y )-diagram commutes.

sRϕ∗HS(A,B) sRHR(ϕ∗A, ϕ∗B)

Rf∗sSHS(A,B) Hqc
Y (sRϕ∗A, sRϕ∗B)

Rf∗H
qc
X (sSA, sSB) Hqc

Y (Rf∗sSA, Rf∗sSB)

The natural isomorphism Hom(sRE,Hqc
Y (F,G))−→∼ Hom(sRE,HY (F,G))

(E ∈ D(R); F,G ∈ D(Y )), allows one to replace Hqc in the preceding dia-
gram by H, whereupon it suffices to show commutativity of the adjoint
diagram, which is, up to obvious isomorphisms, the border of the following
natural diagram:

sRϕ∗HS(A,B)⊗L
Y sRϕ∗A sRHR(ϕ∗A, ϕ∗B)⊗L

Y sRϕ∗A

sR (ϕ∗HS(A,B)⊗L
R ϕ∗A) sR (HR(ϕ∗A, ϕ∗B)⊗L

R ϕ∗A)

Rf∗sSHS(A,B)⊗L
Y Rf∗sSA sRϕ∗(HS(A,B)⊗L

S A) HY (sRϕ∗A, sRϕ∗B)⊗L
Y sRϕ∗A

Rf∗(sSHS(A,B)⊗L
X sSA) Rf∗sS (HS(A,B)⊗L

S A) sRϕ∗B

Rf∗(HX(sSA, sSB)⊗L
X sSA)

Rf∗HX(sSA, sSB)⊗L
Y Rf∗sSA HY (Rf∗sSA,Rf∗sSB)⊗L

Y Rf∗sSA Rf∗sSB

1○2○

3○

4○

5○

The commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagram is easily checked.
The commutativity of 2○ and 5○ follows at once the abstract definition

of the map [L09, (3.5.4.1)], a map whose concrete realization is the usual
one—see, e.g., the two lines preceding [L09, 3.1.9].

The commutativity of 3○ is an instance of Lemma 3.1.9.
Finally, the commutativity of subdiagrams 1○ and 4○ results from the

next lemma, which expresses compatibility of (the counit map for) hom-⊗
adjunction with sheafification.
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Lemma 3.4.3. For any R-complexes E and F, the following natural diagram
commutes.

sRHS(E,F)⊗L
Y sRE HY (sRE, sRF)⊗L

Y sRE

sR(HS(E,F)⊗L
R E) sRF

Proof. (Sketch.) It may be assumed that E is a direct limit of bounded-
above flat complexes, and that F is K-injective. Then the diagram can
be replaced by its non-derived counterpart, whose commutativity can be
verified elementwise, via the definitions of the maps involved. �

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4.1. �

Remark 3.4.4. With assumptions and notation as in Proposition 2.8.2, that
proposition and 3.4.1 show that the following natural diagram commutes:

sSRHomS(Lϕ∗F, ϕ#G) sSϕ
#RHomR(F,G)

RHomX(Lf∗F, f [G) f [RHomY (F,G)

f̄
∗
RHomY (Lφ∗F, φ[G)G) f̄

∗
φ[RHomY (F,G)

sR ζ0

f̄
∗
ζ̄

'

' (2.8.1)

'

'

Conversely, a more concrete proof—eschewing adjoints—of this commu-
tativity would, together with 2.8.2, give 3.4.1.

Exercise 3.4.5. Prove Proposition 3.4.1 along the following lines:
Show how sheafification respects conjugacy of functorial maps. Then show that

ζ0 and ζ are right-conjugate, respectively, to the projection maps

pϕ : ϕ∗E⊗L
R F −→ ϕ∗(E⊗L

S Lϕ∗F),

pf : Rf∗E ⊗L
Y F −→ Rf∗(E ⊗L

X Lf∗F ).

(Cf. [L09, 4.2.3(e)].) Finally, apply Lemma 3.3.6.

3.5 (Completion of proof of 2.10.23). Recall that 2.10.23 reduces via 2.10.24

to the situation where the closed immersions X
f−→ Y

g−→ Z correspond to

surjective ring homomorphisms R
ϕ
� S

ξ
� T whose kernels J and I are

generated by Koszul-regular sequences r = (r1, . . . , re) and s̄ = (s̄1, . . . , s̄d)
respectively, and, if si ∈ R is such that s̄i = ξ(si) (1 ≤ i ≤ d) then the R-
sequence (r, s) = (r1, . . . , re, s1, . . . , sd) is Koszul-regular and it generates the
kernel L of ξϕ. Thus 2.10.23 results from its commutative-algebra analog,
Proposition 3.5.1 below.
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Proposition 3.5.1. involves commutative-algebra versions of some of the
maps in Lemma 2.10.13. Set s̄ := (s̄1, . . . , s̄d), let KS (̄s) be the associated
Koszul complex, let ϑs̄ : T d −→∼ I/I 2 be the T -isomorphism sending the i-th
canonical basis element of T d to (s̄i + I2) ∈ I/I2 (1 ≤ i ≤ d), and let c#s̄ be
the natural composite D(T )-isomorphism

Nξ := HomT

(∧
d
T

(
I/I 2

)
,T
)
[−d]

via ϑs̄−−−→ HomT

(∧
d
T

(
T d
)
,T
)
[−d]

−→∼ ξ∗
(
HdHomS(KS (̄s), S)

)
[−d]

−→∼ ξ∗
(
HdRHomS(ξ∗T, S)

)
[−d]

−→∼
(
ξ∗Hdξ∗RHomξ(T, S)

)
[−d]

−→∼
(
HdRHomξ(T, S)

)
[−d]

−→∼ RHomξ(T, S) =: ξ#S.

(The last isomorphism holds since H iRHomξ(T, S)=H iHomS(KS (̄s), S)=0
if i 6= d.) In view of the relevant details of the equivalence described in
section 3.1, Lemma 2.10.13 implies that c#s̄ is obtained (up to canonical

isomorphism) by applying the global section functor to c[f : ωf −→∼ f [OY in

(2.10.12.1). It follows (or can be checked directly) that c#s̄ does not depend
on the choice of the Koszul-regular generating sequence s̄ of I, so that it
can—and will—be denoted by c#ξ .

The D(S)-isomorphism

c#ϕ : Nϕ := HomS

(∧e
S

(
J/J2

)
, S
)
[−e] −→∼ ϕ#R

and the D(T )-isomorphism

c#ξϕ : Nξϕ := HomT

(∧d+e
T

(
L/L2

)
,T
)
[−d− e] −→∼ (ξϕ)#R

are defined analogously.

Note that Nξ (resp.Nϕ , Nξϕ) is flat over T (resp.S, T ).

Proposition 3.5.1. The following D(T )-diagram commutes, and its sheafi-
fication is isomorphic to the D(X)-diagram in 2.10.23.

ξ#ϕ#R (ξϕ)#R

ξ#S ⊗L
T Lξ∗ϕ#R

Nξ ⊗T ξ∗Nϕ Nξϕ

˜
(3.1.21)

h

(2.10.21)

χ0(S, ϕ#R) (3.3.1)

c#ξ ⊗L
T Lξ∗c#ϕ

c#ξϕ
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Proof. As regards sheafification, there are evident natural isomorphisms

sTNξ −→∼
(∧d

Xf
∗(I/I 2

))∨
[−d] =: ωf

sTNϕ −→∼ f∗
(∧e

Y g
∗(J/J 2

))∨
[−e] =: ωg

sTNξϕ −→∼
(∧d+e
X (gf)∗

(
L/L2

))∨
[−d−e] =: ωgf ,

via which the sheafification of the top row in 3.5.1 is naturally isomorphic
to the top row in 2.10.23.

Lemma 2.10.13, mutatis mutandis, shows the sheafification of the right
column in 3.5.1 to be isomorphic to the right column in 2.10.23. The top
arrows in the respective left columns can be treated similarly.

That χ0 in 3.5.1 sheafifies to the map in 2.10.23 labeled 2.7.7 is given by
Proposition 3.3.2.

That the sheafification of the bottom row in 3.5.1 is naturally isomorphic
to the bottom row in 2.10.23 is given by (3.1.22), mutatis mutandis.

Next, to show the commutativity of the diagram in 3.5.1, it suffices to
show the commutativity of its adjoint, as follows.

Let pϕ and pξ be as in (3.3.3) ff.

For a sequence q in a ring Q, let K•Q(q) be the complex HomQ(KQ(q), Q).

Let tq : K•Q((q))→ K0
Q(q) = HomQ(Q,Q) = Q be the natural map.

One has the composite natural isomorphism (with γ̃0 an isomorphism
because the complex KR(r) is strictly perfect)

gr,s : K•R(r)⊗R K•R(s) = HomR(KR(r), R)⊗R HomR(KR(s), R)

−→∼
γ̃0

HomR(KR(r),HomR(KR(s), R))

−→∼ HomR(KR(r)⊗RKR(s), R) −→∼ K•R((r, s)).

Let ds̄ be the natural composite D(S)-isomorphism

ξ∗Nξ

ξ∗c#ξ−−→ ξ∗ξ
#S −→∼ RHomS(ξ∗T, S) −→∼ K•S (̄s),

and define analogously

dr : ϕ∗Nϕ −→∼ K•R(r), dr,s : ϕ∗ξ∗Nξϕ −→∼ K•R((r, s)).

Now expand the adjoint diagram naturally as in diagram (3.5.2) below.
Diagram-chasing shows that proving commutativity of all the subdiagrams
of this expanded diagram gives the desired commutativity of the adjoint
diagram itself.
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ϕ∗ξ∗(Nξ ⊗T ξ∗Nϕ) ϕ∗ξ∗Nξϕ

ϕ∗(K
•
S (̄s)⊗S Nϕ)

ϕ∗(Nϕ⊗SK•S (̄s))

K•R((r, s))

ϕ∗Nϕ ⊗R K•R(s)

K•R(r)⊗R K•R(s) R

ϕ∗(ξ∗Nξ ⊗S Nϕ) (R⊗RK•R(s))

(R⊗R R)ϕ∗ϕ
#R⊗RK•R(s) ϕ∗ξ∗(ξϕ)#R

ϕ∗(ϕ
#R⊗S K•S (̄s))

ϕ∗(ξ∗ξ
#S ⊗L

S ϕ
#R)

ϕ∗ϕ
#R⊗R R

ϕ∗(S ⊗S ϕ#R) ϕ∗(ϕ
#R⊗S S) ϕ∗ϕ

#R

ϕ∗ξ∗(ξ
#S⊗L

T Lξ∗ϕ#R) ϕ∗ξ∗ξ
#ϕ#R

ϕ∗ξ∗h

(2.10.21)

ϕ∗ξ∗χ0(S, ϕ#R)

ϕ∗ξ∗(c
#
ξ ⊗T c#ϕ)

via ds̄

via c#ξ and c#ϕ

p−1
ϕ

via dr

pϕ

tr,s ϕ∗ξ∗c
#
ξϕ

(3.1.21)

ϕ∗s

gr,s

via ts

via ts

tr⊗R ts

dr,s

ϕ∗pξ

ϕ∗pξ
p−1
ϕ

via t s̄

1○

2○

3○

4○

(3.5.2)

For each of the unlabeled subdiagrams, commutativity is either obvious
or straightforward to verify.
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For the commutativity of 2○, use the commutativity (resulting directly
from the definition of dr) of

ϕ∗(Nϕ ⊗SK•S (̄s)) ϕ∗Nϕ ⊗R K•R(s)

K•R(r)⊗R K•R(s)

ϕ∗(ϕ
#R⊗SK•S (̄s)) ϕ∗ϕ

#R⊗R K•R(s),

pϕ

pϕ

via c#ϕ

via dr

natural

plus the definition of ds̄ , to reduce to noting the obvious commutativity of

ϕ∗(K
•
S (̄s)⊗S Nϕ) ϕ∗(Nϕ ⊗SK•S (̄s))

ϕ∗(K
•
S (̄s)⊗S ϕ#R) ϕ∗(ϕ

#R⊗SK•S (̄s))

ϕ∗(S ⊗S ϕ#R) ϕ∗(ϕ
#R⊗S S)

natural

natural

via c#ϕ

via t s̄

via c#ϕ

via t s̄

The commutativity of 3○ follows from the definition of the map (3.1.21).
The commutativity of 4○ is given by Lemma 3.3.4, mutatis mutandis..
It remains to verify the commutativity of 1○, or equivalently, of the nat-

ural diagram

ϕ∗ξ∗(Nξ ⊗T ξ∗Nϕ) ϕ∗ξ∗Nξϕ K•R((r, s))

K•R(r)⊗R K•R(s)ϕ∗(ξ∗Nξ ⊗S Nϕ)

ϕ∗(K
•
S (̄s)⊗S Nϕ) ϕ∗(Nϕ⊗SK•S (̄s)) ϕ∗Nϕ ⊗R K•R(s)

ϕ∗ξ∗h
−1

pϕ

via d−1
s̄ via d−1

r

ϕ∗s

g−1
r,s

d−1
r,s

ϕ∗pξ

1○′

This diagram is the canonical image in D(R) of an explicitly describable
diagram in the category of R-complexes. To see this, represent d−1

s̄ as the
image in D(S) of a map of complexes, as follows (and analogously for d−1

r

and d−1
r,s):

Lemma 3.5.3. The map d−1
s̄ is the canonical image in D(S) of the natural

composite map of S-complexes

d′s̄ : K•S (̄s) −→
(
HdK•S (̄s)

)
[−d] −→∼

(
Kd
S (̄s)⊗S ξ∗T

)
[−d]

−→∼ ξ∗HomT

(∧d
T

(
T d
)
, T
)
[−d]

−→∼
viaϑs̄

ξ∗HomT

(∧d
T

(
I/I 2

)
, T
)
[−d] = ξ∗Nξ.
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Proof. It suffices to prove equality of the adjoint maps, that is, that the
border of the following natural diagram commutes:

ξ∗K•S (̄s) ξ∗
(
HdK•S (̄s)

)
[−d]

ξ#S
(
Hdξ#S

)
[−d]

(
Hdξ∗K•S (̄s)

)
[−d]

ξ∗
(
Kd
S (̄s)⊗S ξ∗T

)
[−d]

HdHomT (ξ∗KS (̄s), T )[−d]

Nξ HomT

(∧d
T

(
I/I 2

)
, T
)
[−d] HomT

(∧d
T

(
T d
)
, T
)
[−d]

viaϑs̄

ξ∗c
#
ξ
−1 5○

Showing commutativity of subdiagram 5○ is a minor variant of showing

that c#ξ is identifiable with Γ(X, c[f ) (see the third paragraph before 3.5.1).
Details are left to the reader.

The commutativity of the unlabeled subdiagrams is easy to check.
The desired conclusion results. �

In continuation of the proof of 3.5.1, to describe d′s̄ more explicitly, the
following abbreviations are helpful.

With rLi := (ri + L2) ∈ L/L2, and so on, one has the generators

rJ := rJ1 ∧ · · · ∧ r
J
e of

∧e
S

(
J/J 2

)
,

s̄I := s̄I1 ∧ · · · ∧ s̄Id of
∧d
T

(
I/I 2

)
,

(r, s)L := rL1 ∧ · · · ∧ r
L
e ∧ sL1 ∧ · · · ∧ sLd of

∧d+e
T

(
L/L2

)
.

With (v1, . . . , vd+e) the standard basis ofRd+e =Rd⊕Re, and (w1, . . . , wd)
the standard basis of Sd, one has the generators

vd+e := v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vd+e of
∧
d+e
R

(
Rd+e

)
,

vd := v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vd of
∧
d
R

(
Rd
)
,

vd,e := vd+1 ∧ · · · ∧ vd+e of
∧e
R

(
Re
)
,

wd := w1 ∧ · · · ∧ wd of
∧
d
R

(
Sd
)
.

For a ring Q and a generator g of a rank-one free Q-module G, denote
by 1Q/g the map in HomQ(G,Q) that takes g to the identity 1Q of Q.

One checks that in degree d+ e,

gr,s

(
(1R/v

d,e)⊗R (1R/v
d)
)

= (−1)de(1R/v
d+e).
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Further, in degree d,

d′s̄(1S/w
d) = 1T /s̄

I ,

and analogously,

d′r(1R/v
d,e) = 1S/r

J (in degree e),

d′r,s(1R/v
d+e) = 1T /(r, s)L (in degree d+ e).

Now one need only verify commutativity of the diagram of R-complexes
represented by 1○′ with d−1 replaced by d′; and for this, one need only look

at what happens to the generator 1R/v
d+e of the R-module Kd+e

R ((r, s)).

Recalling (2.10.21), one checks that moving around counterclockwise from

Kd+e
R ((r, s)) to ϕ∗(ξ∗Nξ ⊗S Nϕ)d+e acts successively on 1R/v

d+e as:

1R/v
d+e 7−→ 1T /(r, s)L

7−→ (1T /s̄
I)⊗T (1T ⊗S 1S/r

J) 7−→ (1T/s̄
I)⊗S (1S/r

J).

On the other hand, moving clockwise acts successively on 1R/v
d+e as:

1R/v
d+e 7−→ (−1)de(1R/v

d,e ⊗R (1R/v
d)

7−→ (−1)de(1S/r
J)⊗R (1R/v

d)

7−→ (−1)de(1S/r
J)⊗S (1S/w

d) (see (3.3.3) ff.)

7−→ (1S/w
d)⊗S (1S/r

J) 7−→ (1T/s̄
I)⊗S (1S/r

J).

This completes the proof. �
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